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Introduction 

Proteins are the wheels and mill stones of the complex machinery that underlies 

human life. They catalyze every step in our metabolism, from the breakdown of 

nutrients to provide energy, through the transport and movement of living matter on 

every possible scale, to the replication of the DNA and the formation of new cells.  

In all these processes, proteins work in close association with other biomolecules: 

nucleic acids, sugars, lipids, and most importantly, other proteins. As receptors and 

ligands, as enzymes and substrates, and as components of large molecular 

assemblies, proteins are able to work in concert with other proteins, to regulate their 

activity, and to transfer molecular signals between them. This huge network of 

protein-protein interactions enables the cell to respond quickly to changes in the 

environment, such as temperature, oxygen or nutrient concentration. It enables the 

cell to communicate with other cells, by hormones, electrical currents or any other 

signal that can be detected by proteins. This makes multicellular life possible, with 

individual cells receiving signals to grow, to replicate, or to die, depending on the 

needs of the organism as a whole.  

When the balance of this network is disrupted, diseases such as cancer may result, 

and viruses such as HIV are known to seize and abuse the network to achieve their 

own ends. Very often, pharmaceutical drugs are also targeted at proteins: by 

inhibiting the activity of a protein or its ability to form interactions with other 

proteins, the balance of the network can be restored and diseases can be cured. 

 

Over the past decades, the disciplines of molecular biology, biochemistry and 

genetics have developed and used a large array of techniques to study proteins and 

protein interactions at the functional level, which has caused our knowledge to 

expand greatly. However, in order to fully understand how proteins work together, 

knowledge at the atomic level is required. Only in this way, functional mechanisms 

such as binding specificity, signal transduction through conformational change, and 

molecular scaffolding, can be fully understood, and only in this way, new drugs can 
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be designed rationally to influence these mechanisms. The aim of structural biology 

is to provide the atomic detail that is needed to address these issues.  

 

X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) are the classical 

methods for gaining knowledge at the atomic level. At the level of individual 

proteins, these techniques have proven to be of immense value, with tens of 

thousands of three-dimensional (3D) structures solved and deposited in the Protein 

Data Bank 1. In addition, X-ray crystallography and NMR have been successfully 

applied to solve the structures of many protein complexes, consisting of two or more 

proteins in interaction. 

 

However, the number of complexes in the cell is at least one order of magnitude 

larger than the number of proteins. Moreover, associations between proteins and 

other macromolecules are often transient and reversible. This is especially the case in 

signal transduction, reflecting that signals need to be turned off as well as on, and 

quick responses to small changes are necessary in a cellular environment. Therefore, 

while signal transduction complexes are the most interesting biologically, since a 

disruption of their fragile balance may lead to diseases such as cancer, they are also 

the weakest and most difficult to solve at atomic resolution by classical NMR or X-

ray crystallography. For many complexes, the 3D structures of the individual 

proteins in their free, unbound form are known, but the structure of the protein 

complex itself remains elusive. 

 

Nevertheless, low-resolution experimental information can often be obtained by a 

variety of other techniques (for a detailed review, see van Dijk et al. 2). Chemical shift 

perturbation (CSP), hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange and site-directed 

mutagenesis can identify the interface region; residual dipolar couplings and 

relaxation anisotropy can provide information about the relative orientation of the 

proteins, and electron microscopy or small angle X-ray scattering can give the overall 

shape of the complex.  
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This thesis deals with two fields of study that aim to shed light on protein complexes 

by computational means: data-driven docking and interface prediction.  

 

Docking, in general, is defined as the prediction of the structure of a complex starting 

from the free, unbound structures of its constituents. Data-driven docking, in 

particular, means that experimental information is used directly during the docking 

process, so that the only possible solutions are those that agree with experiment. The 

most widely used data-driven docking method, HADDOCK 3, was developed in our 

group. In the absence of experimental data, data-driven docking can still be 

performed if the interface region between the proteins can be predicted by 

computational means. Interface prediction is a booming field on its own, with dozens 

of methods that have been developed in recent years.  

 

This thesis is organized as follows. First, a general introduction to the docking field is 

provided in Chapter 2 followed by a general overview of the interface prediction 

field in Chapter 3. The next chapters deal with the development of interface 

predictions tools. Chapter 4 describes WHISCY, a general-purpose interface 

prediction program and web server. In Chapter 5, pairwise propensities and their use 

in interface prediction are evaluated. Chapter 6 describes an improved version of 

HADDOCK, able to deal with a larger variety of experimental data and different 

types of complexes. HADDOCK’s performance in the CAPRI blind docking 

experiment is also discussed.  Recently, a web server interface for HADDOCK has 

been developed, facilitating data-driven docking for a larger community. This work 

is presented in Chapter 7. Finally, in Chapter 8, a consensus method called CPORT 

that combines six interface predictors is introduced. CPORT has been specifically 

designed for data-driven docking: driven by CPORT, large-scale docking 

experiments were performed with HADDOCK, and in Chapter 8 the results are 

compared with those of other state-of-the-art docking methods. The thesis concludes 

with a short perspective on the docking field and expected future developments. 
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Docking of protein-protein complexes 

Docking programs have been developed since the mid-1980s, but they have greatly 

benefited from the increased number of known protein complexes as well as from the 

vast advances in computing power that have been achieved since that time. Initially, 

most protein–protein docking approaches have been developed based on rigid-body 

docking algorithms, thus ignoring any conformational change that might occur upon 

binding. Typically, a large number of possible solutions are considered 

(searching/sampling), which are subsequently ranked according to quantitative 

criteria (scoring). The most widely used sampling approach is the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) algorithm 1, where the protein is represented as one or more values 

at every point on a discrete grid. Typically, one protein is rotated, while the other is 

kept fixed. Docking is then performed by overlaying the grids of the two proteins 

using FFT, calculating all possible overlays in a single step. The values of the grid are 

chosen such that overlap (interpenetration) between surface points is favored, while 

overlap between the protein interiors is penalized.  

Other methods to perform a rigid-body docking search are rigid-body energy 

minimization 2 and rigid-body Monte Carlo minimization 3,4. Unlike FFT, 

representing the proteins as grids is optional, and both rotations and translations can 

be searched simultaneously, although for neither of them all possibilities are 

calculated in a single step. 

 

The rigid-body approximation does not work well for every complex. Therefore, 

many docking programs take into account flexibility of the macromolecules that are 

being docked (for a review, see Bonvin 5). Flexibility can be introduced at several 

levels: implicitly, by smoothing the protein surfaces or allowing some degree of 

interpenetration (soft docking) or by performing multiple docking runs from various 

conformations (cross or ensemble docking); or explicitly, by allowing side-chain 

and/or backbone flexibility, either during docking or in a refinement step. Finally, it 

is possible to perform multi-body or incremental rigid-body docking, cutting the 
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protein at flexible hinges regions, which must be determined a priori. 

 

Explicit flexibility can be very costly computationally. During a rigid body search, 

one partner can be kept fixed, so that only six degrees of freedom need to be 

considered, rotation around and translation along each of the three principal axes. 

However, when flexibility is allowed, rotation around every pure sigma bond is in 

principle allowed, and the degrees of freedom can increase to thousands. Therefore, 

explicit flexibility is often used for only part of the protein, or for only part of the 

docking protocol. 

 

The use of data in docking 

Ab initio docking programs generate docking models based on the coordinates of the 

(free) proteins, disregarding any further knowledge of the system under study. 

However, inclusion of such knowledge can be very beneficial for the docking 

progress by eliminating a large number of possible outcomes.  

Many docking methods have been used in combination with experimental data to 

filter the generated solutions (for a review see van Dijk and Bonvin 6). For example, 

the FFT programs Hex and GRAMM have been used with mutagenesis data 7-10, DOT 

has been used with H/D exchange data 11,12, and FTDOCK has been used with NMR 

CSP and RDC data 13,14. Several interface prediction methods have also been used in 

combination with docking, for example WHISCY 15, ProMate 16 and cons-PPISP 17. 

 

Next to filtering, experimental and/or predicted data can also be used directly in the 

sampling stage of docking. Compared to simple filtering of solutions, the advantage 

is then that 'correct' or 'near-correct' configurations should be enriched, provided of 

course that the information is correct. This becomes especially important when the 

number of configurations is too large to be adequately sampled, as is often the case 

when flexibility is introduced.  

In several FFT methods, information can be used a priori, for example by limiting the 
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rotational search to certain angles, or by up-weighting 18-20 or blocking 21 given 

residues in the generation of the grid. However, there are very few methods in which 

data are used to directly drive the docking. Among the methods that have 

participated in CAPRI there is only one, HADDOCK 2,22. Most experimental and/or 

predicted data are highly ambiguous and only provide information about putative 

interface residues, but not about the specific contacts made. To reflect this, such data 

are incorporated into HADDOCK in the form of ambiguous interaction restraints 

(AIRs). Prior to docking, the user must supply for every molecule a list of active 

residues (residues that are known to make contact within the complex) and passive 

residues (residues that potentially make contact).  For every active residue, a single 

AIR restraint is defined between that residue and all active and passive residues on 

the partner. An explicit AIR energy term is introduced into the calculation through a 

soft-square harmonic potential EAIR (with a potential shape defined as in Nilges et al. 

23) that depends on an effective distance. The latter is calculated through the following 

formula: 
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where Natoms indicates all atoms of a given residue and Nres the sum of active and 

passive residues for a given protein. An upper limit to the effective distance 

(typically 2 Å) is enforced by HADDOCK. If this limit is exceeded, the AIR energy 

becomes positive and the active residue experiences an attractive force towards the 

active and passive residues of the partner molecule. If not, the restraint is satisfied 

and the AIR energy and attractive force are zero for that restraint. Since many atom-

atom distances inversely contribute to the effective distance, an AIR restraint is 

typically satisfied if a residue comes within 4-5 Å of any active or passive residue of 

the partner molecule. 

In this way, (putative) interface residues are forced to make contact with (a surface 

region on) the partner protein, but not with any specific partner residue. These 
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ambiguous restraints drive the docking in the same way that nuclear Overhauser 

effect (NOE) distance restraints drive the calculation of an NMR structure. In fact, if 

NOEs have been measured they can be directly included. HADDOCK can deal with 

a large variety of experimental data, including among others mutagenesis, NMR 

chemical shift perturbation data, residual dipolar coupling, H/D exchange data, 

cross-linking and NMR relaxation data, as well as interface prediction data.  

 

The CAPRI experiment 

To monitor the performance of current protein-protein docking methods, CAPRI 

(Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions), a community-wide blind docking 

experiment, has been established (http://capri.ebi.ac.uk). In this experiment, 

participants are asked to predict by docking a recently solved protein-protein 

complex a few weeks prior to its publication. Each participating team may submit ten 

docking solutions, which are assessed by the CAPRI team. 

 

One of the achievements of CAPRI is the establishment of community standards to 

evaluate docking solutions. Three criteria are used in CAPRI to determine the 

accuracy of a docking solution: 

 

- Fraction of native contacts (fnat). Residues within 5 Å of another are defined 

to be in contact. Considering all intermolecular contacts in the native 

structure, it is assessed how many of these contacts are also present in the 

docking model. 

- Ligand root mean square deviation (l-RMSD). The docking model is 

superimposed onto the native structure, fitting only on the largest protein 

(“receptor”). After that, the RMSD is computed over the backbone atoms of 

the smaller protein (“ligand”). 

- Interface root mean square deviation (i-RMSD). The docking model is 

superimposed onto the native structure, fitting only on the interface region (all 
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residues within 10 Å from the partner molecule). The RMSD is computed over 

the same region. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Example predictions from the CAPRI experiment overlaid onto the experimental crystal 

structure. a: a one-star prediction (HADDOCK model #1 for target 27 24, PDB code 2O25) b: a two-star 

prediction (HADDOCK model #1 for target 26 25, PDB code 2HQS) c: a three-star prediction 

(HADDOCK model #1 for target 13 26, PDB code 1YNT). See the end of this thesis for a full color 

figure 

 

Figure 1 shows examples of successful CAPRI predictions of various accuracies. 

Predictions are awarded one to three stars based on the above criteria, or zero stars if 

they fail to meet any. The definitions are as follows: one-star (acceptable): fnat ≥ 0.1 

and l-RMSD ≤ 10.0Å or i-RMSD ≤ 4.0Å; two-star (good): fnat ≥ 0.3 and l-RMSD ≤ 

5.0Å or i-RMSD ≤ 2.0Å;  three-star (high quality): fnat ≥ 0.5 and l-RMSD ≤ 1.0Å or i-

RMSD ≤ 1.0Å. 
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Table 1: Overview of current docking methods.  

 

Docking method  

ATTRACT 27,28 Reduced-representation EM algorithm. Allows large-scale motions during 
docking. Considers multiple conformations simultaneously. 

ClusPro 29,30 Clustering and scoring of docking solutions. Web server available, 
http://nrc.bu.edu/cluster 

DOT 12 FFT algorithm. Makes use of atomic contact potentials. Software is free (open 
source), http://www.sdsc.edu/CCMS/DOT 

GRAMM 31 FFT algorithm. Web server (GRAMM-X) available, software is free, 
http://vakser.bioinformatics.ku.edu/resources/gramm .  

HADDOCK 2,22 Full-atom EM/MD algorithm. Data-driven approach, suitable for a wide 
range of biomolecular complexes and experimental data. Implements both 
side-chain and backbone flexibility during the protocol. Software is free 
(source code) for academic use, http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock . 
Web server available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock 

ICM-DISCO 3 Full-atom MC/MD algorithm with side-chain optimization. Part of the ICM 
program for protein modeling, commercially available, 
http://www.molsoft.com . 

MolFit 1 FFT algorithm. Allows the use of data to limit the search space. Allows 
incremental docking of subunits or domains. Software is free (binaries), 
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/Chemical_Research_Support/molfit . 

PatchDock/ 

FlexDock  32,33  

Geometric algorithm, very fast. Allows incremental docking of subunits or 
domains. Web server available, software is free (binaries) for academic use,  
http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock 

PIPER 34,35 FFT algorithm. Makes use of atomic contact potentials. 

pyDock 36,37 Scoring of docking solutions. Makes use of atomic contact potentials. Has 
performed well in the separate CAPRI scoring experiment. 

RosettaDock 4,37 Full-atom MC/MD algorithm with side-chain optimization. Regions of low 
energy are searched extensively. Part of the Rosetta software package for 
protein prediction, free (source code) for academic use, 
http://www.rosettacommons.org . Computationally intensive. 

ZDOCK 38,39 FFT algorithm. Allows the use of data to limit the search space. Software is 
free for academic use, http://zlab.bu.edu/zdock .  
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Table 2: Docking methods that scored at least four stars among the most recent CAPRI targets (round 

6-13). For the criteria for one-, two- and three-star predictions, see the main text. 0: zero-star (incorrect) 

prediction. - : predictor did not participate for this target. 

 

Predictor T20 T21 T24 T25 a T26 T27 T28 T29 a Total 

ZDOCK 38,39 0 * * ** * ** 0 * 6/2/0 

HADDOCK 2,22 0 ** 0 * ** * 0 ** 5/3/0 

Smith 40 b 0 0 0 ** ** * 0 * 4/2/0 

MolFit 1 0 0 0 *** * * 0 * 4/1/1 

DOT 12 - ** 0 0 0 * 0 ** 3/2/0 

PIPER 34,35 0 * 0 ** ** 0 0 0 3/2/0 

RosettaDock 4,41 c * 0 0 0 ** * 0 0 3/1/0 

ICM-DISCO 3 - - * ** * - - - 3/1/0 

Zhou 42 d - - 0 0 - ** 0 ** 2/2/0 

pyDock 36,37 e - - 0 ** 0 0 0 ** 2/2/0 

RosettaDock 4,43 f 0 ** 0 0 ** 0 0 0 2/2/0 

a = targets 25 and 29 are bound-unbound docking, not a blind prediction 

b = combination of methods: MolFit and FTDOCK 14 for sampling, steered MD and RosettaDock for 

refinement 

c = Baker team 

d = combination of methods: ZDOCK, ClusPro 29,30 (ZDOCK+DOT) and HADDOCK for sampling, MD 

for refinement  

e = combination of methods: ZDOCK and FTDOCK for sampling, followed by a scoring step. 

f = Gray team 

 

Table 1 shows an overview of state-of-the-art docking programs and their 

characteristics. Table 2 shows the top-scoring docking predictors for recent CAPRI 

targets. While there is a wide diversity in underlying methodology, they all have 

several common aspects: all methods use an initial rigid-body stage, followed by a 

scoring step. ZDOCK 38,39, MolFit 1, DOT 12 and PIPER 34,35 are all FFT algorithms, while 

in HADDOCK 2,22 the rigid-body search is performed by data-driven energy 
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minimization. RosettaDock 4 and ICM-DISCO 3 use a Monte Carlo minimization in 

their initial stage. Also, most methods account for flexibility at some stage. In ICM-

DISCO, docking against a soft grid is followed by Monte Carlo (MC) optimization of 

the ligand side-chains 3. This procedure is quite successful in reproducing induced 

changes in surface side-chains as long as no large backbone rearrangements take 

place. In RosettaDock 4, after the initial low-resolution search, the side-chains are 

repacked and further optimized in an MC search that includes rigid-body 

displacements. Recent developments include the sampling of off-rotamer side-chain 

conformations 44 and a new solvated rotamer library. Rather impressive results on 

the accuracy of side-chain positioning were obtained for previous CAPRI targets that 

exhibit only minor backbone conformational changes upon binding 45,46. As shown in 

figure 2, HADDOCK takes into account backbone as well as side-chain flexibility. 

This is achieved through the use of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations: first, a 

semi-flexible simulated annealing of the interface, followed by a refinement in 

explicit solvent. In CAPRI, MD simulations were used as well by the teams of Smith 

40 and Zhou 42.  

 

For CAPRI targets with large conformational changes, an incremental, multi-body, 

multistage docking strategy was successfully applied using MolFit 47. In target 20, it 

was clear that a loop must undergo significant conformational changes. The only 

acceptable solution was obtained using RosettaDock, by simply ignoring the loop 

during docking and rebuilding it in the context of the complex in a loop modeling 

step. Success was also achieved (after the submission) using HADDOCK by docking 

the loop, the rest of the protein and its partner as three separate bodies 5,22. 

 

Experimental data are also widely used to assist in docking. This has been an 

important factor for success in the CAPRI experiment 48. ZDOCK 42 offers the 

possibility to block certain regions, whereas in HADDOCK experimental data 

directly drives the docking. Both options were used by the team of Zhou 42, using a 

combination of experimental data and interface predictions. In addition, MolFit 
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offers the possibility to upweight putative interface residues in the FFT grid. pyDock 

and Smith's team also use experimental data along with physicochemical properties 

at the scoring stage. Since CAPRI is not fully automated and human intervention is 

allowed in selecting the ten submitted models, experimental data play an important 

role in the visual inspection and selection of the solutions, as many groups have 

stated. 

 

In terms of performance, ZDOCK and HADDOCK are the most successful methods, 

with ZDOCK achieving the largest number of successful predictions (6/8 targets) 

and HADDOCK achieving the most two-star predictions (3/8 targets). Good 

predictions were also made by predictor teams that do not rely on one particular 

method, but instead select and refine solutions generated by different methods 

(Smith, Zhou and pyDock). 

 

Performance of docking servers 

Table 3: Docking servers that scored at least one star among the most recent CAPRI targets (round 6-

13). For the criteria for one-, two- and three-star predictions, see the main text. 0: zero-star (incorrect) 

prediction. - : server did not participate for this target. 

 

Server T20 T21 T24 T25 a T26 T27 T28 T29 a Total 

PatchDock 33 - - 0 ** * - - 0 2/1/0 

ClusPro 29,30 0 0 0 * 0 * 0 0 2/0/0 

GRAMM-X 31 - 0 0 ** - 0 0 0 1/1/0 

SKE-DOCK 49 - 0 0 ** 0 0 0 0 1/1/0 

SmoothDock 50 0 0 0 ** 0 0 0 0 1/1/0 

 

a = targets 25 and 29 are bound-unbound docking, not a blind prediction 
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Table 3 shows the performance of various docking servers in recent rounds of 

CAPRI. Although the easiest target, target 25 (bound-unbound), was well predicted, 

the success of the servers has been very limited for other targets. In previous CAPRI 

rounds, the ClusPro server scored 2 one-star, 1 two-star and even a three-star 

prediction among the nine targets, however, all of those successes were bound-

unbound docking 51,52. This suggests that while docking can be fully automated in 

some easy cases, more improvement is needed before reliable results can be obtained 

for the average unbound docking target without human supervision. 

 

Practical aspects of docking 

 

Figure 2: Overview of the HADDOCK docking protocol. Typically, in the order of 10000 solutions are 

sampled at the rigid body docking stage with only 1000 saved to disk. The top 20% is then subjected to 

the semi-flexible refinement and final refinement in explicit solvent. 
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Figure 3: Flowchart of macromolecular docking. 
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There are many important practical aspects that need to be considered in the docking 

of macromolecular complexes. This begins already at the preparation of a docking 

run. While almost all docking programs accept the input structures in PDB format, 

this format is very loose, and various programs may enforce additional rules. For 

example, in HADDOCK, it is required that every PDB ends with an END statement, 

and that the segment id (column 73-76) is empty. Non-protein atoms such as ions are 

allowed, but their nomenclature must be compatible to the definitions in the 

provided topologies; further their electric charge state should be specified.  

Also, the input structures should be of sufficient quality. Missing atoms, clashes, 

improbable conformations and similar irregularities may be tolerated to some extent, 

but must otherwise be fixed in the unbound starting structure prior to docking 

(recommended). In case there is no unbound structure of the protein available, the 

user must instead generate a homology model of sufficiently high quality. Some 

energies and scores utilized by docking programs, for example shape 

complementarity and van der Waals energy, are highly dependent on the quality of 

the structure. Structure validation programs such as ProCheck 53, WHATIF 54 and 

MolProbity 55 can assess the quality of structures and homology models. 

 

The nature of the system under study plays an important role as well. Most docking 

methods specialize in protein-protein complexes, but a few programs offer support 

for protein-DNA complexes 9,12,14,56. Only one program, HADDOCK, has been 

applied to a wide variety of biomolecular complexes: protein-protein57,58, protein-

peptide 59,60, protein-nucleic acid 61,62, protein-oligosaccharide 63 and protein-small 

ligand 64,65 complexes  

(see also http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock/publications.html for a list of 

applications). Each type of complex has characteristic practical aspects that must be 

considered. In particular, small ligands (and oligosaccharides) are difficult for 

docking methods that use a full-atom representation. Appropriate force field 

parameters, such as atom partial charges and allowed bond angle parameters, are 

well-defined for proteins, but they must be approximated for small ligands. 
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Moreover, small ligands typically enjoy considerable conformational freedom, up to 

the point that their conformation may be completely unknown.  Fortunately, there 

are several programs and web servers for small ligands that can provide information 

and parameters for docking such as PRODRG 66, HIC-Up 67 and CORINA 

(http://www.molecular-networks.com/online_demos/corina_demo.html). These 

can also be helpful in case of small molecules that are part of proteins, such as co-

factors and post-translationally modified amino acids. These molecules often play a 

crucial role in the interaction energetics and, therefore, must be modeled as 

accurately as possible. In many cases (ions, ATP, phosphorylated residues), a net 

charge is carried by these molecules. In the large majority of docking programs, 

electrostatics is an important factor in the sampling and/or scoring of docking 

solutions. Therefore, partial charges must be accurately distributed among the atoms 

in order to properly compute electrostatic energies.  

 

The problem of proper electrostatics is by no means limited to small molecules. 

Neutral histidines, for example, can be protonated at either the delta or epsilon 

nitrogen. A histidine can also be positively charged and thus protonated at both 

nitrogens. Within HADDOCK, histidines are treated as positively charged by default, 

but they can be specified as neutral (delta- or epsilon-protonated) by the user. Again, 

this may have significant effects on the electrostatic energies of docking solutions. 

The protonation state of histidines can be estimated from the pH at which the 

starting structure was solved, and programs such as WHATIF 54 can estimate them 

from the protein hydrogen bonding network of the starting structure.  

A final important aspect of electrostatics is its implementation in the chosen force 

field, in particular how the electrostatic energy declines with the distance between 

charges and the screening effect of the medium. The latter can be approximated by 

varying the value of the dielectric constant (or epsilon parameter): for example, for 

vacuum epsilon=1, in the interior of a protein epsilon=2-4 and for water epsilon=70-

80. In some cases, epsilon is made distance-dependent, resulting in a stronger 

screening of electrostatic interactions. In HADDOCK, for protein-protein docking, 
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epsilon is set to 10 for the vacuum part of the protocol (a compromise between the 

interior of a protein and the screening effect of the solvent) and to 1 for the final 

explicit solvent refinement. Other docking programs may use different values, or use 

a different model for electrostatics altogether. Regardless of the docking program, 

proper electrostatics should be given special attention in the case of unusual systems, 

such as for example a transmembrane protein. 

 

As discussed previously, many docking programs take into account flexibility of the 

macromolecules that are being docked. This may require a considerable amount of 

input from the user's side. Docking programs may accept multiple starting 

structures, but they must be generated by the user, using some of the techniques 

outlined previously. Ideally, some of the starting conformations should be closer to 

the bound form than the initial unbound structure, but this is notoriously difficult to 

achieve a priori to docking.  

In case of explicit flexibility, additional guidance by the user may be required. For 

example, HADDOCK consists of an initial rigid body minimization followed by a 

simulated annealing phase and an explicit solvent refinement (Figure 2). Flexibility is 

introduced in a stepwise manner during refinement: first only for side-chains, and 

later for both side-chains and backbone of the interface residues; finally the entire 

system becomes flexible in the final cooling phase of the explicit solvent refinement. 

The user may specify the semi-flexible regions manually, but also choose to let 

HADDOCK determine them automatically from an analysis of contacting residues. 

Fully flexible segments can also be defined: these are treated as fully flexible during 

the entire simulated annealing phase; this might be appropriate in cases where parts 

of a structure are disordered or unstructured, for flexible loops, or when docking 

small flexible ligands or peptides onto a protein.  

 

Experimental or predicted data used in docking must be treated carefully as well. 

Interface prediction data and some experimental data such as H/D exchange data 

are very fuzzy, in the sense that not every identified residue may actually take part in 
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the interaction. This can be translated into a more liberal filtering scheme if data are 

used to filter the docking results. In HADDOCK, where data are used to drive the 

docking, a percentage of the data can be discarded at random for each docking trial. 

Data need not to be limited to lists of interface residues. HADDOCK is a data-driven 

docking method rooted in NMR structure determination. Therefore, it can deal with 

a wide variety of restraints besides AIRs, such as classical NOEs but also symmetry 

restraints. Also, flexibility in HADDOCK can be controlled through the use of 

restraints between atoms within one protein. For example, this allows the user to 

impose secondary structure restraints to prevent the unfolding of a fully flexible 

segment, or distance restraints to prevent a co-factor to drift away. It also allows the 

use of HADDOCK for ab initio structure calculations of complexes when classical 

NMR restraints are available to drive the folding. It is further possible in HADDOCK 

to cut a protein into different pieces at hinge points and to define peptide bond and 

angle restraints between the segments. The various pieces are then docked 

simultaneously (multi-body docking), providing a natural way of modeling large 

conformational changes that can take place upon binding. This is different from the 

approach followed by FlexDock 32 and MolFit 1, where the components are docked 

incrementally and the solutions are filtered rather than restrained.   

 

The result of a docking search is always a large number of possible complexes rather 

than a single solution. The choice of the correct model is not trivial and is known as 

the scoring problem. Docking programs may employ many different scores, filters 

and energies in order to rank the solutions. Some of these, but usually not all of them, 

may have been used to drive the docking as well. Although a discussion of the 

various scores is beyond the scope of this chapter, it should be kept in mind that their 

relative usefulness depends on the system under study. There is thus, at present, no 

general, universal scoring function. For example, desolvation energy is an excellent 

score for homodimer complexes, in contrast, in the case of enzyme-inhibitors, 

electrostatics play a more important role, and desolvation energy is inappropriate in 

a membrane environment. Also, many docking programs allow the use of 
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experimental data or interface predictions to filter the docking solutions during 

scoring; their caveats have been discussed above. 

Finally, clustering of solutions is often applied to facilitate scoring. The size of a 

cluster may even be used as a score by itself. In HADDOCK, clustering parameters 

(RMSD cutoff and minimum cluster size) can be specified by the user, and scoring is 

done on a per-cluster rather than per-solution basis. In addition, it is recommended 

to calculate cluster averages on a similar number of solutions to avoid cluster size 

effects and allow easier comparison. 

 

List of abbreviations  

3D = Three-dimensional. AIR = Ambiguous Interaction Restraint. CAPRI = Critical 

Assessment of Predicted Interactions. EM = Energy Minimization. FFT = Fast Fourier 

Transform. MC = Monte Carlo. MD = Molecular Dynamics. PDB = Protein Data 

Bank. RMSD = Root Mean Square Deviation. 
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Prediction of protein-protein interfaces 

Abstract 

The aim of interface prediction is to predict which residues of a protein do interact 

with another molecule such as a protein, nucleic acid, carbohydrate or small ligand. 

This generates testable hypotheses about the function of a protein that can be verified 

by site-directed mutagenesis. In addition, interface prediction can be of assistance in 

other bioinformatic disciplines, such as function prediction and most notably protein 

docking, which aims at predicting the three dimensional (3D) structure of a protein 

complex from the known structures of its individual components. 

Most fields are driven by the discovery of new experimental data. In contrast, 

interface prediction uses mainly data contained in the sequence and 3D structure of 

proteins. Progress in interface prediction is mainly driven by the development of 

algorithms to interpret, process and combine these data. On the other hand, ongoing 

efforts in genomics provide increasing numbers of protein sequences from a large 

variety of organisms; at the same time, structural genomics initiatives contribute to 

populating the database of known 3D structures of proteins and their complexes 1. 

These, combined with advances in computer technology, allow protein interfaces to 

be analyzed and predicted today in a far more systematic way than what was 

possible in the past. While older methods could only be tested on a case-by-case basis 

or on a small set of similar complexes, large-scale statistical analysis and validation 

on non-redundant benchmarks has become the norm. Therefore, interface prediction 

is a field that is rapidly developing. At the time of writing, the large majority of 

protein-protein prediction methods are less than three years old, and new predictors 

are being published at an exponential rate. Despite this (or perhaps because of this), 

there is a lack of consensus on how protein interfaces should be predicted, or even 

what constitutes a good prediction. This chapter provides a critical overview of the 

current state of the art, while comparing different methods based on their choice of 

data, algorithm and evaluation. The focus is on protein-protein interface prediction, 
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although many of the points discussed are also valid for other kinds of interface 

prediction. 

 

The underlying properties of protein interfaces 

A large number of properties have been identified that have some predictive power 

for interfaces. They can be roughly divided into three groups: 

- The type and properties of the residues in the amino acid sequence; these 

properties include desolvation, interface propensity, and hydrophobicity. 

- The evolutionary conservation, which can be derived by comparing a 

given sequence to sequences of homologuous proteins.  

- The information contained in the atomic coordinates of the structure, such 

as surface accessibility, tertiary structure (spatial neighbors), secondary 

structure, crystallographic B-factors and properties that describe the 

chemical composition and the shape of the protein surface.  

 

Unfortunately, there is no single property sufficient for unambiguous identification 

of the interface2. Moreover, considerable disagreement exists on which properties are 

actually useful. Conservation is an excellent example of a property both widely used 

and widely debated.  First of all, there is a plethora of different methods to compute 

conservation from multiple sequence alignments (for an excellent review see Valdar 

3). The more sophisticated methods also take into account the evolutionary history of 

the sequences 4-8. Conservation has proven its merit in prediction of functional sites 

4,5,9, such as catalytic sites and residues that bind small ligands, but for protein-

protein interfaces, its use has been questioned 10 . Recently, Mihalek et al. showed 

that conserved residues coincide with a well-defined subset of the interface, formed 

by the residues that become totally shielded from water upon complexation 11. 

Reflecting these different findings, some interface predictors implement 

sophisticated forms of conservation 7,12,13, simple forms of conservation 14-16, or no 

measure of conservation at all 17,18.  
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An important problem in interface prediction is the orthogonality of properties, 

addressed in more detail by Neuvirth et al. 19. Two properties with predictive power 

may be combined into a better predictor, but only if they are orthogonal, i.e. not too 

strongly correlated. For example, correlation has been shown to exist between 

desolvation and hydrophobicity 18. This may explain some reports about certain 

properties having little value: new properties are often added to an existing method, 

having little effect if the new property is not orthogonal to the ones already used. 

 

Different types of complexes 

Protein-protein complexes can be divided into complexes for which the interacting 

proteins are always bound in the complex (obligate/permanent complexes), and 

complexes for which the interacting proteins can also exist in the unbound form 

(non-obligate/transient complexes). Obligate complexes can be further divided into 

homodimers, heterodimers and multimers; transient complexes are usually 

heterodimers. Transient complexes can be further divided into enzyme-inhibitor 

complexes, antibody-antigen complexes and non-enzyme-inhibitor transient (NEIT) 

complexes.  

It has turned out that the type of complex has considerable consequences for the 

prediction of the interface. Obligate interfaces are larger, flatter and better conserved 

than transient interfaces (10,17,20 and references therein). Obligate interfaces consist 

primarily of side chain-side chain contacts whereas in transient interfaces the 

backbone plays a more prominent role 17. Overall interface residue propensities are 

similar between obligate and transient interfaces: aromatic and hydrophobic residues 

and atoms are usually enriched in interfaces, whereas charged groups (except 

arginine) are usually depleted. However, these preferences are stronger in obligate 

complexes than in transient complexes 17. In addition to the larger interface-to-

surface ratio, this causes obligate complexes to be considerably easier to predict than 

transient complexes.  

The relevance of predictions on obligate complexes can be questioned: by definition, 
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only bound structures are available, from which the interface can be simply extracted 

instead of predicted. In contrast, predictions on unbound structures generate testable 

hypotheses on the binding mode of transient complexes. For assessment, interface 

predictions for transient complexes can be made on either bound or unbound 

structures, or even homology models. In theory, this may greatly affect the 

performance of interface prediction; in practice, interface predictors have shown to 

be robust for small structural differences 7,17,19,21. 

A recent study by Burgoyne and Jackson 22 assessed the predictive power of a 

number of properties for protein-ligand interfaces and different types of protein-

protein interfaces. They found that protein-ligand interfaces are much easier to 

predict than protein-protein interfaces, with strong signals for desolvation, 

electrostatic potential, surface cleft size and conservation. These signals persist to 

some extent for the prediction of protein-protein interfaces in enzymes (which can 

overlap with small-ligand binding sites); desolvation and especially conservation 

become, however, more important and cleft size less important. In contrast, only 

desolvation and conservation provide meaningful signals for inhibitors and NEIT 

complexes, with a much stronger signal present in inhibitors. 

Antibodies and antigens form two extremes in the predictability of interfaces. In 

antibodies, the interface is nearly always formed by the Complementarity 

Determining Region (CDR) loops, which are not only easily recognizable from the 

sequence, but also contain a very strong desolvation signal 17,22. Antigens, on the 

other hand, are notoriously hard to predict, with binding sites occasionally 

overlapping with binding sites of other proteins, but often formed by a totally 

different and undistinguishable region. For these, Burgoyne and Jackson 22 found 

that only desolvation has some predictive power. It is our opinion, and that of 

several others2,17, that neither antibodies nor antigens should be used to evaluate the 

performance of interface prediction algorithms. 
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Integration of properties into a prediction 

After selecting and extracting relevant properties, an interface predictor algorithm 

must combine these into a single prediction. Based on the output format of the 

prediction, interface predictors can be divided into two groups: patch-based or 

residue-based predictors. In their original interface predictor, Jones and Thornton 23,24 

defined a large number of patches on the protein surface and calculated the average 

physicochemical properties of the residues in a patch. The patches were ranked 

according to the combination of the properties, and the top-scoring patch was 

predicted as the interface. This patch-based approach has been followed by several 

other interface predictors 18,25,26. In contrast, the residue-based predictors, which 

include most methods, generate a list of residues that are predicted to be in the 

interface. These residues are not necessarily contiguous on the protein surface, 

although clustering algorithms are sometimes used to enforce contiguity 12-14,21. 

The actual combination of properties is independent from the output format. The 

large variety of different combination methods and their underlying principles has 

been recently reviewed by Zhou and Qin2 and an elaborate discussion is outside the 

scope of this review. In short, all methods can be grouped into two approaches. The 

first one is to design a physically relevant parametric function that combines the 

properties, linearly or nonlinearly 7,16,17,24,27. Such a function requires the optimization 

of a usually small number of parameters. The other approach does not make any 

assumption about how the different properties should be combined but uses instead 

a machine learning algorithm to combine them in an optimal way from a large 

number of parameters. Popular machine learning algorithms are neural networks 

(NN) 15,20,21,26,28-30, support vector machines (SVM) 12,13,25,31-35, and Bayesian networks 

14,18. 

The parametric approach has the advantage of being more transparent and can 

perform well in case of a well-designed parametric function. The machine learning 

approach does not require human intuition and can capture subtle, unexpected 

trends, but is prone to overfitting if no cross-validation is performed.  
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A typical example of the difference between these two strategies is how to represent 

the information from the protein sequence. One method assigns physicochemical 

property values to each residue and supplies these values to the prediction 

algorithm. Another method represents each residue as an interface propensity, i.e. 

the probability of the amino acid to occur in interfaces divided by the probability to 

be on the surface. A third method represents the residue by a 20-element binary 

vector, each element coding for the presence or absence of an amino acid. The first 

two methods are suitable for either strategy, while the third method is exclusive to 

machine learning methods. Atom-level properties instead of residue-level properties 

can also be used. 

 

Following their first use by Zhou and Shan 30, the large majority of the machine 

learning methods makes use of sequence profiles. A sequence profile consists of 

elements of a Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM), obtained through a PSI-

BLAST search of the protein sequence against homologuous sequences 36. A sequence 

profile indicates thus the composition of the sequence and of its homologs, providing 

a measure of conservation. During the training phase, the machine learning predictor 

can learn that some distributions within the profile columns are more often 

associated with interfaces than others, providing a profile-level interface propensity 

score. In fact, the sequence profiles for a residue and its nearest spatial neighbors 

make up the large majority of the parameters for most machine learning predictors. 

Still, there is evidence that machine learning algorithms do not fully extract all 

protein sequence information from sequence profiles. Both Res et al. 12 and Chung et 

al. 34 found that adding explicit conservation scores to sequence profiles improved 

the prediction, although the opposite was found by Porollo and Meller 15. More 

interestingly, recent work by Dong et al. 35 suggests that interface propensities are not 

well extracted either: although the addition of residue-level interface propensities 

had no effect, a dramatic improvement could be observed by the explicit addition of 

propensities at the profile level. We have also shown that interface propensities can 
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be extracted more effectively at a pairwise level than at the residue level (Chapter 5 

of this thesis).  

All these observations indicate that there is still room for improvement in the 

extraction and combination of predictive properties. 

 

Assessment of interface prediction 

Fundamental definitions   

The most important reason why interface predictors are so hard to compare is their 

differing definitions of interface and surface residues. For the definition of interface, 

two methods are commonly in use: one is based on the loss of surface accessibility 

upon binding, and the other on the distance of each residue to the partner molecule. 

For both, the choice of the cutoff to separate interface from non-interface can 

significantly influence the result. In particular, residues at the core of an interface 

have been found to be more hydrophobic and more conserved than interface 

residues in the surrounding rim 11,37. In addition, the method of surface definition can 

be critical. This is especially true for methods exploiting conservation; interface 

residues are more conserved than other residues, but below a certain surface 

accessibility this signal is lost, due to conservation of core residues for structural 

stability. Therefore, most methods use a surface accessibility cutoff that is either 

absolute (in exposed Å2) or relative (as percentage of maximal accessibility) but this 

differs widely between methods.  The use of a cutoff has the consequence that 

interface residues below the defined cutoff can no longer be predicted. This can be 

especially problematic if predictions are made from the unbound (free) form (the 

most relevant case), where residues that are exposed and make contacts to the 

partner in the bound form may be buried or missing in an unbound crystal structure. 

Often, the authors of interface predictors choose to remove such residues or proteins 

from their benchmark. 
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Evaluation of performance 

Another obstacle in the objective evaluation of interface predictors is the many 

different ways in which the authors of interface predictors assess their success rates. 

Confusingly, the same terms are often applied to different quantities. Here, we will 

try to shed some light on common descriptive statistics of interface prediction 

success. 

“Interface” is essentially a binary (dichotomous) variable: a residue is either in the 

interface, or it is not. Therefore, most interface predictors are also binary: a residue is 

classified as either interface or non-interface. Residues predicted as interface are true 

positives (TP) if correctly predicted, and false positives (FP) if not. Likewise, residues 

predicted as non-interface are true negatives (TN) or false negatives (FN). 

The following statistics can be used to assess an interface predictor’s performance: 

- Accuracy, also called two-state accuracy: (TP+TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) 

- Specificity, also called accuracy, accuracy+, or precision: TP/(TP+FP) 

- Sensitivity, also called recall, sensitivity+, or coverage: TP/(TP+FN) 

- Matthew’s correlation coefficient, also called phi, which is equivalent to 

Pearson's correlation coefficient but can be computed more directly. 

 

For interface prediction, accuracy is a poor evaluator, due to the skewed ratio of 

interface and non-interface residues. This ratio varies between studies, but typically, 

residues defined as interface form between 10 % and 30 % of the surface. If the 

fraction of interface residues is near the lower end of this range, it is trivial to devise 

a method with 90 % accuracy, simply by predicting all residues as non-interface. This 

presents a problem in the training of neural networks and SVMs, which is why a 

fraction of non-interface residues is often removed at random from their training set. 

Recently, a machine learning interface predictor was developed that is unaffected by 

this problem 38. 

Likewise, it is trivial to achieve a high degree of sensitivity by over-predicting the 

interface. However, this goes at the cost of specificity. Conversely, the specificity of 
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many interface predictors can be increased by under-prediction, at the cost of 

sensitivity. However, it is possible to trivially enhance specificity at no cost to 

sensitivity by assigning a larger fraction of the residues as interface. The fraction of 

interface residues is equal to the specificity of a random predictor. 

The use of Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) overcomes this artifact. However, 

for interface prediction, MCC usually favors over-prediction. When this is not 

desirable, for example if the goal is a few accurate predictions rather than complete 

coverage, MCC will have a low value even if the predictions are flawless. 

 

To assess predictions for individual proteins, the hypergeometric distribution can be 

used 7,14. This distribution yields the probability that TP or more interface residues 

are among (TP+FP) random predictions, sampled independently and without 

replacement. This is the most rigorous statistical test to prove that a predictor is 

superior to a random predictor; however, the test becomes easier to pass in case of 

over-prediction or large proteins, and trivial if applied to a benchmark as a whole. 

The requirement of independent sampling makes it unsuitable for patch predictors. 

 

In case of patch predictors, the percentage overlap is sometimes used as a criterion 

for success24. If the predicted patches are of similar size as the average interface, the 

overlap can be regarded as both the specificity and sensitivity, with the following 

caveats: often, patches are defined as circular whereas interfaces are not, so that the 

theoretical maximum overlap of the patch predictor is below 100%. Also, patches are 

by definition contiguous in space whereas the predictions made by a residue 

predictor do not need to be; therefore, a patch with an overlap of 80% is generally 

better than a residue list prediction of similar sensitivity/specificity, since in the 

former case all predicted residues will be very close to the interface, which need not 

be true for the latter case. Conversely, a residue list prediction of low specificity may 

still be largely around the interface whereas this is unlikely for a circular patch. 

 

Methods based on parametric combination and several machine learning methods 
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produce a continuous range of residue scores rather than a binary prediction. At the 

final stage of prediction, these scores are usually converted into binary predictions 

using a cutoff. Conversely, Bordner and Abagyan 13 converted their SVM, which is a 

binary classifier, into a continuous-score predictor by measuring for each residue the 

distance of the input vector to the classification hyperplane. Continuous predictors 

have the advantage that they can be evaluated using a Receiver Operator 

Characteristic (ROC) plot. On the x axis, the fraction FP/(FP+TN) is plotted, while 

the sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) is plotted on the y axis. Then, for every possible cutoff, 

the corresponding x and y values are computed and a curve through these points is 

drawn. This has the advantage that it visualizes a predictor’s performance at various 

desired sensitivities. In addition, the predictor’s performance can be easily compared 

to a random predictor, which always follows a straight line. Finally, the performance 

can be quantified into a single value using the area under curve (AUC) statistic, 

which gives a good indication of a predictor’s performance compared to random 

(AUC=0.5). However, the actual specificities cannot be computed from a ROC plot 

unless the fraction of interface residues is known. Also, a method that aims at 

generating a few accurate predictions, and does not care how the rest of the interface 

is ranked, may have a poor AUC but still fulfill its goal.  

 

In conclusion, there is no single statistic that can adequately assess or rank interface 

predictors. Sensitivity and specificity are the most commonly reported values, and 

their relative importance depends on the goal of the prediction. However, the 

fraction of interface versus surface is also very important, since this defines the 

specificity of a random prediction. Other statistics can be useful as well but they are 

less commonly reported. 
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Current state of the art 

Table 1: Datasets used in interface prediction 
Dataset Source Description 

A 13 PDB, 30 % redundancy, no multimers, multiple interfaces possible 

B 12 Hand-curated, 50 heterodimers 

C 33 PDB, 25 % redundancy 

D 28 PDB, 30 % redundancy 

E 35 PDB, 25 % redundancy 

F 38 PDB, 30 % redundancy, secondary interfaces removed 

G 34 PDB, 30% redundancy, multiple interfaces possible 

H 30 PDB, 40% redundancy, mostly heterodimers 

I 20 PDB, complexes predicted as transient 

J 15 PDB, blast e=0.001 redundancy 

K 28 PDB, 30 % redundancy, heterodimers 

L 39 benchmark 2.0, excluding antibody-antigens 

M 14 57 hand-curated transient heterodimers 

N 40 benchmark 1.0, excluding antibody-antigens 

O 21 8 transient NMR complexes 

P 41 39 hand-curated transient dimmers 

Q 24 hand-curated 

R 25 PDB, redundancy 20% 

S 26 hand-curated 

 
Specific subsets of datasets (table 2-4) 

[1]: heterodimers only 
[2]: homodimers only 
[3]: obligate homodimers only 
[4]: obligate heterodimers only 
[5]: excluding homodimers and enzyme-inhibitors 
[6]: enzymes only 
[7]: inhibitors only  
[8]: non-enzyme-inhibitor transient complexes only 
[9]: 35 non-redundant enzyme-inhibitor complexes 
[10]: enzyme-inhibitors only 
[11]: difficult complexes (large conformational change) only 
[12]: obligates only 
[13]: transients only 
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Table 2: Performance of residue list predictors on mixed benchmarks 
Predictor Year Type Dataset %Int Spec Sens Source 

Bordner and Abagyan 13 2005 SVM A 15 34 64  

Res et al. 12 * 2005 SVM B 16 26.3 58.8  

+ clustering into patches   B 16 28.3 55.5  

Koike and Takagi  33 * 2004  C 20 27 28.8  

PPISP (retrained) 21 2005 NN D 23 55** 51  

PIER 17 2007 Parametric A 25 60 50  

   A, [1]***  69 61  

   A, [2]***  62 55  

Dong et al. 35 2007 SVM E, [3]*** 27 47.4 61.7  

   E, [4]*** 32.8 51.4 59  

Li et al. 38 2007 CRF F 27.7 43.5 62.7  

Chung et al. 34 2006 SVM G 28 50 67.3  

PPISP 30 2001 NN H 29 51 65  

Koike and Takagi 33 2004 SVM C 30.4 56.1 44.6  

ISIS 29 * 2007 NN I 32** 61 20  

SPPIDER 15 2007 NN J*** 34 63.7 60.3  

PPI-PRED 25 2004 SVM J*** 34 50.4 27.2 15 

Wang et al. 32 2006 SVM K, [5] 34.8 49.7 66.3  

Wang et al. 31 2006 SVM K, [5] 34.8 50.4 65  

Li et al. 27 2006 Parametric K, [5] 34.8 49.1 64.2  

Fariselli et al. 28 2002 NN K 40 72 56  

Ofran and Rost 20 * 2003 NN I 40** 62** 0.5**  

 

Dataset: for letter code and footnotes see table 1; %Int: interface fraction, as a percentage of the total 

number of surface residues; Spec: specificity, TP/(TP+FP); Sens: sensitivity, TP/(TP+FN); Source: the 

work where the performance was measured; if no source is indicated, it was measured in the method's 

primary publication. 

*: sequence-only; **: estimated; ***: average over all proteins  
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Table 3: Performance of residue list predictors on transient benchmarks 
 
 
 

Predictor Year Type Dataset %Int Spec Sens Source 

Ofran and Rost 20 * 2003 NN I 40** 62** 0.5**  

ISIS 29 * 2007 NN I 32** 61 20  

Dong et al. 35 2007 SVM L*** 9.3 38.3 40.9  

PINUP 16 2006 Parametric L*** 15.5 37.5 36.3  

   L, [9]  48 50 2 

   M*** 15 44.5 42.2  

PIER 17 2007 Parametric L 14.6 36.6 30 this work 

   L 14.6 28.5 50 this work 

   A, [6]***  40 46  

   A, [7]***  60 58  

   A, [8]***  47 46  

WHISCY 7 2006 Parametric L 14.6 35.5 30 this work 

   L 14.6 26 50 this work 

   N 9.4 33 30  

ProMate 14 2004 Bayesian L 14.6 31.5 30 this work 

   L 14.6 25 50 this work 

   L, [9]  38 50 2 

   N 9.4 22 30 7 

Cons-PPISP 21 2005 NN L, [9]  36 50  

   N  42.2 38  

   N, [10]  49.9 50  

   N, [8]  31 28  

   N, [11]  37.3 28  

   O  38.5 47  

PPISP (retrained) 21 2005 NN N  36.7 35  

   N, [10]  47.3 45  

   N, [8]  25.2 22  

   N, [11]  30.2 33  
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SPPIDER 15 2007 NN P 23 47 43  

   L 14.6 28.9 30 this work 

   L 14.6 24.3 50 this work 

   L, [9]  27 50 2 

PPI-PRED 25 2004 SVM L, [9]  27 50 2 

Bordner and Abagyan 13 2005 SVM P 12 22 67  

 

Dataset: for letter code and footnotes see table 1; %Int: interface fraction, as a percentage of the total 

number of surface residues; Spec: specificity, TP/(TP+FP) (in percent); Sens: sensitivity, TP/(TP+FN) 

(in percent); Source: the work where the performance was measured; if no source is indicated, it was 

measured in the method's primary publication. 

*: sequence-only; **: estimated; ***: average over all proteins 
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Table 4: Performance of patch predictors  

 

Predictor Year Type Dataset %Int Spec Sens Top Top 3 Source 

Mixed          

Jones and Thornton 24 1997 Parametric Q 15** >=70   65  

PPI-PRED 25 2004 SVM R 15.4 >=50 >=20 45 76  

   R, 12  >=50 >=20 42   

   R, 4  >=50 >=20  85  

   R, 3  >=50 >=20  81  

   Q  >=50 >=20  72  

          

Bradford et al. 18 2006 Bayesian R 15.4 >=50 >=20 52 82  

   R, 11  >=50 >=20 52 84  

HotPatch 26 2007 NN S, 12 15.6** >=33  78   

Transient          

ProMate 14 **** 2004 Bayesian M 18 >=50  63   

   M 18 >=50 >=20 36  25 

PPI-PRED 25 2004 SVM R, 13  >=50 >=20 46   

   R, 10  >=50 >=20  64  

   R, 8  >=50 >=20  67  

   M 18 >=50 >=20 36 53  

Bradford et al. 18 2006 Bayesian R, 13  >=50 >=20 53 79  

HotPatch 26 2007 NN S, 13 7.9** >=33  39   

 

Dataset: for letter code and footnotes see table 1; %Int: interface fraction, as a percentage of the total 

number of  surface residues; Spec: specificity, TP/(TP+FP), indicated is the criterion (in percent) for 

success; Sens: sensitivity, TP/(TP+FN), indicated is the criterion (in percent) for success; Top: 

percentage of proteins for which the specificity and sensitivity criteria are passed by the top-ranking 

patch; Top 3: percentage of proteins for which the specificity and sensitivity criteria are passed by any 

of the three top-ranking patches; Source: the work where the performance was measured; if no source 

is indicated, it was measured in the method's primary publication. 

*: sequence-only; **: estimated; ***: average over all proteins; ****: 10 % of the proteins yielded no 

prediction 
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Figure 1: Performance of various web-server interface predictors (cons-PPISP 21, PIER 17, PINUP 16, 

ProMate 14, SPPIDER 15 and WHISCY 7) on recent CAPRI targets 42. The interface predictions are 

mapped in dark on the protein surfaces. The first column shows the true interface (in magenta) 

calculated using a 5Å distance cutoff criterion. 
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As illustration, we compared several methods for which a web server is available 

(cons-PPISP 21, PIER 17, PINUP 16, ProMate 14, SPPIDER 15  and WHISCY 7) using 

recent targets from CAPRI, the critical assessment of the prediction of interactions 42. 

The resulting predictions, mapped onto the structures, are shown in Figure 1. In 

addition, we collected sensitivity, specificity and fraction of interface statistics from 

literature for a large number of methods. Tables 1-4 report the performance of all 

predictors in terms of specificity and sensitivity. The tables are split between mixed 

(Table 2; these are typically dominated by obligate complexes) and transient-only 

benchmarks (Table 3). Methods evaluated on the benchmark of Ofran and Rost 43, 

which contains complexes that are predicted to be transient, are listed in both 

categories. The tables are also split between residue list predictors (Tables 2, 3) and 

patch predictors (Table 4). The values were taken from studies performed by the 

authors themselves, or by authors of other methods in comparison with their own 

method; no attempt was made to normalize for the various definitions of interface 

and surface. On the other hand, the definitions of specificity and sensitivity are 

always as specified above, ignoring alternative measures of success provided by the 

authors.  

The following types of interface prediction methods were not included in this study: 

methods based on a single property; methods that were validated only by case 

studies rather than benchmarks; methods designed for a specific class of proteins, 

such as enzymes; methods for which either sensitivity, specificity or fraction of 

interface residues could not be derived; machine learning methods that did not 

perform cross-validation; methods tested exclusively on benchmarks from which 

antibody-antigen complexes were not excluded (if indicated). To the best of our 

knowledge, there are 22 interface predictors fulfilling these criteria at the time of this 

analysis (July 2007) 7,12-18,20,21,24-35,38, although new predictors appear regularly and we 

may have missed some papers. These methods show a large variety of prediction 

strategies, although some of them 31,32 are extremely similar in approach.  

For every method, the benchmark(s) of complexes on which the method was tested is 

also indicated, and the various benchmarks are listed in Table 1. The number of 
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benchmarks is smaller than the number of interface predictors since several methods 

were tested on the same benchmarks (although often with different interface/surface 

definitions). Note that the actual set of proteins is often smaller since many methods 

have difficulty in predicting some proteins (for example, proteins that are very large, 

have missing or unusual atoms, are in an inconvenient quaternary state, or for which 

some properties cannot be obtained). Here it is assumed that such exclusions have no 

influence on the performance of the method on the benchmark as a whole. Also, no 

discrimination is made between predictions on bound or on unbound structures. 

In addition, we tested four continuous-score interface prediction web servers (PIER, 

ProMate, SPPIDER and WHISCY) on the docking benchmark 2.0 39, a non-redundant 

benchmark of transient complexes, at cutoffs corresponding to 30% and 50% 

sensitivity. Note that the authors of ProMate recently updated their method 19 after 

this test was carried out. 

 

Discussion 

The large majority of the methods reported in the various tables are less than three 

years old, and most of them are actually very recent. In particular, the number of 

methods that have been applied to transient complexes has grown explosively in the 

last years.  

The availability of web servers for several methods has allowed us to perform more 

controlled comparisons: using web servers, we have compared the performance of 

PIER, ProMate, SPPIDER and WHISCY on the 2.0 protein docking benchmark, 

excluding antibody-antigens. According to our definition (heavy atom distance less 

than 5 Å from the partner protein), 14.6% of the surface corresponds to the interface 

(average value over the benchmark). The specificities of PIER 17, ProMate 14, 

SPPIDER 15 and WHISCY 7 are 36.6%, 31.5%, 28.9% and 34.3% at a sensitivity of 30%, 

respectively, and 28.5%, 25.0%, 24.3% and 26.0% at a sensitivity of 50%, respectively. 

On the same benchmark, the authors of PINUP report a success rate of 37.5% 

specificity at 36.3% sensitivity, defining 15.5 % of the residues as interface 16. 
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Moreover, a method based on a novel property, binary profile propensities 35 , 

achieved a specificity of 38.3 % at 40.3 % sensitivity on the same benchmark, defining 

only 9.3 % of the residues as interface (Qiwen Dong, personal communication). 

Therefore, it seems that considerable progress has been made in the field: the four 

methods that we compared are similar in specificity, but the most recent (PIER) is 

ranked first, and it seems that two other very recent methods perform even better. 

Progress seems to occur mostly in the prediction of transient complexes; for mixed 

benchmarks (which are dominated by obligate complexes), 51 %/65 % 

specificity/sensitivity was achieved already in 2001 30; recent methods have 

improved this to 63.7 %/60.3 % using a more liberal interface fraction (SPPIDER) 15, 

or 60 %/50% using a more tight fraction (PIER) 17. This is in agreement with the 

results of Bradford et al. 18: by using a better integration of properties, they were able 

to improve upon their PPI-PRED method, making considerable improvement for 

transient complexes, but almost none for obligate complexes.   

 

Some methods deserve special attention for the novel properties that they introduce. 

The method of Dong 35 uses explicit interface propensities at the profile level, which 

results in a dramatic gain in performance. The authors of SPPIDER found that, 

although surface accessibility has predictive power, its power can be increased by 

taking the difference between observed accessibility and accessibility predicted by 

computational means 15. Finally, two methods should be mentioned that cannot be 

generally applied (and are therefore not listed in the Tables), but are nevertheless 

very promising. Hoskins et al. 44 developed a method to distinguish interacting from 

non-interacting beta strands. Even though the method cannot always make a 

prediction, the predictions that are made are usually very accurate. Fernandez-Recio 

et al. 45 reversed the usual concept that interface predictions can be used in docking: 

by docking the components of known complexes and studying the most favorable 

solutions, the authors were able to make accurate predictions of the interface. 

 

Another interesting question is whether protein-protein interfaces can be predicted 
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from sequence alone. It is very difficult to achieve high specificity using sequence 

alone, since non-surface residues can no longer be trivially eliminated, resulting in a 

low fraction of interface residues. Koike and Takagi 33 showed that sequence profiles 

have only limited predicted power, achieving specificity and sensitivity of around 

28% on a mixed dataset. Res et al. 12 managed to greatly increase sensitivity, but 

hardly specificity, by adding an explicit conservation term. In contrast, Ofran and 

Rost 43 succeeded to make accurate predictions based on sequence alone (62%), but to 

the detriment of sensitivity (0.5%). However, the authors recently made tremendous 

improvements to the performance of their method by including predicted structural 

properties (surface accessibility and secondary structure) (ISIS), reaching 61% 

specificity at 20% sensitivity and even 90% specificity for the most confident 

predictions 29. These results are all the more impressive since they were obtained on a 

benchmark of complexes that are predicted to be transient, although the method is 

yet to be applied to an established benchmark of transient complexes. 

 

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that even predictors with similar overall 

performance often disagree about the interface in individual proteins. This is well 

demonstrated in Figure 1, in which interface predictions for various CAPRI targets 

are mapped onto the structures. It is clear from the figure that predictors do not 

always agree: the true interface is usually at least partly predicted by one or more 

predictors, but which predictors make a successful prediction differs from case to 

case. Moreover, some predictors seem to be better suited for some kinds of 

complexes than others: for example, WHISCY performs better on enzymes than on 

inhibitors while PIER shows a reverse behavior. This suggests that not only 

properties but also interface predictors can be complementary and can be combined 

for improved prediction of protein interfaces. Several consensus and meta-prediction 

methods have already been developed 2,7,21. With the advent of new and/or 

improved methods and of web servers, progress is likely to be made in the near 

future. Interface predictors are therefore expected to play an increasingly important 

role in structural biology, proteomic and system biology, both complementing and 
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driving experimental studies of biomolecular interactions. 

 

List of abbreviations 

CRF: Conditional random field; FN: False negative; FP: False positive; NN: Neural 

network; SVM: Support Vector Machine; TN: True negative; TP: True positive; 3D: 

Three-dimensional 
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WHISCY: What information does surface 

conservation yield? Application to data-driven 

docking 

Abstract 

Protein-protein interactions play a key role in biological processes. Identifying the 

interacting residues is a first step toward understanding these interactions at a 

structural level. In this study, the interface prediction program WHISCY is presented. 

It combines surface conservation and structural information to predict protein-

protein interfaces. The accuracy of the predictions is more than three times higher 

than a random prediction. These predictions have been combined with another 

interface prediction program, ProMate [Neuvirth et al., J. Mol. Biol. 2004, 338, 181], 

resulting in an even more accurate predictor. The usefulness of the predictions was 

tested using the data-driven docking program HADDOCK [Dominguez et al., J. Am. 

Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 1731] in an unbound docking experiment, with the goal of 

generating as many near-native structures as possible. Unrefined rigid body docking 

solutions within 10 Å ligand RMSD from the true structure were generated for 22 out 

of 25 docked complexes. For 18 complexes, more than one hundred of the 8000 

generated models were correct. Our results demonstrate the potential of using 

interface predictions to drive protein-protein docking. 
 

Introduction 

The number of known three dimensional (3D) structures of proteins is growing faster 

than ever. A large majority of those corresponds, however, to structures of single 

proteins. In contrast, in the cell, proteins rarely carry out functions on their own, but 

usually by interacting with other proteins. Knowledge on interactions and biological 
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function is growing quickly, while the number of 3D structures of protein-protein 

complexes is only slowly increasing. Considering the huge number of expected 

protein-protein interactions, conventional NMR and X-ray crystallography 

techniques will not be sufficient to tackle this problem. In particular, structures of 

weakly interacting or transient complexes are difficult to obtain. Therefore, there is a 

need for computational methods that can accurately predict the structure of a protein 

complex from the structures of its unbound components. This computational 

problem is known as the docking problem.  

 

A variety of docking programs have been developed 1 (for review see Halperin et al.2) 

To assess the state of the art in docking, the Critical Assessment of Predicted 

Interactions (CAPRI) experiment has been organised3,4. The results of the first CAPRI 

rounds have shown that there is currently no single method that can reliably dock 

each and every complex, although acceptable predictions are made for most 

complexes. Recently, we introduced the docking program HADDOCK5. Among the 

docking methods that have participated in CAPRI, HADDOCK is unusual since it is 

the only data-driven docking method. Many groups have made use of (putative) 

protein-protein interface residues in order to reduce the conformational search space 

or filter their solutions. In HADDOCK, however, these residues are translated into 

highly ambiguous intermolecular distance restraints used to directly drive the 

docking process. HADDOCK has been shown to reliably dock protein complexes 

provided proper information on the interface of the two proteins is supplied. 

HADDOCK results in CAPRI6 have shown that the interface needs to be neither fully 

complete nor fully accurate to allow the generation of reasonable 3D models7. 

Incomplete experimental data can thus be sufficient for the docking, especially if 

multiple sources of data are employed, such as mutagenesis, truncation or other 

biochemical data 7. However, by far the fastest and most readily available source of 

restraints would be computational interface prediction from sequence and/or 

structural data.  
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The property that is most often associated with functional sites in general is sequence 

conservation 8. Many residue mutations are not neutral, but negatively affect protein 

function, especially near functional sites. Such mutations are typically selected out by 

evolution and as a result functional residues are generally more conserved than 

others. This should be true for both residues within the protein core, important for 

folding and/or stability, and for residues on the surface, involved in biomolecular 

interactions. Therefore, as far as protein-protein docking is considered, it is essential 

to consider the conservation of surface residues only. 

 

As reviewed in van Dijk et al.7, there are a few cases in which conservation data have 

been used as data in the docking of a protein-protein complex 9-12. Their usefulness to 

filter docking solutions has recently been studied for a benchmark set 13 and the 

interface predictor ProMate 14, which uses both conservation and biophysical 

properties, has recently been applied for the same purpose 15. To the best of our 

knowledge, however, no systematic study has reported the direct use of conservation 

data to drive the docking process. Here, in the context of obtaining interface 

predictions for data-driven docking, we ask the following question: What 

information does surface conservation yield? We present a program named 

WHISCY, an acronym of this question, that tries to answer this question. In addition 

to sequence conservation, structural information in the form of surface neighbours 

used for smoothing and interface propensity is exploited as well. Our main goal is 

not to predict correctly the complete interface, but rather to obtain a few sufficiently 

reliable predictions for docking purposes. The feasibility of this approach is 

demonstrated by combining the WHISCY predictions with our docking approach 

HADDOCK. We also show that by combining various interface prediction methods, 

namely WHISCY and ProMate 14, better results can be obtained. 
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Theory 

It has been previously recognized that multiple sequence alignments can be mined 

for conservation data. This has resulted in several different programs for interface 

and functional site prediction using conservation10,14,16-22. In addition, conservation is 

used in many predictors that combine multiple properties to predict protein-protein 

interfaces 14,22-24 . 

To calculate conservation, a residue-specific matrix is often used to compare 

sequences in an alignment. This matrix can be either physicochemical or 

evolutionary. When comparing sequences, it is beneficial to also include the sequence 

distance, which is the number of mutations between sequences, since an alignment 

typically contains both sequences that are nearly identical and sequences that are 

very different. Evolutionary matrices offer the possibility to use a different matrix for 

each sequence distance. The direct use of evolutionary matrices induces however the 

following artifact: when a residue does not mutate (identity), it receives as score the 

matrix diagonal element for that amino acid, which corresponds to the chance that 

the residue does not mutate. This chance is however the highest for amino acids that 

are known to mutate slowly; therefore, the comparison score will be the highest for 

identities of residues for which identities are most expected, violating the paradigm 

that conservation occurs when residues are expected to mutate but do not. This 

adverse scoring artifact is often overlooked.  

 

In our approach, WHISCY, conservation is calculated by pairwise comparison of 

each sequence in a multiple sequence alignment to the master sequence only. All 

comparison scores for a surface residue are summed into a single conservation score 

for that residue, hence considering each surface residue independently. The matrix 

used for comparison is the Dayhoff matrix 25, taking into account the sequence 

distance between each pair of compared sequences. The sequence distance is not 

determined by simply counting the number of mutations per hundred residues, since 

this does not take into account back-mutations and multiple mutations at a single 
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site. Rather, the sequence distance is estimated using a maximum likelihood method 

implemented in the program PROTDIST from the PHYLIP package26. The 

appropriate matrix for each sequence distance is computed using eigenvector 

decomposition. 

 

To avoid the adverse scoring artifact, a correction is applied to the Dayhoff matrix 

before calculating the comparison score. In general, if a residue has amino acid a in 

the master sequence, only one row of the mutation matrix is used: the row that 

describes all mutation probabilities a=>x, where x is any amino acid. For each 

comparison, the sum of squares of all elements in this row is subtracted from each 

element in the row, a quantity that differs for each amino acid and each sequence 

distance: 

  
S
ax
 S

ax
 S

ak
2

k1

N

  

where Sax indicates an element of the distance-dependent Dayhoff mutation matrix, 

S’ax the corresponding element in the corrected matrix and N the number of amino 

acids in the matrix.  Sax describes the probability of mutation of amino acid a into x 

and can take values between 0 and 1. 

Applying this correction makes sure that identities in fast mutating amino acids 

receive a higher score than identities in slow mutating amino acids. Moreover, it 

causes identities to receive a higher score at higher sequence distances, as long as the 

distance is not too large. This is opposite to the uncorrected matrix, which causes 

identity scores to decline with increasing sequence distance. The correction also 

results in the property that residues that behave as predicted by the matrix have on 

average an overall conservation score of zero. Only residues that mutate more slowly 

than predicted by the matrix will have an overall conservation score that is positive. 

Hence, WHISCY is robust for the presence of sequences in the alignment that have 

no functional relation to the master sequence and are similar in sequence only by 

chance, since their net effect will be zero. However, an alignment may also contain 
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duplicate sequences, or certain organisms may be overrepresented. To correct for this 

the sequences are weighted so that the whole range of sequence distances is 

represented equally. To accomplish this, the sequences are sorted from high to low 

sequence distance, and the attributed weight to each sequence is half the difference 

in sequence distance between the next higher sequence and the next lower sequence. 

This makes the score fully insensitive to the presence of duplicates. 

 

The method described above was implemented and coded into a C++ program. The 

scoring scheme consistently yields an average total score of zero for residues that 

behave exactly according to the matrix, as demonstrated by random (Monte Carlo) 

simulation (results not shown). However, for “real” residues, the total score was 

found to be consistently biased towards negative values. This is not surprising, since 

only surface residues are scored, which are generally more variable than core 

residues, while the whole sequence is used for the calculation of sequence distances. 

To correct this bias, the average total score over all residues is simply subtracted 

from each individual total score. Alternatively, only surface residues could be used 

in deriving the sequence distances. This would, however, be risky, since the Dayhoff 

matrix was not specifically designed for surface residues.  

 

The translation of conservation into interface prediction can be refined by taking into 

account additional properties. Some amino acids are more likely to occur in 

interfaces than others, resulting in different interface propensities for each amino 

acid. Moreover, interface residues are not spread over the protein surface but often 

form one (or sometimes more) patches. Therefore, predicted residues that are 

surrounded by other predicted residues are more likely to be true predictions than 

isolated ones. To make use of this property, the 3D structure or a good model of the 

individual proteins must be available (which is anyway required when it comes to 

docking). These properties were each implemented separately to allow manual 

tuning of parameters. Interface propensity can be statistically derived as the 

frequency ratio of an amino acid to occur in interfaces and on the surface, divided by 
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the frequency ratio of all interface and surface residues. Values for each amino acid 

have been established in several studies22,27-29. Considerable disagreement between 

these propensities exists, as there are large differences in dataset and in definitions of 

interface and surface. In WHISCY, the interface propensities as derived by Ma et al.28 

have been used. Since the conservation score is the sum of many comparison scores, 

it follows a normal distribution. This has been verified in a standard Q-Q plot (results 

not shown). Therefore, every score could be converted into a p-value. The p-value 

was divided by the interface propensity of the residue and converted back into a 

conservation score. 

After adjusting for the interface propensity the scores were smoothed by considering 

surface neighbours. An optimal smoothing function was computed as a function of 

residue distance. Cross-validation showed that no over-fitting had taken place. The 

exact shape of the curve does, however, not seem to be essential, as a simple 

Gaussian function with a single parameter caused only a slight drop in performance 

(results not shown). 

 

Material and Methods 

Benchmark sets 

The docking benchmark assembled by Chen et al.30 has been used as test set for the development of 

WHISCY. Antibody-antigen complexes were excluded. Fourteen chains were discarded due to lack of 

sequence data: 1ACBI, 1BTHP, 1CGII, 1CSEI, 1FQ1A, 1GOTB, 1KKLA, 1KKLH, 1L0YA, 1L0YB, 1PPEI, 

1TABI, 1TGSI, 1UDII, 1UGHI, 2MTAA and 2TECI.  In addition, 2KAIAB and both chains of 2PTC 

were excluded because the numbering in those files prevented matching with the alignments. This 

resulted in a final dataset of 57 protein chains.  

Six representative complexes were chosen from this set for testing in the context of prediction-driven 

docking: 1AVW, 1BRC, 1DFJ, 1WQ1, 2PCC and 2SNI. These complexes were chosen blindly, checking 

if predictions were present for both chains but not if they were correct. In addition, we tested all 

enzyme-inhibitor/enzyme-substrate complexes taken from the new 2.0 benchmark set of Mintseris et 

al. 31. The complete docking set includes 25 complexes as listed in Table 1. Unlike the development set, 

unbound structures were used for prediction. 

The coordinates files of the proteins were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank32 
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(http://ww.rcsb.org/pdb) while the multiple sequence alignments were taken from the HSSP 

database (http://srs.embl-heidelberg.de/srs5bin/cgi-bin/wgetz?-fun+pagelibinfo+-info+HSSP) 21.  

 

WHISCY predictions 

The first aligned sequence in the HSSP file was taken as master sequence. Multiple sequence 

alignments were used for WHISCY prediction: if there was any disagreement between structure and 

master sequences about a residue identity, the residue of the master sequence was used. The parts of a 

structure that were not present in the alignment were not predicted and ignored in the evaluation. 

The protein surface was defined using NACCESS 33: a residue was considered surface-exposed if its 

main chain or side chain was more than 15 % accessible. The definition of the interface was performed 

with the program DIMPLOT which is part of the LIGPLOT software34 using default settings (3.9 Å 

heavy-atoms distance cut-off for non-bonded contacts).  

Residues were predicted to be in the interface if the WHISCY score was higher than 0.180, 

corresponding to 29.4 % sensitivity.  

 

ProMate predictions 

ProMate predictions were obtained making use of the web interface of ProMate 

(http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/promate/), using default settings. The file containing the 

quantitative, per-residue scores was parsed, and the top 10 % scores were taken as prediction, as done 

in the original work of Gottschalk et al. 15.  

 

Combining WHISCY and Promate 

The WHISCY and ProMate predictions were combined in two different ways: 

i) By addition (the Added score): a residue was predicted if it fulfilled either the WHISCY or the 

ProMate criterion.  

ii) By combination (the WHISCYMATE score): a residue was predicted if its ProMate score was 

higher than or equal to 98.520 or its WHISCY score higher than or equal to 0.371 or if its 

ProMate and WHISCY scores were both higher than or equal to 55.420 and 0.107, respectively.  

 

Prediction-driven docking 

The information content of our interface predictions in the context of docking was evaluated by rigid 

body docking only using a development version (2.0) of our data-driven docking program 

HADDOCK 5. Predicted residues were defined as active. Surface residues (accessibility larger than 

40%) within 6.5 Å of any active residue (distance between the closest non-hydrogen atoms) were 
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defined as passive.  

To account for the presence of false positives in our predictions, for each docking trial, 50 % of the 

predictions were randomly discarded. The non-bonded intermolecular interactions were calculated 

with an 8.5Å cut-off. The dielectric constant epsilon was set to 10. In each docking run, 2000 rigid body 

docking solutions were written to disk; for each, five trials were performed and only the best solution 

was kept  according to the HADDOCK rigid body score, calculated as: Evdw + 0.2 * Eelec + 0.01 * EAIR + 

Edesolv – 0.05 * BSA; where Evdw and Eelec are the van der Waals and electrostatic energies, EAIR the 

ambiguous interaction restraint energy, Edesolv an empirical desolvation energy 35 and BSA the buried 

surface area upon complex formation in Ångstroms.  For each set of interface predictions (WHISCY, 

ProMate, WHISCYMATE and WHISCY+ProMate added predictions), a separate docking run was 

performed.  

 

Results and Discussion 

WHISCY performance on the test set 

WHISCY was initially tested on the docking benchmark of Chen et al.30. This 

benchmark consists of heterodimer complexes classified as enzyme-inhibitor, 

antibody-antigen, other complexes and difficult complexes. All proteins were tested 

except the antibody-antigen complexes. Sequence alignments from the HSSP 

database were used. Since WHISCY is robust in respect to alignment errors, no 

further processing was necessary. However, some proteins were discarded since 

there were too few sequences available (see Materials and Methods). 

 

To evaluate the performance of WHISCY, our predictions were compared with the 

“true” interface from the known 3D structures of the selected complexes. There are 

however multiple ways in which an interface can be defined. We have followed for 

this purpose a rather strict definition based on contact analysis using the program 

DIMPLOT34. This resulted, on average over all protein structures, in only 9.4 % of all 

surface residues being defined as interface residues. 

Our purpose has been to use WHISCY for restraint definition in HADDOCK. 

However, the output of WHISCY is a continuous range of scores for all surface 
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residues supplied as input. This requires the definition of a cut-off for a binary 

classification of the scores into predicted and non-predicted residues. The optimal 

cut-off depends not only on the reliability of the data, but also on the docking 

method and the protein complex. We therefore chose to evaluate the WHISCY 

performance in a cut-off-independent manner using a modified Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) plot 36. We define the following quantities:  

- NTP the number of correct interface predictions (true positives),  

- NFP the number of wrong interface predictions (false positives), 

- NI total number of real interface residues as defined from the complex 
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Figure 1. WHISCY’s performance on the test set. A) Plot of the sensitivity S versus the normalized number of 

incorrect predictions W, considering all incorrect residues (black curve), considering only the incorrect residues 

>5Å away (dashed black curve), >10Å away (grey curve) and >15Å away from the interface (dashed grey curve). 

S is defined as NTP/NI, where NTP is the number of correct predictions and NI the total number of real interface 

residues, and W is defined as NFP/NI, where NFP is the number of incorrect predictions. Note that for a random 

predictor, this would be a straight line in the plot (dashed thin line). B) Predicted interface residues classified 

according to their distance from the interface, for 15% sensitivity cut-off (left), 30% sensitivity cut-off (middle) and 

all residues (right). White bars: interface residues; light grey bars: residues within 5Å of the interface; grey bars: 

residues between 5 and 10Å; dark grey bars: residues between 10 and 15Å; black: residues further away than 15Å.   
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The pooled WHISCY performance over the test set is shown in figure 1A: The 

sensitivity S defined as NTP/NI is plotted on the X axis, while the Y axis shows the 

normalized number of wrong predictions W, defined as NFP/NI. This allows any 

chosen cut-off to be defined by its corresponding sensitivity S, and evaluated by its 

corresponding accuracy A, which is NTP/(NTP+NFP) and can be evaluated from the 

plot as S / (S+W).  

 

Figure 1A clearly demonstrates that the WHISCY performance (black curve) is much 

better than a random predictor (dashed line). Using WHISCY with cut-off 

corresponding to 10 % sensitivity, 43 % of the predictions are correct. For a cut-off of 

30 % sensitivity, one third (33 %) of the predictions are correct according to our strict 

interface definition. The normalized number of wrong predictions made by WHISCY 

within a given minimum distance from the interface as a function of the sensitivity is 

presented in Figure 1A as well. When only non-interface residues further than 5 Å 

away from the protein partner are considered, the number of errors decreases 

somewhat. Note that the CAPRI 4,37 committee considers all residues within a 5 Å 

threshold as interface residues. Wrong predictions at longer distances can be 

analysed by further increasing the distance threshold. Considering the entire surface, 

residues further than 15 Å away from the partner protein form the majority of the 

residues: for each interface residue, there are 9.6 non-interface residues, 5.5 of which 

are further than 15 Å away. These residues are, however, underrepresented in the 

WHISCY predictions, especially at strict score cut-offs. This is most clear from Figure 

1B, in which the predicted residues have been classified based on their distance from 

the partner protein; shown are the respective percentages for the 10 % and 30 % 

sensitivity cut-offs and for all residues. For both cut-offs, the interface fraction is the 

largest fraction.   

 

The statistical significance of these results can be tested using the hypergeometric 

distribution. At 30 % sensitivity, this test shows with high significance that the 

WHISCY predictions are better than a random selection (interface vs. non-interface 
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residues: p = 1.1 * 10-74 ) Moreover, if only the non-interface residues are considered, 

the category of residues closest to the interface are over-represented (residues <5 Å 

vs. residues >5 Å:  p =  4.6 * 10-8 ). If only the residues further than 5 Å are 

considered, the category closest to the interface is again over-represented (residues 5-

10 Å vs. residues >10 Å: p=0.00028) and this is also true for residues further than 10 

Å (residues 10-15 Å vs. residues >15 Å: p =1.1 * 10-8). This indicates that the WHISCY 

predictions do not only contain a large overrepresentation of the true interface, but 

also of residues close to the interface, which causes the large majority of the 

predictions to be at or near the interface. If all residues within 15 Å of the partner 

protein would be counted as correct, the accuracy would be 79 % and 72 %, even 

though those residues cover only 45 % of the total surface. 

This suggests that interface conservation is a low-resolution phenomenon: 

biomolecular interactions induce residue conservation up to quite a long distance 

from the interface. Alternatively, this could be an artifact of either our smoothing 

procedure or of our tight definition of the interface.  
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WHISCY compared to ProMate 

 

 

Figure 2. Performance of interface prediction. Plot of the sensitivity S versus the normalized number 

of incorrect predictions W (see Caption of Figure 1 for definition). Main figure: comparison of 

WHISCY (black curve), ProMate (grey curve) and WHISCYMATE (dotted gray curve). Insets: 

WHISCY (black curve), ProMate (grey curve) and WHISCYMATE (dotted gray curve) for A) enzyme 

interface prediction (21 test cases), B) inhibitor interface prediction (11 test cases) and C) non-

enzyme/inhibitor interface prediction (25 test cases). 

 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of prediction quality between WHISCY and ProMate 14 

for the same test set. This figure shows that the performances of WHISCY and 

ProMate are comparable. This is remarkable, since WHISCY is based on conservation 

whereas ProMate is based on many properties, most of them biophysical, with only a 

simple form of conservation implemented. Below 15 % sensitivity, both methods are 

highly accurate and show a similar performance. Between 15 % and 55 %, WHISCY is 
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clearly superior. If a very high sensitivity is required, beyond 60 % of the interface 

predicted, ProMate is the most accurate method. However, this is merely an average 

over the test set and the two approaches differ widely in their performance for 

individual proteins. Visual inspection of the predictions for each individual protein 

indicates that both ProMate and WHISCY outperform the other in about half of the 

cases. The better performance of WHISCY in figure 2 merely indicates that WHISCY 

shows a better ability to determine the number of predictions that can be done at 

high confidence. Indeed, in using ProMate we did not use a cut-off but selected the 

top 10 % ranking scores as was done in Gottschalk et al 15. Note that in the original 

ProMate article 14 the authors also suggest to select instead the top ranking patch for 

prediction. 

Overall, these results indicate that WHISCY and ProMate perform equally well in 

predicting protein interfaces. Both methods give accurate results if the required 

sensitivity is not too high. However, the large differences in performance for 

individual proteins indicate that a combination of the two may give even better 

results.  

 

Combined predictions with WHISCY and ProMate 

We developed a procedure to combine the WHISCY and ProMate scores into a new 

predictor. The general model is that a residue score should be either very high for 

ProMate OR WHISCY; or moderately high for ProMate AND WHISCY. Hence, this 

model is described by four threshold parameters: two that define “very high” for 

ProMate and WHISCY, and two that define “moderately high”. These parameters 

can be optimised for any desired sensitivity. The result of the procedure was a 

hundred sets of these four parameters, roughly corresponding with cut-offs of 1 % to 

100 % sensitivity. To prevent over-fitting of the data, cross-validation was used. 

Together, these sets define the ProMate-WHISCY Combined score, which we will 

refer to in the following as the WHISCYMATE score.  

Figure 2 shows the performance of the WHISCYMATE score compared to WHISCY 
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or ProMate alone. For a 10 % sensitivity cutoff, the number of errors is halved, 

causing an accuracy increase from 43 % to over 60 %. For the 30 % and 50 % 

sensitivity cut-offs, the accuracy becomes 44 % and 30 %, respectively. This is 

comparable with the WHISCY accuracy for 10 % and 30 % sensitivity, respectively. 

Hence, by using the WHISCYMATE score, either the accuracy for a given number of 

predictions can be much increased, or a much larger number of predictions can be 

made at the same accuracy. 

For the higher sensitivity region in the plot, the effect is substantial as well. Although 

ProMate performs better than WHISCY in this region, the performance difference 

between ProMate and the WHISCYMATE score is much larger. At 70 % sensitivity, 

the WHISCYMATE score makes 16 % less errors than ProMate, increasing the 

accuracy from 16.7 to 19.4 %. 

Figure 2 also shows the performance of the three methods for enzymes, inhibitors 

and other proteins. Due to the low number of proteins in each class and the high 

homology between some of those proteins, a quantitative analysis cannot be 

performed. However, it is clear that in all three classes, the WHISCYMATE score 

performs as least as good as the best of ProMate and WHISCY. By far the best 

predictions are made for enzymes, and WHISCY is superior to ProMate in this class. 

Interfaces for inhibitors are much harder to predict, although the ratio of interface to 

non-interface is much better. WHISCY seems to be better at strict cut-offs, but 

ProMate is able to correctly eliminate a large percentage of the surface from the 

potential interface. The proteins that are not from an enzyme-inhibitor complex are 

the most difficult to predict. However, predictions are still much better than random. 

ProMate and WHISCY perform about equally here.  

 

Using WHISCY and ProMate with HADDOCK 

Our main purpose in developing WHISCY was to obtain interface predictions that 

could be used in data-driven docking7. Therefore, the predictions were used to define 

ambiguous interaction restraints for HADDOCK 5. This requires the choice of a cut-
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off, which is not a trivial task. Choosing a cut-off that is too strict may cause too few 

restraints to be defined to drive the docking, whereas a more generous cut-off may 

introduce so many errors that only wrong solutions will be generated. An important 

criterion here is that at least one interface residue should be correctly predicted for 

the large majority of the proteins, whereas the number of proteins with at least one 

wrong prediction (> 15 Å from the partner) should be minimized. A plot of these 

statistics as a function of the cut-off was generated (results not shown). The optimal 

cut-off was manually determined at 29.4 % sensitivity: 75.4 % of the proteins have at 

least one correct prediction, whereas 66.7 % have one wrong prediction or more. The 

accuracy of the predictions at this cut-off is 33.3 %. This is over three times the 

random score of 9.4 %. The overall quality of the predictions is very similar to the 

30% cut-off shown in Figure 1B. The actual WHISCY score cut-off, corresponding to 

29.4 % of the true interface selected, is 0.180.  

For ProMate, the best results are obtained if a top ranking percentage of the residues 

are predicted14. We selected the top 10 % as interface prediction, as used by 

Gottschalk et al. 15. The cut-off for the WHISCYMATE score was chosen at 35.4 % 

sensitivity, to obtain on average the same number of predictions as for WHISCY. 

Finally, a fourth set of predictions was obtained by simply adding the predictions for 

ProMate and WHISCY. This will be referred to as the Added predictions. 

For testing the predictions in docking, we assembled a test set of 25 proteins, 

consisting of six representative complexes from the benchmark 1.0 used in WHISCY 

development 30, and all enzyme-inhibitor/enzyme-substrate complexes from the 

recently published docking benchmark 2.0 31. The latter set contains several 

complexes that have no equivalent in benchmark 1.0, and hence have not been used 

in the development of WHISCY. For the selection of the six representative complexes 

from the 1.0 benchmark, the only criterion was that at least one WHISCY residue 

score passed the cut-off for each partner. It was not examined in advance to what 

extent the predictions were correct.  
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Table 1: Evaluation of interface predictions for the test set selected from the docking benchmarks 30,31. 

Predictions were made on the unbound forms of the respective proteins.  

 

WHISCY ProMate WHISCYMATE Added 
Complex 

correct p-value correct p-value correct p-value correct p-value

 1ACB         

  E (13/162) 6 / 16 4.0·10-04 8 / 16 1.3·10-06 7 / 17 4.6·10-05 9 / 22 1.5·10-06

  I (10 /61) 5 / 7 7.6·10-04 3 / 6 0.050 8 / 15 7.6·10-05 6 / 9 2.6·10-04

 1AVW         

  A (19/144) 8 / 10 7.8·10-07 10 / 14 9.3·10-08 9 / 14 2.3·10-06 12 / 18 6.6·10-09

  B (11/119) 0 / 3 1 5 / 12 1.5·10-03 1 / 9 0.6 5 / 15 4.8·10-03

 1AVX         

  A (18/143) 5 / 6 1.0·10-04 12 / 14 1.6·10-11 7 / 13 1.7·10-04 12 / 14 1.6·10-11

  B ( 9/124) 0 / 2 1 6 / 12 1.5·10-05 0 / 5 1 6 / 13 2.8·10-05

 1AY7         

  A (10/ 78) 0 / 2 1 0 / 8 1 2 / 11 0.429 0 / 9 1 

  B ( 9/ 68) 6 / 7 5.1·10-06 4 / 7 4.5·10-03 7 / 8 2.9·10-07 7 / 10 4.1·10-06

 1BRC         

  E (14/140) 6 / 10 5.4·10-05 6 / 10 5.4·10-05 7 / 14 4.7·10-05 7 / 14 4.7·10-05

  I ( 8/ 49) 2 / 3 0.065 1 / 7 0.738 4 / 5 1.5·10-03 3 / 10 0.197 

 1BVN         

  P (19/276) 6 / 17 3.6·10-04 2 / 28 0.597 3 / 10 0.024 7 / 42 0.014 

  T (14/ 62) 4 / 4 1.9·10-03 4 / 6 0.020 5 / 8 0.011 5 / 7 4.9·10-03

 1CGI         

  E (22/161) 7 / 15 1.1·10-03 12 / 16 2.2·10-09 9 / 15 9.6·10-06 12 / 21 2.5·10-07

  I (11/ 43) 1 / 6 0.851 3 / 4 0.046 4 / 11 0.284 4 / 10 0.214 

 1D6R         

  A (12/145) 4 / 11 6.7·10-03 7 / 15 1.7·10-05 6 / 18 9.3·10-04 7 / 19 1.2·10-04

  I ( 8/ 53) 0 / 1 1 0 / 5 1 2 / 31 0.994 0 / 6 1 
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 1DFJ         

  I (15/274) 3 / 9 9.2·10-03 10 / 27 3.4·10-08 3 / 5 1.3·10-03 12 / 34 6.7·10-10

  E (16/ 98) 3 / 12 0.306 2 / 10 0.512 3 / 12 0.306 5 / 19 0.165 

 1E6E         

  A (19/302) 13 / 52 3.6·10-07 0 / 30 1 4 / 15 9.9·10-03 13 / 70 1.8·10-05

  B (19/ 79) 11 / 20 4.7·10-04 5 / 8 0.017 11 / 22 1.5·10-03 11 / 20 4.7·10-04

1EAW         

  A (15/149) 7 / 15 9.8·10-05 7 / 15 9.8·10-05 8 / 21 1.4·10-04 8 / 18 3.6·10-05

  B ( 7/ 48) 1 / 1 0.157 4 / 5 8.5·10-04 2 / 2 0.019 4 / 5 8.5·10-04

1EWY         

  A ( 6/ 197) 5 / 28 2.3·10-04 1 / 20 0.479 2 / 7 0.015 5 / 43 2.1·10-03

  C ( 7/  73) 4 / 12 0.012 2 / 7 0.132 4 / 12 0.012 4 / 13 0.016 

 1EZU         

  A (15/215) 8 / 19 3.5·10-06 2 / 11 0.173 1 / 8 0.445 9 / 24 1.9·10-06

  C (23/144) 6 / 11 2.4·10-03 6 / 14 0.011 6 / 20 0.071 8 / 18 2.0·10-03

 1F34         

  A (20/204) 4 / 10 9.8·10-03 3 / 20 0.31 4 / 5 3.2·10-04 5 / 27 0.104 

  B (21/103) 0 / 0 - 5 / 10 0.028 0 / 1 1 5 / 10 0.028 

 1HIA          

  A (15/140) 3 / 3 1.0·10-03 8 / 14 4.8·10-06 4 / 8 4.8·10-03 9 / 15 4.4·10-07

  I (10/ 46) 1 / 2 0.395 1 / 5 0.725 5 / 18 0.33 2 / 7 0.48 

 1MAH         

  A (12/296) 1 / 11 0.371 7 / 30 3.1·10-05 1 / 5 0.188 7 / 39 2.0·10-04

  F (12/ 56) 0 / 3 1 0 / 6 1 0 / 4 1 0 / 8 1 

 1PPE         

  E (15/146) 5 / 11 1.9·10-03 10 / 15 8.6·10-09 7 / 17 3.0·10-04 10 / 19 2.3·10-07

  C ( 9/ 29) 1 / 1 0.376 0 / 3 1 5 / 19 0.88 1 / 4 0.796 

 1TMQ         

  A (19/273) 4 / 12 5.9·10-03 5 / 27 0.028 1 / 4 0.252 9 / 38 2.6·10-04

  B (14/ 87) 2 / 5 0.181 3 / 9 0.155 3 / 6 0.05 5 / 14 0.045 
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 1UDI         

  E (12/147) 4 / 10 4.2·10-03 4 / 15 0.022 2 / 7 0.102 7 / 19 1.1·10-04

  I (13/ 66) 0 / 0 - 5 / 7 2.4·10-03 2 / 6 0.337 5 / 7 2.4·10-03

 1WQ1         

  G (13/213) 5 / 6 2.1·10-06 0 / 21 1 0 / 0 - 5 / 27 0.014 

  R (14/113) 9 / 22 9.1·10-05 5 / 11 4.3·10-03 7 / 16 5.9·10-04 9 / 23 1.4·10-04

 2MTA         

  L (11/280) 2 / 4 8.1·10-03 7 / 28 1.2·10-05 2 / 3 4.1·10-03 7 / 30 2.0·10-05

  A ( 9/ 77) 3 / 5 0.01 4 / 8 5.2·10-03 4 / 7 2.7·10-03 4 / 10 0.014 

 2PCC         

  A ( 4/192) 0 / 5 1 1 / 19 0.343 0 / 7 1 1 / 19 0.343 

  B ( 6/ 81) 0 / 10 1 0 / 8 1 0 / 14 1 0 / 12 1 

 2SIC         

  E (17/161) 6 / 9 3.9·10-05 3 / 16 0.229 4 / 5 4.1·10-04 8 / 24 7.8·10-04

  I (12/ 85) 0 / 10 1 7 / 9 5.1·10-06 2 / 14 0.63 7 / 19 3.9·10-03

 2SNI         

  E (15/162) 7 / 11 3.5·10-06 5 / 16 8.1·10-04 5 / 6 2.0·10-05 9 / 24 2.2·10-05

  I ( 6/ 53) 2 / 3 0.031 1 / 5 0.465 2 / 4 0.059 3 / 8 0.038 

 7CEI         

  B (10/ 98) 0 / 4 1 0 / 10 1 0 / 2 1 0 / 13 1 

  A (12/ 71) 1 / 3 0.431 4 / 7 0.013 1 / 4 0.532 4 / 9 0.039 

 

Complex: List of all docked complexes with their respective chains with the number of interface and 

surface residues indicated between parenthesis (see Material and Methods for the definition of 

interface residues).  

Correct: number of correct predictions and total number of predictions for each predictor.  

p-value: chance of obtaining a prediction of at least the same quality by random selection of the same 

number of residues (hypergeometric distribution). 
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Figure 3. Predicted versus true interface residues mapped onto the two chains of the six complexes 

selected from the 1.0 docking benchmark 30: 1avw (a), 1brc (b), 1dfj (c), 1wq1 (d), 2pcc (e) and 2sni (f). 

Green: interface as determined by DIMPLOT (see Material and Methods); red: WHISCY prediction; 

blue: ProMate prediction; purple: overlap between WHISCY and ProMate prediction. See the end of 

this thesis for a full color figure. 
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The performance of the interface residue predictions for the 25 selected complexes is 

evaluated in Table 1. Each predictor performs better than random for the large 

majority of the proteins using the chosen cut-offs (see above). 62.5 % of the 

predictions are significant at the 5 % level. The Added prediction, which predicts the 

largest number of residues, performs best in terms of significance, followed by 

WHISCYMATE. Since the Added score combines WHISCY and ProMate in a non-

optimized way but usually predicts the largest number of residues, this suggests that 

the currently used cut-offs might be too conservative. The predictions mapped onto 

the surface of the proteins for the six representative complexes from the 1.0 

benchmark are shown in Figure 3. 

Note that neither WHISCY nor ProMate nor their combination is fully insensitive to 

the 3D structure used in the prediction: a comparison of predictions obtained from 

the bound and unbound 3D structures reveals small variations but no trend towards 

a performance gain or loss (data not shown). This is in agreement with previous 

results that have shown that interface prediction is robust for switching from bound 

to unbound predictions 14,22.  However, in individual cases, there might be small 

differences, especially if conformational changes are occurring between the unbound 

and bound forms. 

 

Successful docking requires the tackling of two problems: the generation of correct 

structures and subsequently their identification by scoring. As an initial test of the 

inclusion of interface predictions to drive the docking and to limit computational 

costs, we limited ourselves to the first problem using only the rigid-body docking 

stage of HADDOCK. For each set of predictions (WHISCY, ProMate, the 

WHISCYMATE score and the Added score) 2000 rigid-body docking solutions were 

generated for each of the 25 complexes. We also performed control runs in which 

random patches, different for each of the 2000 docking structures, were used to 

generate the restraints for docking. Interface prediction and docking were performed 

from the structures of the free proteins (unbound structures), meaning that (small) 

conformational changes might be required for proper docking. 
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Table 2: Performance of interface prediction-driven docking with HADDOCK on the test set: number 

of correct structures (l-RMSD < 10 Å) out of 2000 generated structures. An asterisk (*) indicates that 

the number of correct structures is significantly higher than the control run with random patch 

definition (p < 0.01; Fisher exact test). NP = not performed due to a lack of predictions for one of the 

chains. 

Complex Control WHISCY ProMate WHISCYMATE Added Total 

1ACB 1 19* 51* 21* 30* 121 

1AVW 0 0 57* 13* 66* 136 

1AVX 0 1 69* 0 99* 169 

1AY7 1 2 0 23* 1 26 

1BRC 0 238* 29* 150* 143* 560 

1BVN 5 41* 1 61* 11 114 

1CGI 3 11 691* 171* 115* 988 

1D6R 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1DFJ 1 4 60* 11* 225* 300 

1E6E 1 185* 3 380* 9 577 

1EAW 0 45* 66* 21* 31* 163 

1EWY 8 386* 4 138* 181* 709 

1EZU 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1F34 1 NP 1 0 7 8 

1HIA 3 266* 114* 71* 167* 618 

1MAH 0 1 0 1 1 3 

1PPE 18 513* 579* 319* 647* 2058 

1TMQ 0 265* 164* 71* 416* 916 

1UDI 0 NP 117* 109* 136* 362 

1WQ1 1 344* 2 NP 11* 357 

2MTA 1 12* 59* 147* 26* 244 

2PCC 1 1 92* 4 82* 179 

2SIC 0 0 6 0 3 9 

2SNI 4 69* 7 189* 103* 368 

7CEI 3 0 0 0 0 0 
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The number of correct rigid-body docking solutions obtained for the various 

predictions is presented in Table 2 for the various complexes. A docking solution is 

defined as correct if its ligand root mean square deviation (ligand RMSD) from the 

experimentally determined complex is less than 10 Å (acceptable solutions in CAPRI 

terms). The ligand RMSD from the target is computed on the backbone atoms of the 

smaller protein after positional least square fitting on the backbone of the largest 

component. For individual docking runs, large differences are found in the number 

of correct structures generated. However, for a majority of the runs (57 out of 97), 

prediction-driven docking performed significantly better than the control run at the 

1% significance level. The best results were obtained with predictions made by the 

Added predictor, followed by WHISCYMATE. 

If all the runs are pooled, correct structures are generated for 22 out of 25 complexes. 

Moreover, the number of correct structures is in the order of hundreds (out of a total 

of 8000 generated structures) for 18 out of 25 complexes. These 18 complexes include 

1ACB and 1WQ1, which are considered (medium) difficult targets in the benchmark. 

These numbers can be considered an encouraging success for an initial test, 

especially when compared to the control runs with random interface patch 

definitions. 

 

In general, docking was successful if the predictions for both protein chains were 

more than 20 % accurate. However, it is surprising to see that many runs yielded 

correct structures even while the prediction for one or both of the partners was not 

very good. This could be due in part to the random removal of restraints which we 

implemented in HADDOCK: by discarding randomly half of the restraints for each 

docking trial, ambiguous interaction restraints involving false positives might be 

removed allowing for correct solutions to be generated, provided that at least one 

correct prediction was made for each chain. 

There are two cases that escape this general pattern. For 1EZU, no correct solutions 

were generated even while the WHISCY predictions were excellent. The reason of 

this failure is not clear to us at this time. In contrast, for 2PCC, many good structures 
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were obtained using ProMate and the Added predictor, even while there were few or 

no correct predictions at all. This can be explained by the fact that for 2PCC, most 

predicted residues are near the interface (see Figure 3F), indicating that these 

residues can also be helpful in docking.  

 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

In this study, we have described the interface prediction program WHISCY and its 

combination with another predictor, ProMate, in the context of prediction-driven 

docking. Our results strongly confirm the hypothesis that surface conservation yields 

useful information for data-driven docking. WHISCY predictions identifying 30 % of 

those residues were 32.9 % accurate, 3.5 times better than random. By shifting the 

prediction cut-off, the accuracy can be increased even more at the expense of 

sensitivity, or vice versa. Some complexes clearly have more conserved interfaces 

than others. Predictions made by WHISCY were accurate for most enzymes, but they 

were less reliable for inhibitors and proteins not part of enzyme-inhibitor complexes. 

This is in agreement with Bradford et al.38, who determined interface conservation for 

enzymes and inhibitors using Rate4Site19. Our results are particularly impressive if 

one considers the fact that a protein may have multiple interfaces, so that predicted 

residues that are part of a different interface are scored as wrong predictions. For 

example, the Ras protein, chain 1WQ1R in our test set, is known to be involved in at 

least eleven distinct interactions39 which might not be necessarily mediated by the 

same interface residues. Finally, one must bear in mind that the chosen interface 

criterion that marks 9.4 % of the surface as interface is extremely strict. Other groups 

have used criteria resulting in 30 % of the surface to be marked as interface22,40; all 

predictions in this large area of the surface would thus be considered correct. This 

explains some of the high accuracies that are sometimes reported in the literature.  

For docking purposes, the interface predictions obtained from WHISCY, ProMate 

and their combination were good enough to generate correct structures for 22 out of 

the 25 complexes used for testing purposes with only the rigid-body part of our data-
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driven docking program HADDOCK: for 18 complexes, more than one hundred 

correct structures (out of 8000 generated) were obtained.  

In general, the Added predictor that takes all predictions from both WHISCY and 

ProMate performed best; it correctly predicts a larger number of residues than the 

other methods described here. This suggests that the currently used cut-offs might be 

too conservative. In the future, improved translation of prediction scores into 

restraints may further enhance the docking. Our results provide a promising starting 

point for routine incorporation of interface prediction in data-driven docking. 
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Intramolecular surface contacts contain 

information about protein-protein interface 

regions 

Abstract 

Some amino acids clearly show preferences over others in protein-protein interfaces. 

These preferences, or so-called interface propensities can be used for a priori interface 

prediction. We investigated if the prediction accuracy could be improved by 

considering not single but pairs of residues in an interface. Here we present the first 

systematic analysis of intramolecular surface contacts in interface prediction. We 

show that preferences do exist for contacts within and around an interface region 

within one molecule: specific pairs of amino acids are more often occurring than 

others. Using intramolecular contact propensities in a blind test, higher average 

scores were assigned to interface residues than to non-interface residues. This effect 

persisted as small but significant when the contact propensities were corrected to 

eliminate the influence of single amino acid interface propensity. This indicates that 

intramolecular contact propensities may replace interface propensities in protein-

protein interface prediction.  

 

Introduction 

A large number of studies have established that the residue composition of protein-

protein interfaces generally differs from that of the rest of the surface 1-9. When 

counting the occurrences of each amino acid in interfaces, different numbers are 

found than expected on basis of the amino acid composition of the surface. The so-

called interface propensity, defined as the ratio of observed over expected counts, has 

been found to be high for aromatic residues such as phenylalanine, and low for most 

polar and charged residues, such as lysine. These interface propensities can be 
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utilized for a priori interface prediction, by assigning higher probabilities to residues 

and clusters of residues with high interface propensities. A number of interface 

prediction methods exist where interface propensities have been taken into account 

3,10-12. 

In addition, once reasonable models of a complex have been obtained by docking, 

interface propensities can help in discriminating correct from incorrect solutions. 

This a posteriori filtering can be enhanced by taking the partner protein into account, 

through the use of intermolecular contacts. As is the case for single amino acids 

within a specific interface, some contacts are favored across biological interfaces, and 

intermolecular contact propensities have been derived by a number of groups 13-18. 

These have been successfully applied to filter docking solutions 12,14,19,20. They have 

also been used to discriminate crystal contacts from true biological interfaces in X-ray 

structures 13,16,17. 

While intermolecular contacts between protein chains have been well-studied, the 

intramolecular contacts have been neglected. Typically, surface patches are analyzed 

without regard to the arrangement of individual residues within that patch. This 

arrangement potentially contains valuable information about protein interfaces.  

Therefore, we asked ourselves the following question: are there, in analogy to 

intermolecular contacts, preferences for specific intramolecular surface contacts, 

which could be used to distinguish interface regions from non-interface regions? Our 

goal is not to develop an independent interface predictor, but to investigate if 

intramolecular surface contacts can make a valuable contribution, so that they could 

be incorporated into existing interface predictors. 

 

Testing this hypothesis is not trivial. Unlike a residue, which can be classified as 

either interface or non-interface, there are three classes of intramolecular surface 

contacts: interface-interface, interface-noninterface and noninterface-noninterface. 

Both the first class (interface contacts) and the second class (which we will call cross-

contacts) can be useful in detecting an interface. The second class may be an average 
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of the first and the third, but not necessarily so: in previous studies it was found that 

protein interfaces generally consist of a hydrophobic core surrounded by a more 

hydrophilic rim region 2,21,22. Unlike the buried surface area criterion used in these 

studies, our definition of the true interface is based on residues forming contacts with 

the partner protein, which causes fewer residues to be defined as interface. 

Therefore, we expected the second class to represent core-rim contacts, and hence to 

be enriched in hydrophilic-hydrophobic contacts relative to the other two classes. 

To our knowledge, this study presents the first systematic analysis of these contacts. 

Only in ProMate 23 an attempt has been made to use this information by assigning 

statistically based probabilities to pairs of amino acids. However, the amino acids 

were pooled into different classes (polar, hydrophobic, aromatic and 

positively/negatively charged), and no distinction between interface contacts and 

cross-contacts was made. 

 

System and methods 

We calculated all propensities on the test set of Bordner and Abagyan 3. All interface 

residues were identified with DIMPLOT 24 using default settings (minimum distance 

from the partner protein 3.9 Å). Proteins for which DIMPLOT could not identify any 

intermolecular contacts were discarded, resulting in a working set of 1029 protein 

chains. All residues were designated as surface or non-surface by surface 

accessibility as calculated by NACCESS 25. Residues with a mainchain or sidechain 

relative accessibility of more than 15 % were designated as surface. All non-surface 

residues were ignored during the analysis. Two surface residues were defined to be 

in contact if at least one inter-residue distance between any non-hydrogen atoms was 

smaller than 5 Å.  
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Algorithm 

Calculation of intramolecular contact propensities and single amino 

acid interface propensities  

In general, interface propensity can be defined as the ratio between an interface 

fraction fi and a surface fraction fs:  

  

P
i


f
i

f
s                   (1) 

In the case of single amino acid interface propensities, these fractions are amino acid 

fractions, defined as follows: 

   
f (x) 

O(x)

n                    (2a) 

where O(x)  is the number of observed residues of amino acid x, n is the total number 

of residues and x is any amino acid.  

In the case of intramolecular contact propensities, these fractions are contact 

fractions, which can be defined in a similar way: 

   
f (x, y) 

O(x, y)

N                (2b) 

where O(x,y) is the number of observed intramolecular contacts between a residue of 

amino acid x and a residue of amino acid y, N is the total number of intramolecular 

contacts and x and y are any amino acids. 

Therefore, equation 1 can be rewritten as follows: 

   
P

i
(x) 

O
i
(x)n

s

O
s
(x)n

i                   (3a)  

for single interface propensities, and 

   
P

i
(x, y) 

O
i
(x, y)N

s

O
s
(x, y)N

i          (3b) 
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P

c
(x, y) 

O
c
(x, y)N

s

O
s
(x, y)N

c          (3c) 

for intramolecular contact propensities in the case of interface and cross contacts, 

respectively. 

 

For each protein in the benchmark set, O and N statistics were computed. All those 

statistics were pooled for all proteins before applying equation 3 to calculate the 

propensities.  

 

Calculation of corrected intramolecular contact propensities 

Corrected intramolecular contact propensities were calculated to eliminate the 

contribution of single amino acid interface propensities to intramolecular contact 

preferences.  

 

An additional factor to be eliminated is the fact that amino acids could form a 

different number of contacts per residue on the interface than on the rest of the 

surface. Therefore, a contact-forming propensity Pf was computed: 

   
P f (x) 

Fi (x) / fi (x)

Fs (x) / fs (x)       (4) 

where F(x) is the contact fraction: the number of contacts where a residue of amino 

acid x is involved in (counting twice x-x contacts) divided by N.  

To eliminate both effects (single amino acid propensities and number of contacts 

formed), the corrected propensities were calculated in the following way: 

 

   

Pi
corr (x, y) 

Pi (x, y)

Pi (x)Pi ( y)


1

P f (x)P f ( y)

Cs (x, y)

Ci (x, y)
  (5) 

where C is an additional correction factor for sampling without replacement: within 

a protein, the number of interface and surface residues is finite and a residue cannot 

make a contact with itself. 
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Again, statistics from the whole benchmark set were pooled before the calculation of 

actual fractions and propensities. Calculations for the corrected cross-contact 

propensities were performed in the same way. For the derivation of equation 5 and 

the computation of C, see Supplementary Material. 

 

Scoring using propensities 

The propensities were tested on the benchmark of Mintseris et al. 26 using unbound 

structures. Antibody-antigen structures and structures with missing residues in the 

interface region were discarded, resulting in a test set of 116 protein chains. To 

ensure unbiased testing, proteins with a sequence identity of more than 30 % to any 

protein in the test set were removed from the working set and the propensities were 

re-calculated: this resulted in virtually no change in the four sets of propensities (r2 = 

0.955-0.997).  

In the test set, interface and surface residues were defined using the same criteria as 

for the working set above. For each surface residue, a circular patch was defined 

consisting of the closest surface neighbours. It has previously been shown that the 

number of interface residues depends on the number of surface residues by a power 

law 27. We made therefore a log-log plot of the number of interface and surface 

residues and found this power to be 0.25, which is somewhat lower than the value of 

0.35 found by Chen and Zhou. However, we found the correlation to be rather weak 

(r = 0.43). A relation between interface and surface sizes clearly exists since the 

correlation coefficient is still highly significant (p << 0.01). However, the exact nature 

of the relation can not be established, since fitting a linear relationship yields nearly 

the same correlation coefficient (r = 0.40). We chose to use a power law for interface 

estimation in this study, using the following formula: 

   
Ni  3.68Ns

0.25
        (6) 

where Ni is the number of interface residues and Ns is the number of surface 

residues. 
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Scoring using contact propensities was done as follows. For each contact within a 

patch and between a patch and a non-patch residue, the interface and cross-contact 

propensities, respectively, were determined. All propensities were summed into a 

score for that patch. Scoring using corrected contact propensities was done in the 

same way. Scoring using single amino acid interface propensities was done by 

summing the interface propensities of all residues in the patch.  

All scores were normalized by dividing by the standard deviation of the scores of all 

residues in the test set, resulting in a Z score for each residue. 

 

Results and discussion 

Calculation of propensities 

Intramolecular interface contact and cross-contact propensities were calculated for 

the protein-protein test set of Bordner and Abagyan 3. Since a propensity is always 

the ratio of an observed and an expected value, the choice of an appropriate random 

model for expected counts is crucial. We chose a model that for each protein 

effectively reshuffles the partners of all surface contacts, since this takes into account 

the residue composition of the surface and the fact that some amino acids may form 

more contacts than others. 
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Figure 1: (A) Pairwise intramolecular contact propensities (natural logarithm of each propensity) and 

(B) pairwise intramolecular contact propensities corrected for single amino acid interface propensity 

(natural logarithm of each propensity). Left: Interface contact propensities. Right: Cross-contact 

propensities. See the end of this thesis for a full color figure. 

Figure 1A shows the propensities for interface contacts and cross-contacts. In general,  

these propensities correlate well with each other (r = 0.79). It is observed that 

hydrophobic contacts are preferred for interface contacts and to a lesser degree for 

cross-contacts. However a number of hydrophilic-hydrophobic contacts, such as Lys-
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Phe and Arg-Cys, are enriched in cross-contacts but not in interface contacts. 

 

Scoring using propensities 

The obtained propensities were tested for a priori predictive power on the benchmark 

set of protein-protein complexes of Mintseris et al. 26. True interface and non-interface 

residues were defined from the crystal structures of the complexes (see System and 

Methods). After that, blind predictions using contact propensities were made for 

each surface residue of the unbound structures. 

Normally, a residue can be scored by testing the likelihood of a hypothesis against 

the available data (what is the probability of this residue being in the interface given 

these propensities?). However, since a contact involves two residues and a residue 

forms multiple contacts, using contact propensities for a priori prediction requires 

that a hypothesis is made for multiple residues simultaneously. Therefore, we 

evaluated for each residue the hypothesis that it is at the heart of an interface patch.  

Within that patch, all interface contacts were evaluated against the interface contact 

propensities and all cross-contacts of patch residues with surrounding noninterface 

residues were evaluated against the cross-contact propensities. The score 

corresponding to the sum of all evaluations was assigned to the residue forming the 

heart of the patch. 
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Figure 2A shows the distribution of the scores obtained for interface and non-

interface residues. Although there is a large overlap between the two (58.2 %), it is 

clear that interface residues score better than non-interface residues on average. This 

indicates that intramolecular contact propensities can be used to identify interface 

regions on protein surfaces, although intramolecular contacts alone are not sufficient 

for accurate prediction. 

 

However, it must be verified that the observed preference is not merely an effect of 

Figure 2: Normalized distributions 

of scores for interface residues 

(continuous line) and non-interface 

residues (dashed line) for different 

scoring schemes: (A) Intramolecular 

pairwise propensity scoring, (B) 

single amino acid interface 

propensity scoring and (C) 

intramolecular pairwise propensity 

corrected for single amino acid 

interface propensity. The overlap 

between the curves is indicated by 

the gray area together with the 

corresponding percentage of the total 

area. 
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single amino acid interface propensities. Since interfaces are enriched in hydrophobic 

residues, hydrophobic contacts are expected to be enriched as well even if contacts 

are distributed at random. Therefore, the same proteins were tested for prediction 

using single interface propensities by the same design: each residue was 

hypothesized to form the heart of a circular patch and the sum of interface 

propensities of the residues in the patch was calculated and assigned to that residue. 

These results are shown in Figure 2B. Comparing Figures 2A and 2B shows that 

intramolecular contact propensities are superior in performance to single amino acid 

interface propensities: the overlap between the curves is 60.2 % for single interface 

propensities compared to only 58.2 % for pairwise propensities. 

 

Table 1: Difference in average interface residue rank between pairwise or single residue propensity 

scoring. Ranks were computed over the whole test set for all interface residues: rank 1 corresponds to 

the best-scoring residue in the test set. 

Interface 1431 Number of residues 

Total surface 19688 

 

Interface residue rank Pairwise propensity Single propensity 

7236 7392 

+/- 5341 +/- 5409 

Average 

Standard deviation 

Standard error +/- 141.2 +/- 143.0 

 

Difference t statistic 2.675 

 Degrees of freedom 1430 

 p value 0.0075 

 

To assess the significance between pairwise and single residue interface propensities, 

the average rank of interface residues among the test set was computed (Table 1). 

The average rank was found to be significantly better for pairwise propensities 

compared to single propensities (Student’s paired t test, p = 0.0075). 
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Calculation of corrected propensities 

The significance of the difference between figure 2A and 2B is hard to assess. Since 

the surface patches used for scoring are highly overlapping, the residue scores within 

each protein are strongly correlated with those of their structural neighbors, and the 

degrees of freedom cannot be determined.  

Therefore, we did a more rigorous comparison by eliminating the influence of 

interface propensity on the intramolecular contact propensity. This was 

accomplished by not taking surface contacts as a random model for reshuffling, but 

instead only the interface contacts and cross-contacts, respectively. The resulting 

corrected propensity totally eliminates all effects of residue composition within and 

around the interface. If intramolecular contact propensities and single interface 

propensities are equivalent, this correction would result in corrected propensities 

very close to zero, and scoring using those propensities would result in a random 

predictor, with full overlap between surface and interface residue scores. 

 

The corrected propensities are shown in figure 1B, and they significantly differ from 

zero (chi square, p < 0.025 for interface contacts, p << 0.001 for cross-contacts). There 

are only a few trends in corrected interface propensities: Cys preferentially contacts 

hydrophilic residues, and His and Pro preferentially contact other residues than 

themselves. In contrast, in the cross-contacts, a clear depletion of hydrophilic-

hydrophilic and especially hydrophobic-hydrophobic contacts is observed, again in 

favor of hydrophilic-hydrophobic contacts. These results confirm the hydrophobic 

core – hydrophilic rim hypothesis.  

 

Scoring using corrected propensities 

The corrected propensities were used for prediction in the same manner as before 

(Figure 2C). Although the predictive power was greatly reduced, there is still a 

difference between interface and non-interface residues (overlap 88.4 %). Moreover, 
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this difference turned out to be highly significant: for each protein, the average score 

of the interface residues was computed, and it was shown to be significantly higher 

than the average score of the non-interface residues (Student’s paired t-test, n=116, p 

= 0.0185, one-tailed). Therefore, preferences for intramolecular contacts persist even 

when the influence of interface propensity is removed, and these preferences do have 

predictive power on their own. 

 

Conclusion 

Interface prediction is a multi-faceted discipline, combining information from diverse 

sources such as conservation, interface propensity and spatial arrangement of atoms. 

In this study we provide the first systematic analysis of a hitherto neglected source of 

information, intramolecular contact propensities. Using a classification into interface-

interface, noninterface-noninterface and interface-noninterface (cross) contacts, and 

an analysis at the amino acid level, we show that intramolecular surface contacts 

contain information about putative protein-protein interfaces. The difference with 

single amino acid interface propensities is small but significant.  

Considering their increased predictive power, intramolecular surface contacts will be 

able to replace the single amino acid interface propensities currently used in interface 

predictors. We are planning to implement intramolecular surface contact 

propensities into our interface prediction program WHISCY (Chapter 4 of this 

thesis). 
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Supplementary material 

Derivation of the expression for corrected intramolecular contact propensities. 

Additional variables and equations are defined in the Algorithm section. 

 

A general way to define any propensity is to take the ratio between observed and 

expected counts: 

 

   p  O / E       (A1) 

 

where O is the observed count and E is the expected count. In the case of pairwise 

contact propensity this equation becomes: 

 

 
  
pi  Oi(x, y) / Ei(x, y)      (A2) 

 

For intramolecular contacts, the expected count would be the count obtained when 

all contacts where randomly shuffled. Therefore, the expected counts are dependent 

only on the contact fractions of the two amino acids, and there is no particular order: 

E(x,y)=E(y,x). Therefore, the expected count can be computed as follows. 

  

   E(x, y)  QF(x)F( y)N     (A3) 

 

where Q = 1 for x = y, and Q = 2 otherwise. 

 

However, this equation is only valid for an infinite N, since a residue cannot form a 

contact with itself: if there is only one alanine in an interface, clearly no alanine-

alanine contacts will be expected. Therefore, a correction factor C is introduced: 

 

   E(x, y)  QF(x)F( y)C(x, y)N     (A3a) 
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This correction factor is computed as follows: 

 

 
  
C(x, y) 

x  y : a  b

x  y :1 b









    (A4) 

 

where a = (Nx – 1)/ Nx , Nx being the number of residues of amino acid x; and b = 

  
F(x)

1 a

20F( y)
. This term b is added to make sure that C(x, y)F( y)

y

20

  = 1. In the case 

where Nx = 0, C(x,y) is defined to be zero. 

 

Equation A1 cannot be used to directly calculate any intramolecular interface contact 

propensity: we are not interested in interface preferences relative to random 

shuffling, but relative to surface preferences Pi. Therefore, 

 

 
  
Pi(x, y) 

pi(x, y)

ps(x, y)


Oi(x, y) / Ei(x, y)

Os(x, y) / Es(x, y)
  (A5) 

 

Without a correction for interface propensity applied, a random shuffling of surface 

contacts is used for the expected counts for both interface and surface residues: 

 

 
  
Es(x, y)  QFs(x)Fs( y) Cs(x, y)  Ns    (A6a) 

and 

 
  
Ei(x, y)  QFs(x)Fs( y) Cs(x, y)  Ni  Es(x, y)

Ni

Ns

 (A6b) 

 

Combination of equations A5, A6a and A6b results in the following: 
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Pi(x, y) 

Oi(x, y) / (Es(x, y)
Ni

Ns

)

Os(x, y) / Es(x, y)


Oi(x, y)Ns

Os(x, y)Ni

 (A7) 

 

which is equation 3b in the main article. 

 

However, when shuffling of the whole surface is taken as the expected count for 

interface residues, the single amino acid interface propensities are used implicitly. If 

we want to eliminate the influence of these propensities, we need to take a random 

shuffling of the interface as the expected count. We defined therefore a corrected 

interface contact propensity Picorr as: 

 

 
  
Pi

corr (x, y) 
pi

corr (x, y)

ps(x, y)
    (A8) 

 

with 

 

 

  

pi
corr (x, y) 

Oi(x, y)

Ei
corr (x, y)

    (A9) 

and 

 

 
  
Ei

corr (x, y)  QFi(x)Fi( y) Ci(x, y)  Ni   (A10) 

 

This set of equations is sufficient to derive equation 5 of the main article: 

 

 

  

Pi(x, y)

Pi
corr (x, y)


pi(x, y) / ps(x, y)

pi
corr (x, y) / ps(x, y)

   (A5 combined with A8)
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pi(x, y)

pi
corr (x, y)

 

 

  

  


Oi(x, y) / Ei(x, y)

Oi(x, y) / Ei
corr (x, y)

   (combined with A4 and A9) 

 

  
  


Ei
corr (x, y)

Ei(x, y)
 

 

  
  


QFi(x)Fi( y)Ci(x, y)Ni

QFs(x)Fs( y)Cs(x, y)Ni

   (combined with A6b and A10) 

 

  
  


Fi(x)Fi( y)Ci(x, y)

Fs(x)Fs( y)Cs(x, y)
 

 

  
  


fi(x) fi( y)P f (x)P f ( y)Ci(x, y)

fs(x) fs( y)Cs(x, y)
 (combined with 4) 

 

  
  
 P

i
(x)P

i
( y)P f (x)P f ( y)

C
i
(x, y)

C
s
(x, y)

  (combined with 1) (A11) 

 

Therefore, 

 

 
  

Pi
corr (x, y) 

Pi(x, y)

Pi(x)Pi( y)


1

P f (x)P f ( y)

Cs(x, y)

Ci(x, y)
 (A12) 

  

which is equation 5 of the main article. 
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Pairwise propensity values 

Supplementary table: Values for the intramolecular pairwise propensities for interface contacts 

(column 3) and cross-contacts (column 4). 

 

 

 

 

ALA ALA -0.272 -0.191  CYS GLN 0.331 -0.015  GLU MET 0.079 0.113 

ALA CYS 0.346 0.255  CYS ARG 0.235 0.325  GLU ASN -0.654 -0.231 

ALA ASP -0.400 -0.213  CYS SER 0.442 0.190  GLU PRO -0.732 -0.303 

ALA GLU -0.549 -0.263  CYS THR 0.216 0.085  GLU GLN -0.688 -0.192 

ALA PHE 0.519 0.339  CYS VAL 0.402 0.069  GLU ARG -0.322 -0.129 

ALA GLY -0.321 -0.219  CYS TRP 0.350 0.211  GLU SER -0.557 -0.244 

ALA HIS -0.083 0.029  CYS TYR 0.358 0.228  GLU THR -0.434 -0.249 

ALA ILE 0.146 0.075  ASP ASP -0.560 -0.311  GLU VAL -0.221 -0.111 

ALA LYS -0.759 -0.359  ASP GLU -0.748 -0.232  GLU TRP 0.075 0.137 

ALA LEU 0.194 0.140  ASP PHE 0.139 0.304  GLU TYR 0.173 0.159 

ALA MET 0.538 0.292  ASP GLY -0.641 -0.271  PHE PHE 1.068 0.256 

ALA ASN -0.208 -0.164  ASP HIS -0.289 0.025  PHE GLY 0.226 0.410 

ALA PRO -0.250 -0.127  ASP ILE -0.025 0.037  PHE HIS 0.635 0.377 

ALA GLN -0.337 -0.120  ASP LYS -0.973 -0.502  PHE ILE 0.781 0.110 

ALA ARG -0.133 0.114  ASP LEU -0.166 0.128  PHE LYS 0.014 0.219 

ALA SER -0.117 -0.131  ASP MET 0.274 0.132  PHE LEU 0.857 0.282 

ALA THR -0.093 -0.080  ASP ASN -0.449 -0.295  PHE MET 0.971 0.227 

ALA VAL 0.239 0.066  ASP PRO -0.511 -0.305  PHE ASN 0.307 0.324 

ALA TRP 0.299 0.216  ASP GLN -0.580 -0.174  PHE PRO 0.379 0.360 

ALA TYR 0.402 0.281  ASP ARG -0.293 -0.126  PHE GLN 0.312 0.329 

CYS CYS -0.142 -0.284  ASP SER -0.498 -0.318  PHE ARG 0.606 0.315 

CYS ASP 0.127 0.101  ASP THR -0.503 -0.256  PHE SER 0.359 0.400 

CYS GLU 0.271 0.323  ASP VAL -0.160 -0.048  PHE THR 0.496 0.301 

CYS PHE 0.929 0.312  ASP TRP 0.184 0.296  PHE VAL 0.749 0.229 

CYS GLY -0.012 0.094  ASP TYR 0.126 0.160  PHE TRP 0.927 0.203 

CYS HIS 0.601 0.211  GLU GLU -0.885 -0.378  PHE TYR 0.946 0.316 

CYS ILE 0.575 0.220  GLU PHE 0.220 0.300  GLY GLY -0.191 -0.216 

CYS LYS -0.402 -0.250  GLU GLY -0.620 -0.304  GLY HIS -0.220 -0.028 

CYS LEU 0.635 0.335  GLU HIS -0.294 -0.040  GLY ILE 0.077 0.071 

CYS MET 0.783 0.343  GLU ILE 0.040 0.032  GLY LYS -0.885 -0.419 

CYS ASN 0.117 0.237  GLU LYS -1.141 -0.532  GLY LEU 0.009 0.160 

CYS PRO 0.159 0.051  GLU LEU 0.019 0.035  GLY MET 0.214 0.363 
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GLY ASN -0.512 -0.156  LYS MET 0.014 0.027  ASN TRP 0.111 0.206 

GLY PRO -0.419 -0.211  LYS ASN -0.782 -0.300  ASN TYR 0.132 0.261 

GLY GLN -0.292 -0.097  LYS PRO -0.572 -0.374  PRO PRO -0.519 -0.081 

GLY ARG -0.279 0.088  LYS GLN -0.707 -0.326  PRO GLN -0.272 -0.153 

GLY SER -0.232 -0.228  LYS ARG -0.440 0.041  PRO ARG -0.096 0.058 

GLY THR -0.496 -0.203  LYS SER -0.660 -0.291  PRO SER -0.286 -0.103 

GLY VAL -0.103 -0.065  LYS THR -0.561 -0.209  PRO THR -0.307 -0.150 

GLY TRP 0.331 0.256  LYS VAL -0.309 -0.175  PRO VAL 0.063 0.044 

GLY TYR 0.205 0.215  LYS TRP 0.037 0.176  PRO TRP 0.526 0.250 

HIS HIS -0.143 0.198  LYS TYR -0.055 0.033  PRO TYR 0.289 0.135 

HIS ILE 0.463 0.154  LEU LEU 0.634 0.205  GLN GLN -0.635 -0.240 

HIS LYS -0.331 0.079  LEU MET 0.817 0.266  GLN ARG -0.082 0.015 

HIS LEU 0.374 0.212  LEU ASN 0.021 0.217  GLN SER -0.345 -0.083 

HIS MET 0.607 0.071  LEU PRO 0.099 0.097  GLN THR -0.230 -0.129 

HIS ASN 0.174 0.126  LEU GLN 0.160 0.100  GLN VAL -0.023 0.013 

HIS PRO -0.032 0.038  LEU ARG 0.348 0.189  GLN TRP 0.239 0.273 

HIS GLN -0.197 0.053  LEU SER 0.109 0.150  GLN TYR 0.335 0.245 

HIS ARG 0.269 0.173  LEU THR 0.266 0.117  ARG ARG 0.094 0.173 

HIS SER 0.121 0.101  LEU VAL 0.535 0.127  ARG SER -0.012 0.029 

HIS THR 0.146 0.025  LEU TRP 0.687 0.281  ARG THR -0.275 0.072 

HIS VAL 0.418 0.164  LEU TYR 0.685 0.275  ARG VAL 0.156 0.119 

HIS TRP 0.800 0.275  MET MET 1.118 0.164  ARG TRP 0.417 0.082 

HIS TYR 0.552 0.321  MET ASN 0.202 0.312  ARG TYR 0.612 0.131 

ILE ILE 0.729 0.131  MET PRO 0.251 0.205  SER SER -0.285 -0.145 

ILE LYS -0.062 -0.077  MET GLN 0.261 0.191  SER THR -0.089 -0.249 

ILE LEU 0.631 0.206  MET ARG 0.664 0.188  SER VAL 0.095 -0.073 

ILE MET 0.817 0.202  MET SER 0.396 0.266  SER TRP 0.389 0.457 

ILE ASN 0.020 0.129  MET THR 0.379 0.235  SER TYR 0.235 0.288 

ILE PRO 0.090 0.010  MET VAL 0.751 0.232  THR THR -0.114 -0.200 

ILE GLN 0.004 0.107  MET TRP 0.883 0.245  THR VAL 0.114 0.004 

ILE ARG 0.346 0.131  MET TYR 0.855 0.283  THR TRP 0.360 0.232 

ILE SER 0.202 0.165  ASN ASN -0.531 -0.130  THR TYR 0.324 0.326 

ILE THR 0.218 0.089  ASN PRO -0.418 -0.078  VAL VAL 0.248 0.040 

ILE VAL 0.497 0.049  ASN GLN -0.394 -0.164  VAL TRP 0.542 0.240 

ILE TRP 0.494 0.350  ASN ARG -0.013 -0.009  VAL TYR 0.608 0.190 

ILE TYR 0.732 0.247  ASN SER -0.279 -0.200  TRP TRP 0.814 0.418 

LYS LYS -1.101 -0.456  ASN THR -0.234 -0.183  TRP TYR 0.801 0.304 

LYS LEU -0.307 0.014  ASN VAL 0.216 0.054  TYR TYR 0.844 0.301 
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HADDOCK versus HADDOCK: new features 

and performance of HADDOCK2.0 on the CAPRI 

targets 

Abstract 

Here we present version 2.0 of HADDOCK, which incorporates considerable 

improvements and new features. HADDOCK is now able to model not only protein-

protein complexes but also other kinds of biomolecular complexes and multi-

component (N>2) systems. In the absence of any experimental and/or predicted 

information to drive the docking, HADDOCK now offers two additional ab initio 

docking modes based on either random patch definition or center-of-mass restraints. 

The docking protocol has been considerably improved, supporting among other 

solvated docking, automatic definition of semi-flexible regions and inclusion of a 

desolvation energy term in the scoring scheme. The performance of HADDOCK2.0 is 

evaluated on the targets of rounds 4-11, run in a semi-automated mode using the 

original information we used in our CAPRI submissions. This enables a direct 

assessment of the progress made since the previous versions. Although HADDOCK 

performed very well in CAPRI (65% and 71% success rates, overall and for unbound 

targets only, respectively), a substantial improvement was achieved with 

HADDOCK2.0.  

 

Introduction 

In recent years, docking has emerged as an important method to model biomolecular 

complexes, which is complementary to experimental structural methods. Despite the 

considerable progress shown in the previous rounds of CAPRI1-3, there still are major 

problems to be addressed, especially in dealing with flexibility and binding-induced 

conformational changes, and in scoring4-8. In the context of CAPRI rounds 6-11, 
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which placed a heavy emphasis on unbound docking, these issues have become 

more pronounced. Exploiting biochemical data from literature to locate the interface 

has been shown to be of major importance4,6. In the absence of such data, interface 

predictions can be exploited as well9-12 (see also Chapters 4 and 8 of this thesis). 

HADDOCK is among the very few methods in which these data are used directly to 

drive the docking, rather than to filter pre-generated structures (for details see 

Dominguez et al.13  and Chapter 2 of this thesis).  

Here we present version 2.0 of HADDOCK, which has been considerably extended, 

and evaluate its performance on the CAPRI targets of rounds 4-11, comparing it to 

our original submissions. This enables a direct assessment of the progress made since 

the previous versions.  

 

HADDOCK2.0 new features 

HADDOCK2.0 has been modified to support docking of proteins, DNA14, RNA, 

oligosaccharides15 and small ligands, up to a total of six separate molecules (or 

domains) per docking. The new version allows the inclusion of anisotropy restraints 

from NMR (both residual dipolar couplings and relaxation data)16,17 and supports 

solvated docking, i.e. allowing the explicit inclusion of interfacial water molecules in 

the docking process18.  

HADDOCK defines ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs) between residues (or 

chemical groups) of the different molecules. A residue can be defined as active or as 

passive. For every AIR, the effective distance (deff) is computed as follows:  
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where Natoms indicates all atoms of a given residue and Nres the sum of active and 
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passive residues for a given protein. 

A restraining potential is defined to minimize all effective distances to a maximum 

value of 2 Å. This potential is harmonic up to 1Å distance violation and then 

switches within a 1Å window to a linear mode: the AIR forces become thus constant 

for violations larger than 2Å 19.  

In the absence of experimental and/or predicted data, HADDOCK now offers two ab 

initio docking modes:  

random patch definition: patches of active residues are randomly defined on the 

surface or part of the surface (e.g. CD-loop regions of an antibody) of each molecule. 

center-of-mass restraints: one distance restraint is defined between the centers of 

mass of the molecules with the distance automatically defined based on the size and 

shape of the molecules. 

The docking protocol consists of three steps: rigid body docking by energy 

minimization driven by the interaction restraints (it0), semi-flexible refinement in 

torsion angle space in which side-chains and backbone atoms of the interface 

residues are allowed to move (it1) and finally, Cartesian dynamics refinement in 

explicit solvent, typically water, although DMSO is also supported. The last two 

steps are referred to as the refinement stage.  

HADDOCK2.0 now offers the following improvements: 

Multibody docking: the docking can be performed for up to six separate bodies 

representing different molecules or molecular domains. 

Sampling of 180° rotated solutions: To deal with the problem of symmetrical 

solutions (e.g. rotated conformations as was the case for targets 11 and 12) we now 

implemented a systematic sampling of 180° rotated solutions in it0 (and optionally in 

it1): each solution generated can automatically be compared to the same solution in 

which one protein is rotated by 180° around an axis perpendicular to the interface 

and energy minimized again. The rotation axis is automatically defined between the 

center of masses of interface residues (within 5Å of the partner molecule). The best 

solution is kept for further refinement.  

Automatic definition of semi-flexible segments: Previously, the flexible parts of the 
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protein had to be defined manually. These can now be defined automatically, based 

on the residues that are in close proximity (within 5Å) to a partner molecule. 

Improved scoring: An empirical desolvation energy term20 is now implemented. 

Moreover, the scoring has been optimized for each stage of the docking protocol.   

 

Materials and methods 

HADDOCK2.0 was run on all targets using default parameters, including random 

removal of 50 % of the data for each separate docking trial, automatic definition of 

flexibility, and sampling of 180° rotated solutions in it0, but excluding solvated 

docking. Homology models were obtained using various programs and servers21-23. 

We usually pre-sampled within HADDOCK to obtain an ensemble of starting 

structures. The protonation state of histidines residues was estimated using the 

WHATIF server24. During all unbound-bound docking, the bound coordinates were 

frozen.  Co-factor and ions were explicitly included in the docking. Co-factor 

parameters were obtained from the PRODRG server25. As in our previous CAPRI 

submissions, HADDOCK was driven by data derived from literature and/or 

interface predictions 9-12. The active and passive residues that were defined during 

the docking and target specific modifications to the protocols when applicable are 

given in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. The HADDOCK parameter files and 

starting structures for individual targets are available upon request. 

During the various stages of the docking protocols, solutions were scored as follows: 

 

it0: 0.01*EvdW  + 1.0*Eelec + 0.01*EAIR – 0.01*BSA + 1.0*Edesolv 

it1: 1.0*EvdW  + 1.0*Eelec + 0.1* EAIR – 0.01*BSA + 1.0*Edesolv 

water:  1.0*EvdW  + 0.2*Eelec + 0.1* EAIR + 1.0*Edesolv 

 

EAIR is the ambiguous interaction restraint energy, BSA the buried surface area and 

EDesolv the desolvation energy20. 
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After water refinement, structures were clustered using a cut-off of 7.5Å l-RMSD, 

only counting the interface backbone atoms of the ligand. The clusters were ranked 

according to the average energy of the four best structures in the cluster. 

Assessment of the quality of the predictions was done according to the CAPRI 

evaluation criteria26 : 

One-star (acceptable) predictions:  

 ((Fnat >= 0.1) && (Fnat < 0.3) && (l-RMSD <= 10.0)) || (i-RMSD <= 4.0) 

Two-star (medium quality) predictions:  

 ((Fnat >= 0.3) && (Fnat < 0.5) && (l-RMSD <= 5.0))|| (i-RMSD <= 2.0) 

Three-star (high quality predictions):  

 ((Fnat >= 0.5) && (l-RMSD <= 1.0)) || (i-RMSD <= 1.0) 

Throughout the text, when the number of x-star predictions is mentioned, the 

number of x-star or better predictions is meant. For target 27, only the second 

interface (A-C`) was considered. 
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Results 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Overlays of our best CAPRI submissions (those with the lowest i-RMSD values) and the 

reference crystal structures. Receptors are shown in surface representation with the area defined by 

the active and passive residues shown in light blue. The ligands are shown in cartoon representation 

(HADDOCK best: pink, reference target: blue). This figure was generated with PyMol27. See the end of 

this thesis for a full color figure. 
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Table 1: Performance of HADDOCK2.0 on the CAPRI targets and comparison with our original 

submissions (unbound targets are highlighted in grey). 

 

 

 

All structures Best cluster 

Target (a) 

Total 

(b) 

* 

(c) 

** 

(c) 

*** 

(c) 

<Fnat> 

(d) 

Rank 

(e)  

l-RMSD 

[Å] 

i-RMSD 

[Å] 

Fnat 

 

Quality 

(f) 

Subm. 

(g) 

10 it0 1000 31 0 0 0.19       

 selected 200 18 0 0 0.22       

 it1 200 23 1 0 0.26       

 water 200 24 0 0 0.25 1 2.08 1.77 0.27 * ** 

11 it0 2420 202 1 0 0.26       

 selected 200 21 0 0 0.34       

 it1 200 30 0 0 0.32       

 water 200 37 0 0 0.37 1 7.48 3.22 0.50 * ** 

12 it0 1100 151 26 3 0.21       

 selected 200 22 7 3 0.29       

 it1 200 23 7 5 0.31       

 water 200 26 7 5 0.34 1 1.41 0.64 0.91 *** 0 

13 it0 1100 160 47 0 0.24       

 selected 200 79 40 0 0.31       

 it1 200 83 41 3 0.34       

 water 200 85 41 1 0.37 1 1.83 1.15 0.59 ** *** 

14 it0 1000 42 17 14 0.36       

 selected 200 25 14 14 0.42       

 it1 200 27 14 11 0.43       

 water 200 27 14 10 0.44 1 1.37 0.80 0.63 *** *** 

15 it0 2000 73 8 1 0.31       

 selected 200 15 4 1 0.33       

 it1 200 13 4 1 0.32       

 water 200 16 9 2 0.37 1 1.78 0.98 0.64 *** ** 
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18 it0 2000 118 96 0 0.69       

 selected 200 94 81 0 0.72       

 it1 200 94 10 0 0.29       

 water 200 94 18 0 0.36 1 5.30 1.67 0.78 ** 0 

19 it0 10000 80 9 0 0.23       

 selected 200 16 1 0 0.25       

 it1 200 15 1 0 0.23       

 water 200 17 1 0 0.24 1 5.82 1.13 0.56 ** 0 

20 it0 2000 243 0 0 0.21       

 selected 400 120 0 0 0.23       

 it1 400 136 1 0 0.32       

 water 200 139 2 0 0.34 1 7.22 2.48 0.48 * 0 

21 it0 2420 204 5 0 0.34       

 selected 200 79 0 0 0.37       

 it1 200 76 3 0 0.37       

 water 200 76 4 0 0.38 1 6.09 1.83 0.51 ** ** 

22 it0 10000 38 5 0 0.31       

 selected 400 9 2 0 0.39       

 it1 400 9 2 0 0.36       

 water 400 9 2 0 0.42 1 8.87 3.80 0.53 * NP 

24 it0 3300 20 0 0 0.18       

 selected 200 2 0 0 0.19       

 it1 200 2 0 0 0.21       

 water 200 2 0 0 0.21 7 11.62 3.40 0.22 * 0 

25 it0 2200 129 43 0 0.34       

 selected 200 32 18 0 0.38       

 it1 200 37 13 0 0.45       

 water 200 39 15 0 0.44 2 5.49 1.85 0.57 ** * 

26 it0 4000 961 116 0 0.31       

 selected 200 64 9 0 0.35       

 it1 200 65 17 0 0.42       

 water 200 64 18 0 0.44 3 4.25 1.98 0.58 ** ** 
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27 it0 4000 681 29 1 0.22       

 selected 200 117 6 0 0.24       

 it1 200 136 4 0 0.29       

 water 200 142 4 0 0.34 1 5.31 1.57 0.78 ** * 

All(h) it0 45540 2973 289 5 0.26 

 selected 3000 594 87 4 0.29 

 it1 3000 648 94 9 0.33 

 water 2800 676 103 8 0.36 

 

a) Various stages of the docking protocol: it0, initial rigid body docking; selected: the selection of 

structures after it0; it1: flexible refinement in torsion angle space and water: refinement in explicit 

solvent (water). 

b) Total number of structures after each step in the protocol 

c) Number of one-star or better, two-star or better, and three-star or better structures after each step in 

the protocol. 

d) Average fraction of native contacts, computed for all structures with i-RMSD <=4 Å. 

e) Rank of the cluster with the highest number of stars among any structure in the top 4 structures of 

the cluster. If several clusters had the same highest number of stars, the cluster with the better rank is 

shown. 

f) statistics for the structure with the highest number of stars among the top 4 of the cluster. If several 

structures had the same highest number of stars, the structure with the better rank is shown. 

fg) The number of stars for our best submission in CAPRI. NP = not performed due to the target being 

cancelled. 

h) Complex 14 and 18 were excluded from the pooled statistics, due to the fact that intermolecular 

interactions were scaled down in it0 for those complexes to allow for more efficient interpenetration, 

resulting in a larger fraction of native (and non-native) contacts than for other complexes. 

 

Among the different groups participating in CAPRI rounds 6-11, HADDOCK 

performed well. Our best predictions (lowest i-RMSD; see Material and Methods) are 

shown in figure 1. Of the six targets28-34, four were predicted successfully, with at 

least one one-star prediction among our submissions. For two of the targets, two-star 

predictions were submitted. Even for the two targets that were not successful, 

structures with high fractions of native contacts (Fnat) could be generated. 

During our participation in these rounds of CAPRI, we used developmental versions 
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of HADDOCK incorporating some of the features of HADDOCK2.0, but never all of 

them. In addition, the final selection of structures was performed manually, based on 

HADDOCK and other parameters such as DFIRE35 and FastContact36. In contrast, 

HADDOCK2.0 was tested in a mostly automated manner (see Material and Methods) 

on the CAPRI targets of rounds 4-11, including the cancelled targets for which data 

and starting structures had already been obtained. The same data (see Suppl. Table 

S1) and starting conformations were used as for our original submissions. The results 

of the HADDOCK2.0 re-docking are shown in table 1. After water refinement, the 

structures were clustered based on interface ligand-RMSDs and ranked according to 

the average score of the top 4 member of each cluster. The clusters with the highest-

star prediction in their top 4 are shown in the table. 

 

For target 1037, for which we had previously submitted the only two-star prediction 

of all submissions, re-docking looked a bit disappointing: only one one-star 

prediction was generated. However, the RMSD values are well within the threshold 

of a two-star prediction and only a slight deterioration of Fnat (0.27) caused the 

prediction to drop to one-star. This may be due to the nature of the target (a trimeric 

spike). Still, the one-star cluster ranks at the top. Closer inspection showed that one 

two-star prediction was generated in it1, which was lost after the water refinement.  

Target 1138 only yielded one-star clusters, but the top-scoring structure had an 

excellent Fnat of 0.5. This is worse than our original submission, which included a 

two-star prediction. A single two-star prediction was generated at it0, but not 

selected.  

For target 1238, the results improved dramatically. Previously, we did not submit any 

correct solution. This time, the top-ranking structure of the top-ranking cluster is a 

highly accurate three-star prediction (i-RMSD=0.64Å; Fnat=0.91).  

HADDOCK2.0 came very close to generating a three-star prediction for target 1339 as 

well (i-RMSD=1.15Å, Fnat=0.59). Actually, three three-star predictions were 

generated during it1, but the best was ranked 51st; after water refinement, a single 
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structure was left, ranking 25th, which was not high enough to reach the top 4 of the 

cluster. In CAPRI, we managed to submit a three-star prediction, although, in that 

case, visual inspection played an important role. 

For target 1440, the default protocol was modified slightly. During it0, the non-

bonded interaction energies were scaled by a factor 0.01 to allow deeper penetration. 

For this target, the largest number of three-star predictions (14) was generated at it0. 

Although some of them deteriorated during the refinement, the top-ranking 

structure of the top-ranking cluster is a three-star prediction. Note that our previous 

submission included a three-star prediction as well.  

A three-star prediction was also obtained for target 1541, despite the fact that after 

water refinement only 2 out of 200 structures were three-star predictions, 

demonstrating the strength of the HADDOCK2.0 scoring function. Our previous 

submissions for that target (which was cancelled) were only two-star. 

For target 1842, the it0 interaction energies were scaled down in the same way as for 

target 14. This was necessary, because the binding groove of xylanase is in a closed 

conformation, preventing the docking of the TAXI inhibitor.  A large number of two-

star predictions were generated, however, many of them contained clashes, with as 

result that, during refinement, the inhibitor was often ejected from the binding site. 

Still, the top-scoring structure of the top-scoring cluster was a two-star prediction 

with an excellent Fnat (0.78). We did not submit originally any correct solutions for 

this target. We note though, that essential literature data were overlooked, which 

were included in the re-docking. 

Target 1943, an antibody-antigen complex, proved a great challenge, as well as a great 

success of the HADDOCK2.0 scoring function. In the absence of data, HADDOCK2.0 

was run using random definition of patches on the entire surface of the antigen and 

the CD-loop region of the antibody. Out of 10000 structures, 9 two-star predictions 

were generated at it0. After water refinement, the single two-star prediction was the 

second-best ranking structure of the top-ranking cluster, ranking 16th among all 

structures. This is a great improvement over our original submission, which did not 

include any correct structures. 
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Target 2029 was an unbound target for which our best submission was only at 4.6Å i-

RMSD, despite an Fnat of 0.21. The prediction was outside the acceptable range due 

to a conformational change of the loop binding in the active site of HemK in the 

complex. This time we modified our protocol so that RF1 was cut into two molecules 

prior to docking; a three-body docking was then performed with additional 

restraints to restore the connectivity between the RF1 fragments. A large number of 

one-star structures were generated and selected, but only two of them resulted in 

refined two-star predictions. The top cluster has an excellent Fnat (0.48 for the top 

structure and 0.57 for the third-best), although the RMSDs are not good enough for 

two stars designation. The highest two-star prediction has a rank of 32 after water 

refinement. This is a large improvement over our submission, which did not yield 

any correct solutions. We note though, that correct solutions could not have been 

generated without the a-priori knowledge of the loop conformational change. 

Predicting conformational changes occurring upon binding remains an open 

challenge! 

For target 2131, another unbound target, only four structures were refined into two-

star predictions. However, in this case, one of these predictions is the top structure of 

the top-ranking cluster (i-RMSD=1.83Å, Fnat=0.51). This is similar in quality to the 

best model that we submitted. 

Target 2233 also presented an unbound target, but was cancelled. This target, an 

antibody-antigen complex, was a challenge because we did not find any reliable 

experimental data to drive the docking. Therefore, center-of-mass restraints were 

used to drive the docking: 10000 structures were generated, out of which 38 were 

one-star and 5 were two-star predictions. Strikingly, 9 one-star and 2 two-star 

predictions were among the top 200 structures. After water refinement, the third 

structure of the top-ranking cluster had an excellent Fnat of 0.57, although the RMSD 

statistics resulted in a one-star classification. The top-ranking two-star prediction had 

an overall rank of 16, which did not bring it to the top 4.  

Target 2428 consisted of a protein in the unbound form and a protein that had to be 
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homology-modelled. The homology model proved inaccurate and only 20 one-star 

structures were generated in it0, of which two were selected after refinement. No 

two-star predictions were generated. Still, the seventh-ranking cluster contains a one-

star prediction. This is an improvement over our submission, which did not contain 

any correct predictions. 

Target 2528 was the same complex as target 24, but with the homology model 

replaced by the bound form of the protein revealing a C-terminal -helical region 

completely different from the homology model we used. This region was added to 

the interface definition. We were able to submit a one-star prediction. However, 

recalculation using HADDOCK 2.0 produced a two-star prediction, ranked first in 

the second-ranked cluster. 

For target 2630, we submitted a two-star prediction, ranked second in l-RMSD among 

all predictions. Using HADDOCK2.0, the top structure from the third-ranking cluster 

was again a two-star prediction, with an Fnat of 0.58. While the RMSD values of this 

structure are worse than our best submission, the Fnat is better, and the fourth-best 

structure from the cluster has an overall better quality (l-RMSD=2.63Å, i-

RMSD=1.29Å, Fnat=0.61).  

Finally, for target 2734 experimental information was available on the residues that 

should be in contact for the sumoylation central to this target, namely Cys93 and 

Lys1444. However, in the crystal structure, it is not Lys14 but Lys10 which makes 

contacts. Despite this, we generated a large number of two-star predictions, although 

only one-star predictions were submitted. Recalculation using HADDOCK2.0 placed 

a two-star prediction as the second-ranking structure of the top-ranked cluster, even 

though few two-star predictions were generated. This again illustrates the strength of 

the HADDOCK2.0 scoring function; however, the scoring proved not to be perfect, 

since in it0, a single three-star prediction was generated, but it only ranked 1765 

among the 4000 structures and therefore was further not refined.  
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Figure 2: Histograms of the differences in the fraction of native contacts (Fnat) (left panel) and the 

interface RMSD (i-RMSD) (right panel) between (A) the flexible refinement stage in vacuum (it1) and 

the rigid body docking (it0) and (B) between water refinement (water) and the flexible refinement 

stage in vacuum (it1). Statistics are shown only for dimeric targets for which data and unbound 

structures were available for both proteins (targets 21, 26, 27). 

 

Considering only the unbound targets, it is interesting to see the improvements that 

can be made in the refinement step of our protocol by explicit inclusion of both side-

chain and backbone flexibility (Figure 2): while a mixed result is obtained in i-RMSD 

values with the most improvement resulting from the semi-flexible refinement (it1), a 

consistent improvement is observed for Fnat, both in it1 and after water refinement. 

In many cases, this causes a one-star prediction to become two-star. The largest 

improvements achieved are 0.3 for the fraction of native contacts and 2.3Å for the 
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interface-RMSD. We also investigated how systematic sampling of 180° rotated 

solutions improved our results (Supplementary Table S3): on average over the 

CAPRI targets, the number of acceptable solutions after rigid-body docking 

increased by a factor 2.5.  

 

Discussion 

A direct comparison between the re-docking using HADDOCK2.0 and our 

submissions to CAPRI is unbalanced, since the former is semi-automated, whereas in 

the latter case we made extensive use of combining different docking runs, manual 

integration of different scoring functions and visual inspection. Still, HADDOCK2.0 

compares favourably with our CAPRI predictions. HADDOCK’s submissions to 

CAPRI contained at least a one-star prediction in the top ten for 65% of all targets, 

and 71% for unbound targets only. Now, with HADDOCK2.0, this is achieved for 

100 % of the targets. Note that in some cases the manual submissions were actually 

more accurate, and that in a few other cases the protocol had to be slightly modified. 

Nonetheless, a major improvement is achieved over the previous version of 

HADDOCK considering that no manual intervention was involved in the scoring.  In 

particular, the scoring function performed much better in ranking correct solutions at 

the top, even in cases were the data to drive the docking were fuzzy or incomplete, 

and where only few correct solutions were obtained. We observed that in the large 

majority (13/15) of the cases, the top-scoring cluster is the one that is closest to the 

target structure. In most cases, the selection and clustering performed optimally: 

HADDOCK2.0 ranked at the top the cluster with the maximum number of stars that 

could be generated. In the other cases, the number of those structures was usually 

very small.  

We could also assess the rank of the first structure with the maximum number of 

stars among all water-refined structures, disregarding cluster statistics: it is ranked 

first in 6/15 cases and in the top 10 in 11/15 cases. When the rank of the first 

structure with a number of stars equal to that in column 11 of table 1 is assessed, it is 
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rank 1 in 7/15 cases and in the top 10 in 14/15 cases. Usually, this is already the case 

after it1, however, if the first structure was outside of the top 10, the ranking 

generally improved after water refinement (results not shown). In particular, targets 

19 and 22 illustrate the strength of our scoring function. Since the docking was done 

effectively ab initio, only a few one-star and two-star structures were generated. Even 

though only 2 - 4% of the structures were refined, those structures contained 20% or 

more of the one-star predictions. In both cases, the best cluster was ranked at the top 

and for target 19 this cluster was even of two-star quality.   

Special attention should be paid to the case of target 27. In this case a single three-star 

prediction was generated at it0, due to the exceptional specificity of the available 

data. We correctly assumed that the target, a sumoylation complex, would transfer 

SUMO in a standard way. However, experimental data from the literature44 

indicated that K14 would be the SUMO-accepting/donating lysine, rather than K10, 

which was actually observed in the target crystal structure. In a new docking run we 

redefined the contacting lysine to be K10, which resulted in 16 three-star predictions 

at it0. Four of these were kept after water refinement, belonging to the top ranked 

cluster. For HADDOCK, this is unique for any complex that is docked from unbound 

structures alone.  

 

In conclusion, we have shown that the combination of new features in 

HADDOCK2.0 has led to a significant improvement in both prediction and scoring 

capabilities. We want here to acknowledge CAPRI, which is an important driving 

force in recognizing problems and fostering new developments.  

 

HADDOCK2.0 is freely available to academic institutions upon request (see 

http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock). 
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Supplementary material 

Table S1: List of active and passive residues used for defining ambiguous interaction restraints to 

drive the docking in CAPRI 

Target Chain A Chain B 

 active residues passive residues active residues passive residues 

10 5, 8-11, 13, 54, 71, 

73, 75, 76,  78, 79, 

87,  93,  98, 110, 

118, 193, 196, 219, 

222, 244, 248, 251, 

267, 269, 270  

4, 7, 12, 15, 21, 22, 24, 26-28, 34, 

36, 56, 57, 64, 66-70, 72, 77, 81, 

83, 86, 92, 94-96, 107, 108, 120, 

131, 150, 152-154, 192, 194, 195, 

216-218, 221, 224, 243, 246, 250, 

253-255, 263, 266, 271-273  

  

11 

12 

32, 34, 65, 66, 69, 

76, 78, 80, 81, 84, 

116-118 

31, 61, 62, 68, 70-72, 82, 83,  85, 

115, 122, 124, 126, 129, 131 

11, 12, 14, 18, 19, 

22, 23, 44-46, 52, 

53, 56 

6, 15, 21, 25, 38, 40, 49, 50, 54, 

55 

13 27, 28, 30, 32, 50, 

53, 92-94, 554, 555, 

557, 558, 600-602 

 

  16, 36, 37, 39, 43, 44, 47-50, 

52, 56, 57, 59, 61, 63-65, 67, 

68, 71,  84, 86, 89, 90, 108, 

115-120, 137, 146, 147, 149, 

154, 157-160, 162, 170, 172, 

186, 188, 200, 201, 203, 204, 

206, 208, 220, 222-224, 226, 

229-231, 240-248, 250, 252, 

254, 255 

14 166, 168, 242, 257, 

287-292 

7, 8, 10, 14, 18, 20-25, 27, 29, 31-

33, 40, 44, 47, 48, 50, 54, 56, 58, 

77, 82-84, 96, 98, 116, 129, 133, 

135, 138, 142, 144, 147, 150, 167, 

169, 178, 179, 181, 184, 188, 190-

192, 194, 197-199, 209, 211, 212, 

214, 216, 218, 220-222, 230, 237, 

238, 240, 243, 252, 253, 255, 256, 

260, 261, 271, 272, 274, 275, 277, 

286, 293, 295, 297, 299, 300 

1-6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 

17, 18, 21, 35-46, 

59, 60, 63, 64, 264 

7, 11, 12, 16, 20, 22, 25-34, 47, 

49, 50, 55, 65, 68-72, 79, 104, 

105, 231, 261, 263, 265, 266 

15 591, 603, 607, 610, 

621, 636, 650, 651, 

662, 684, 686, 693 

  1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 14-17, 19, 21, 25, 

26, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36 , 38,  39, 

41-43, 45, 46, 49, 53, 56, 57, 

59-63, 65-67, 70-72, 76, 77, 79, 

83, 84, 86, 87 
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Target Chain A Chain B 

18 6,79,119,121,123, 

170 

  1, 57, 101, 103, 105, 108, 109, 

111-115, 117, 119, 145, 147, 

156, 157, 159, 160, 173, 181-

183, 186-188, 190, 191, 194, 

196, 199, 211, 216-219, 221-

225, 227-229, 258, 261, 262, 

289-293, 299, 306-309, 362-

365, 371, 374-376, 379-381 

19 124-227  30-39, 49-61, 95-

103, 244-255, 267-

280, 316-321 

 

20 2, 38, 40-42, 44, 45, 

89, 91-94, 96, 117, 

184, 186, 187, 191, 

194, 199, 200, 264 

4-6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 

22, 34, 36, 37, 46, 47, 56, 60, 63, 

65, 66, 68, 70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 78-

81, 83-86, 100, 156, 188-190, 192, 

193, 195-197, 201, 203, 204, 212, 

240, 241, 262, 265-267 

129, 132, 136, 145, 

146, 148, 151, 153-

155, 157-159, 224-

226, 231-240, 242, 

260-265, 267 

22-27, 29-34, 36, 39, 43, 50, 

116, 118-121, 126, 133, 137, 

140, 141, 143, 147, 149, 152, 

156, 160, 168, 211, 212,  214-

223, 228, 245, 249-252, 254, 

258, 268, 269,  271, 330, 334, 

336 

21  91, 93-105, 107, 110, 116, 117, 

120, 121, 123-127, 129, 137, 174, 

175, 178-180, 182, 183, 185-187, 

206, 207, 209-211, 213, 214 

487-489, 492, 493, 

495, 504, 505, 520, 

522, 524, 556 

 

22     

24 35, 45-47, 49-53, 55, 

66, 71, 73, 74, 76, 

77, 79-81, 83, 84 

16, 19, 26, 27, 29-32, 37-39, 41, 

43,44, 48, 54, 64, 68, 72, 75, 82, 86, 

105, 109, 113-115, 117 

7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 25, 

27-31, 42, 45, 53, 

54, 57-61, 67-73, 78, 

81, 83, 87, 88, 94, 

96, 97, 100 

6, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 37-40, 46-

48, 51, 52, 55, 56, 63, 66, 74-

77, 85, 86, 95, 98, 101, 104, 

107-136 

25 35, 45-47, 49-53, 55, 

66, 71, 73, 74, 76, 

77, 79-81, 83, 84, 

152, 154, 155, 157, 

168 

  931, 932, 934-936, 938, 941, 

943-945, 994-1005, 1013-1015, 

1022-1025, 1028, 1029, 1032, 

1035, 1036, 1038-1047, 1049-

1051, 1053-1057, 1059-1063 

26 202, 204-206, 220, 

223, 246, 267, 293, 

308, 311, 313, 376, 

377, 380, 395, 397, 

424,425 

171, 173, 181, 200, 201, 221, 222, 

224, 244, 245, 264, 268, 269, 288, 

290, 292, 306, 309, 310, 312, 327, 

330-332, 334, 336, 337, 350, 356, 

357, 374, 375, 379, 381, 396, 398, 

421, 423 

94-96, 98, 99, 102, 

103 

54-58, 90-93, 100, 106, 107, 

109-111, 113-115, 118-120,  

124-127, 129, 130 

27  -1, 0, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13-15, 17, 18, 

20, 22-25, 28-36, 40, 42, 55, 57 

74, 87-89, 91, 93, 

125-132, 134, 135, 

139 
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a) Notes to Table S1: 

T10: active and passive residues were identical for all three subunits 

T14: contacts observed in a structure between PP1b and an RVXF-containing peptide (Egloff et al.,  

EMBO J. 16:1876-1887 (1997)) were included in the form of residue-specific restraints. 

T18: active residues 79A and 170A were not randomly discarded. 

T19: random restraints were defined between the CDR region on the antibody and all exposed 

residues on the side of the antigen that was thought to be involved based on literature information. 

T20: For residue 235B, hydrogen bonds to 183A, 186A and 269A and nonbonded contacts with 184A, 

187A and 207A were added as restraints. 

T21: Active residues 493B and 504B were not randomly discarded and only their sidechains were used 

for restraint definition 

T22: only center-of-mass restraints were used 

T24/T25: Data for chain A were based on interface predictions, which clustered into two patches. For 

target 24, only the largest patch was used in docking (which is the correct one). For target 25, both 

patches were used. 

T27: Atom-specific restraints were added for residue 14A to make specific contacts with 127B and 93B 

as would be expected in a sumoylation complex: 14A.NZ – 127B.OD* and 14A.NZ – 93B.SG, each to be 

within 5 Å. 
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Table S2: Modifications to the default protocol were made: 

Target Protocol additions/changes 

10 C3 symmetry restraints were enforced between the subunits. 

13 Three distance restraints were defined to keep the different fragments in chain A 

together. 

14 During it0, the non-bonded interaction energy was scaled down a factor 100 to 

allow some interpenetration.  

18 During it0, the non-bonded interaction energy was scaled down a factor 100 to 

allow some interpenetration. To increase the sampling, the length of the second 

cooling step in it1 was doubled and the third cooling step was eliminated. 

19 Two distance restraints were defined to keep the different fragments in chain B 

together. 

20 Chain B was cut into two bodies, cleaving after residue 226 and before 243. 

Throughout the docking, peptide bond restraints between the bonds were enforced. 

Region 72A-76A and all of chain C (the 227-243 loop fragment) was made fully 

flexible. To increase sampling, the first phase of it1 was extended tenfold.  

25 Three distance restraints were defined keep the different fragments in chain B 

together. 

27 Residues 14A and 93B-127B were defined as fully flexible. 
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Table S3: Comparison of the number of solutions at it0 with i-RMSD < 4Å obtained with or without 
sampling of 180° rotated solutions. 
 

# of solutions with i-RMSD < 4Å after rigid-body docking 

All structures Top 200 Target 

no rot. 180° rot. no rot. 180° rot. 

T11 141 147 19 18 

T12 151 162 22 22 

T13 111 62 170 82 

T14 43 36 42 25 

T15 5 15 1 8 

T18 14 118 12 94 

T21 161 202 66 79 

T24 8 24 0 2 

T25 38 112 12 29 

T26 938 953 77 64 

T27 419 904 97 147 

improvement 

factor 
2.3 2.5 

 

Sampling of 180° rotations is disabled for symmetrical targets (e.g. T10). For T19 and T22 for which ab-

initio docking was performed, no statistics without 180° rotations were available. 
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The HADDOCK web server for data-driven 

biomolecular docking 

Abstract 

HADDOCK 1 is a popular program for data-driven docking and modeling of 

biomolecular complexes, with support for a wide range of experimental data. 

Recently, an improved version was developed 2 (Chapter 6 of this thesis), which adds 

support for nucleic acids and small molecules and provides improved docking 

protocols. 

Here we present the HADDOCK web server, facilitating the modelling of 

biomolecular complexes for a wide community. The main web interface is user-

friendly, requiring only the structures of the individual components and a list of 

interacting residues as input. Additional web interfaces allow the more advanced 

user to exploit the full range of experimental data supported by HADDOCK and to 

customize the docking process. 

The server runs on a dedicated cluster of 46 Intel quad-core processors running at 2.0 

GHz and has also been gridified to make use of the European eNMR GRID. A 

docking run typically takes a few hundreds of CPU hours, corresponding to a few 

wall clock hours. From June 2008 to April 2009, the server has processed more than 

1400 docking runs submitted by more than 280 users worldwide, excluding our own 

lab.  

The HADDOCK web server is available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock 

and is free for non-commercial use. 

 

Introduction 

Biomolecular complexes are the molecular machines of the cell. In order to fully 

understand how the various units work together to fulfill their tasks, structural 
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knowledge at an atomic level is required. Classical structural methods such as NMR 

and X-ray crystallography typically provide this knowledge, but often encounter 

difficulties when it comes to complexes. Even in cases where structure determination 

is difficult, valuable information can still be obtained from a variety of both 

experimental and predictive approaches. By combining this information with 

computational approaches such as docking, the process of predicting the structure of 

a complex based on its known constituents, useful insights can be obtained on 

biomolecular interactions 3. 

 

HADDOCK 1 is a docking method driven by experimental knowledge on the 

interface region between the molecular components and/or their relative 

orientations. This information can be derived, for example, from mutagenesis, mass 

spectrometry or a variety of NMR experimental data, such as chemical shift 

perturbation (CSP), residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), or hydrogen/deuterium 

(H/D) exchange. When experimental information is sparse or absent, bioinformatic 

interface predictions can also be used in HADDOCK 4,5 (see Chapters 4 and 8 of this 

thesis). The recent release of the 2.0 version of HADDOCK 2 (see Chapter 6 of this 

thesis) also supports the docking of proteins with nucleic acids 6 and small 

molecules; it can deal with a wide range of experimental data 3 and provides 

improved docking protocols. HADDOCK currently counts more than 500 registered 

users and has been applied to a variety of problems including protein-protein, 

protein-nucleic acids and protein-small molecule complexes. The coordinates of more 

than 40 biomolecular complexes solved using HADDOCK have been deposited in 

the PDB 7. HADDOCK has also shown a strong performance in the CAPRI blind 

docking experiment 2,3.  The latter acts as an important driving force in the ongoing 

development of biomolecular docking approaches.  

 

The docking protocol in HADDOCK consists of three stages: a rigid body energy 

minimization, a flexible refinement in torsion angle space and a final refinement in 
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explicit solvent. After each of these stages, structures are scored and ranked, and the 

best structures are kept for the next stages. The HADDOCK score is a weighted sum 

of van der Waals, electrostatic, desolvation and restraint violation energies together 

with buried surface area. For every stage, the number of structures and the scoring 

weights can be modified by the user, as well as several parameters controlling the 

various stages of the docking/refinement protocol such as temperature, number of 

time steps and force constants. CNS (Crystallographic and NMR system) 8 is the 

underlying computational engine of HADDOCK: biochemical and biophysical data 

are entered in the form of lists of active and passive residues, which are subsequently 

converted into CNS distance restraints. Force field parameters are provided for 

proteins and nucleic acids, but not for co-factors or modified amino acids: these must 

be supplied by the user. In addition, HADDOCK allows the user to define flexible 

segments, the protonation states for histidines and several forms of symmetry 

restraints. Finally, HADDOCK supports the simultaneous docking of up to six 

molecules, as any combination of proteins, nucleic acids, peptides and other 

biomolecules. 

 

HADDOCK's versatility, however, has a price: it requires considerable technical 

expertise from the user; if starting structures or any other data are provided in an 

incorrect way, a rather cryptical CNS error message may result. In addition, 

HADDOCK requires a Unix environment with CNS and various other programs 

installed. Finally, a typical HADDOCK run can take hundreds of CPU hours, 

requiring a cluster of computers to run in reasonable time. These requirements might 

not be a problem for NMR structural biologists, who are used to perform structure 

calculations with CNS or Xplor-NIH and form a good share of HADDOCK's user 

base. However, these requirements may present a barrier to the use of data-driven 

docking by a wider community. To overcome this barrier, we have developed a web 

server interface to the newest version of HADDOCK with as goal to increase its ease 

of use at no cost to its versatility. 
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Web server interface 

 The web server portal provides the user with four different web interfaces:  

1. The Easy interface requires only starting structures and lists of interacting 

residues. This interface hides the majority of the parameters, implicitly 

setting them at their default values or automatically determining them 

when needed. This is sufficient for the most common applications of 

HADDOCK, such as docking driven by chemical shift perturbations, 

mutagenesis data or bioinformatic interface predictions 4. 

2. The Expert interface allows the more advanced user to upload custom 

distance, hydrogen bond and dihedral angle restraint files and gives 

control over additional parameters such as the number of structures to be 

calculated, the protonation state of histidines and the manual definition of 

flexible segments. 

3. The Guru interface gives full control over all aspects of HADDOCK, 

including force constants for the various restraint energy terms, time steps 

and temperatures for the simulated annealing refinement stage, and 

weights of the various terms entering the scoring function; it further offers 

support for symmetry, residual dipolar couplings and anisotropy 

restraints. 

4. The parameter file upload interface allows a one step launch of the docking 

run, providing a simple way of building pipelines from other applications. 

The generation of such parameter files has already been implemented into 

the CCPN Analysis NMR software suite 9 and the MTMDAT program for 

the analysis of mass spectrometry data resulting from partial digestion of 

complexes 10. 

Table 1 shows a comprehensive overview of the parameters used in HADDOCK that 

are accessible from the various interfaces. An example web form with filled-in data is 

available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock/haddockserver-demo.php)
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Table 1: Data-driven docking parameters supported by the various HADDOCK web interfaces 

 Easy Interface Expert Interface Guru/Upload Interface 

Active and passive residue 

lists 

Supported Supported Supported 

Docking from ensemble 

structures 

Supported Supported Supported 

Protein-nucleic acid 

docking 

Supported Supported Supported 

Cofactors and modified 

amino acids* 

Supported Supported Supported 

Semi-flexible segment 

definition 

Automatic Automatic or manual Automatic or manual 

Fully flexible segment 

definition 

No Supported Supported 

Histidine protonation 

states 

Automatic** Automatic** or manual Automatic** or manual 

Custom CNS distance 

restraints 

No Supported Supported 

Custom hydrogen bond 

restraints 

No Supported Supported 

Custom dihedral angle 

restraints 

No Supported Supported 

Preservation of nucleic 

acid base pairing and 

backbone conformation 

Automatic Automatic or manual Automatic or manual 

Ab initio docking No Supported Supported 

Non-polar hydrogens No Supported Supported 

Random removal of 

restraints 

Automatic Manual Manual 

Number of structures to 

dock and to refine 

Automatic Manual Manual 
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DMSO refinement No Supported Supported 

Solvated docking No Supported, automatic 

parameters 

Supported, manual 

parameters 

Epsilon (electrostatic 

scaling constant) 

Automatic Manual Manual 

Clustering Automatic Manual Manual 

Symmetry No No Supported 

Restraints energy 

constants 

Automatic Automatic Manual 

Relaxation anisotropy 

restraints 

No No Supported 

Residual dipolar 

couplings 

No No Supported 

Energy and interaction 

parameters 

Automatic Automatic Manual 

Scoring parameters Automatic Automatic Manual 

Randomization of starting 

orientations 

Automatic Automatic Manual 

Refinement-only protocol No No Supported 

Temperature and 

timesteps of the various 

refinement stages 

Automatic Automatic Manual 

* = Small molecule parameters are automatically retrieved from the PRODRG server 11 

** = The most likely protonation states are automatically retrieved from the WHATIF server 12 
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Web server architecture 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the HADDOCK server. Web interfaces and CGI validator functions are auto-

generated by Spyder data models. Parameters are stored in a file that is returned to the user. External 

validation scripts and tools are registered into the framework in the form of converters between 

different data representations. Finally, the data are written as a HADDOCK project directory. 

HADDOCK then performs the docking calculations, using the computational resources provided by 

the cluster or the eNMR grid. Finally, the docking results are formatted and presented to the user. See 

the end of this thesis for a full color figure 

 

For both security and user-friendliness a thorough validation of the input parameters 

is required. All docking parameters must therefore be checked carefully in order not 

to compromise the HADDOCK computing cluster or the e-NMR grid. By detecting 
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inconsistent input early, waste of computing resources can be prevented and the user 

can be presented with an instructive error report. In addition, it is important to 

organize all data in a well-defined format, so that there is no mismatch between the 

data formats used by the web interface, the parameter files and the processing scripts 

running under the HADDOCK server. 

 

To meet these challenges, we developed Spyder (http://www.spyderware.nl), an 

extensible, Python-based data validation and processing framework. A Spyder data 

model consists of parameter names and their data types, as well as Python code for 

data validation. Spyder data models are hierarchical: for example, the data model for 

the HADDOCK Easy Interface contains two instances of the HADDOCK partner 

molecule data model, which in turn contains a HADDOCK restraint definition data 

model. Spyder data models can inherit from another: for instance, the model Expert 

interface inherits from the Easy interface and in turn, the Guru interface inherits from 

the Expert interface, replacing some parameters and adding many others. In Spyder, 

the definition of converter functions causes data models to automatically acquire 

functionality from each other. Spyder contains a module that automatically generates 

an HTML web form from a data model, together with a function to parse the 

contents of the form. Also, serializing and deserializing functions are generated for 

every data model. In this manner, it does not matter whether a data model instance is 

constructed from a web form or from a parameter file. Therefore, all four 

HADDOCK web interfaces are completely auto-generated, and processed by a single 

CGI script written in Python. This architecture is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

Several processing and validation routines are plugged into the HADDOCK server 

framework. Uploaded PDB data are scanned line for line, and lines that do not start 

with ATOM or HETATM are removed. In addition, proper formatting is checked. 

Multi-model PDBs such as those for NMR structures are supported by the 

HADDOCK server; they are checked for consistency between the various structural 
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models. If a structure contains unconnected multiple bodies (for example a dimeric 

receptor), restraints are automatically defined to prevent the various bodies to drift 

away during the docking.  In case of proteins, chemical groups other than standard 

amino acids are detected. For a few of those groups, CNS parameters are already 

present in HADDOCK, but for all others, the PRODRG server 11 is contacted 

automatically to retrieve CNS parameters. In addition, if they have not been supplied 

by the user, histidine protonation states are automatically defined by querying the 

WHATIF server 12. In case of nucleic acids, modules from the 3D-DART framework 13 

are used to parse and validate the supplied structures. Through its bindings to 

X3DNA 14,15, the framework extracts Watson-Crick base pairing from the starting 

structure and automatically defines restraints to preserve the helical shape of the 

nucleic acid during the docking. 

 

Once the data have been validated, the run is written on the server disk as a 

HADDOCK project directory and added to a queue. The user is kept informed of the 

current status of his/her run by email and a link to a unique web page is given 

where the run can be monitored and the final results are presented. Figure 1 shows a 

flowchart of data-driven docking using the HADDOCK server. After the docking, the 

structures are clustered and the resulting clusters ranked according to the 

HADDOCK score. A web page containing cluster statistics is generated, from which 

the user can download the top four members of each clusters or preview them using 

Jmol16. Optionally, the entire HADDOCK run can be downloaded for local manual 

analysis by the user. Figure 2 shows an example of a HADDOCK run output, 

together with an example of visualization with Jmol16. 

 

The HADDOCK server is free for non-profit users, but, because of the large amount 

of CPU time involved, and due to CNS licensing issues, it requires registration via a 

web form. Access is initially given to the Easy Interface. Access to the more advanced 

interfaces is granted upon request. 
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Discussion 

We have developed the HADDOCK web server in order to facilitate the modelling of 

biomolecular complexes for a wide user community. The main web interface is user-

friendly, requiring only the structures of the individual components and a list of 

interacting residues. Additional web interfaces allow the more advanced user to 

exploit the full range of experimental data supported by HADDOCK and to 

customize the docking process. 

 

A number of other docking servers have already been developed, such as ClusPro 17, 

GRAMM-X 18, PatchDock / FireDock 19-21, Hex 22,23 and RosettaDock 24. Among those, 

only PatchDock/FireDock and the RosettaDock server can deal with structural 

flexibility, but only at the side chain level. Several servers can deal with nucleic acids, 

but none allow for any structural flexibility. In contrast, HADDOCK implements full 

structural flexibility, side chains and backbone, for proteins, nucleic acids and any 

other biomolecule.  

 

A HADDOCK docking run typically takes a few hundreds of CPU hours. This 

computational power is provided by a dedicated cluster of 46 Intel quad-core 

processors running at 2.0 GHz. In addition, the HADDOCK server can also make use 

of the additional GRID computing resources available that have been deployed 

across Europe within the eNMR e-Infrastructure European project 

(http://www.enmr.eu and http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/enmr).  For the later 

however, a valid certificate provided by a national registration authority is required 

(see http://www.eugridpma.org/members/worldmap).  

Considering the already large HADDOCK user base, we expect the HADDOCK 

server to become a useful tool in the modelling of biomolecular complexes. The 

server has been available since June 2008. As of April 2009, 280 users have registered, 

and the server has processed more than 1400 docking runs, excluding users and runs 
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from our own lab. The HADDOCK server has participated in CAPRI rounds 15 and 

16 (targets 32-37), making a successful prediction for a protein-RNA complex (target 

34, unpublished structure; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/capri/round15). 

 

The HADDOCK web server and its GRID-enabled version are available at 

http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock and http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/enmr . 
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CPORT: a consensus interface predictor and its 

performance in prediction-driven docking with 

HADDOCK. 

Abstract 

Interface prediction of protein-protein complexes is a booming field, for which a 

large number of methods have been recently developed (see Chapter 3 of this thesis). 

Here we combine six interface prediction web servers into a consensus method called 

CPORT (Consensus Prediction Of interface Residues in Transient complexes) 

optimized for use in data-driven docking. We show that CPORT gives more stable 

and reliable predictions than each of the individual predictors on its own. 

CPORT predictions were used in data-driven docking using HADDOCK 1 on the 

protein-protein docking benchmark 2.0 2. Our results indicate that the performance 

of the HADDOCK-CPORT combination is competitive compared to ZDOCK-

ZRANK, a state-of-the-art ab initio docking/scoring combination, despite the extreme 

fuzziness of the predictions.  After docking, the original interface predictions could 

be further improved by interface post-prediction (contact analysis of the docking 

solutions), which suggests that the limit in prediction-driven docking has not yet 

been reached. 

 

Introduction 

Macromolecular complexes are the molecular machines of the cell. In order to fully 

understand how the various units work together to fulfill their tasks, structural 

knowledge at the atomic level is required. The number of expected macromolecular 

complexes will, however, exceed the number of proteins in a proteome by at least 

one order of magnitude. A significant fraction of these will be extremely difficult to 

study using classical structural methods such as NMR and X-ray crystallography. 
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Therefore, the importance of large-scale computational approaches in structural 

biology is evident 3.  

 

This study combines two of these computational approaches, interface prediction 

and docking. Interface prediction aims, by computational means, to identify the 

residues on the protein surface that interact with another protein or biomolecule. 

Docking takes this one step further by predicting the three-dimensional structure of a 

protein complex, starting from the free, unbound structures of its constituents.  

 

Interface prediction is based on the extraction and combination of distinguishing 

features from protein sequences and structures. Genomic and structural genomic 

initiatives, combined with advances in computer technology, have allowed protein 

interfaces to be analyzed and predicted today in a far more systematic way than 

what was possible in the past. While older methods could only be tested on a case-

by-case basis or on a small set of similar complexes, large-scale statistical analysis 

and validation on non-redundant benchmarks has become the norm. Therefore, 

interface prediction is a field that is rapidly developing. For two recent reviews on 

interface prediction, see Zhou and Qin 4 and de Vries and Bonvin 5 (Chapter 3 of this 

thesis). 

 

Similar developments have benefited the docking field as well. The protein-protein 

docking benchmark 2.0 2 represents a large and diverse set of complexes and forms a 

testing ground for the development of new methods. In addition, to monitor the 

performance of current docking methods, CAPRI (Critical Assessment of Predicted 

Interactions), a community-wide blind docking experiment, has been established 

(http://capri.ebi.ac.uk). In this experiment, participants are asked to predict by 

docking a recently solved protein-protein complex a few weeks prior to its 

publication. The large majority of the recent targets had to be predicted using only 

unbound structures or even homology models. Also, recent targets have a higher 
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representation of biologically interesting signal transduction complexes, which are 

known to be difficult to dock. Despite these challenges, successful predictions were 

made for several targets that were considered beyond the limits of docking 

methodology a few years ago. 

 

In general, docking methods can be divided into ab initio and data-driven docking 

methods. Data-driven docking means that experimental information is used directly 

during the docking process, so that the only possible solutions are those that agree 

with experiment. The most widely used data-driven docking method, HADDOCK 1,6, 

was developed in our group. HADDOCK has been widely used in combination with 

experimental data, ranging from NMR, mass spectrometry to mutagenesis data (for a 

comprehensive overview, see van Dijk et al. 7), but the requirement of experimental 

data imposes a limitation. Interface predictions can in principle be used to remove 

this limitation and there have been previous attempts in this direction 4,8. However, 

until now, none of these methods has been reliable enough to be applied to a wide 

range of protein-protein complexes. 

 

The aim of this work is to derive from interface predictions a set of optimal restraints 

for data-driven docking. For this, we combine six interface prediction web servers in 

a consensus method called CPORT (Consensus Prediction Of interface Residues in 

Transient complexes). CPORT predictions were used to dock the full protein-protein 

benchmark, excluding only antibody-antigens and multimer complexes, using 

HADDOCK. CPORT predictions were shown to be more reliable than the best 

individual predictor, PINUP, and resulted in at least an acceptable docking solution 

in the top 400 for the majority of the complexes. 

 
 

Materials and Methods  

Dataset: Prediction and docking were performed on the full docking benchmark 2.0 2, with the 

exception of antibody-antigen complexes and homotrimeric/homotetrameric complexes (see below). 
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Complexes classified as "medium" and "hard" were included. We followed the re-classification of 

1FQ1, 1IJK and 1M10 as “enzyme” in the recent version of the benchmark 9. In cases were a predictor 

was unable to yield a prediction on a particular chain, consensus predictions were made using the 

consensus of the remaining interface predictors.  

 

Quaternary state: In some of the complexes, one partner is a symmetric homodimer, homotrimer or 

homotetramer. The interface between the subunits is usually obligate and shows a strong signal in 

interface prediction. Therefore, in the case of homodimers (1A2K, 1AKJ, 1EER, 1IB1, 1ML0) 

predictions and docking were performed on the dimer rather than the monomer, to prevent the dimer 

interface from being predicted. Predictions were not forced to be consistent between subunits. In the 

RMSD evaluation of docking solutions (see below), each dimer was fitted and evaluated onto the 

reference structure in both possible ways, and the best of the two statistics was taken.  

This procedure was considered too complex for the three complexes with 

homotrimers/homotetramers (1KKL, 1RLB and 1N2C), and therefore, these complexes were excluded 

beforehand. 

 

Interface prediction: Predictions were retrieved from the web servers of WHISCY 8, PIER 10, ProMate 

11, cons-PPISP 12, SPPIDER 13, and PINUP 14, using default settings and unbound structures. Due to 

technical problems with the PINUP server, some of the PINUP predictions were run locally using 

source code and binaries kindly provided by the authors. For all predictors, the prediction scores were 

used as returned by the web server. In case of cons-PPISP, which returns a set of clusters, the 

predictions were converted to a score based on the cluster rank, rather than the confidence score 

provided for each cluster (see Supplementary Material). The score was computed as 100 * c + n – 1, 

where c is the predicted cluster to which the residue belongs, and n the rank of that residue within the 

cluster. Residues not belonging to any cluster were given a score of 10 000.  Residues predicted to be 

buried were given a score of 100 000.  

 

Integrating interface prediction scores: A consensus prediction method was developed on a subset 

of the residues in the benchmark complexes. Every residue was classified as interface or non-interface; 

residues were considered to be interface residues if the shortest heavy-atom distance to the partner 

protein was less than 5 Å. All residues and chains for which one or more predictors gave no result 

were discarded, which includes all interface and non-interface residues that one or more predictors 

classified as buried. PIER predictions where filtered according to surface accessibility, considering 

only residues with a relative side chain or main chain accessibility of at least 15 % as determined by 

NACCESS 15. 
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Then, for PIER, WHISCY, ProMate and PINUP, for every chain the scores were ranked and the ranks 

were written in the table. For cons-PPISP, all scores were pooled, sorted from low to high, and divided 

into N partitions, where N is the average number of predictable residues per chain. For every score, 

the partition to which it belonged was determined and this was written as rank into the table. The 

same procedure was applied to SPPIDER scores, except that these were sorted from high to low. All 

ranks were capped at 30. 

 

For the integration of scores, a consensus strategy was chosen, adding predictions rather than 

combining them into a new score.  For every predictor, a threshold variable was defined. A residue 

with rank in any predictor lower or equal than the threshold of that predictor was considered to be 

selected.  To choose the optimal set of thresholds, a simple, greedy algorithm was used. All thresholds 

were initialized to zero, starting with an empty set of predictions. Then, for every interface predictor, a 

threshold increment of one was tried; then, out of the six resulting threshold sets, the set was chosen 

that resulted in the largest specificity. This procedure was repeated until all residues were predicted. 

This resulted in not a single threshold set, but a list of them, each corresponding to the optimal 

prediction set for a given cutoff. 

 

Consensus interface prediction in docking: Consensus predictions were made at three different 

cutoffs, corresponding to a balanced prediction, slight overprediction and heavy overprediction, 

respectively: 

 The first cutoff (balanced prediction) corresponds to taking the top 4 WHISCY predictions, 

the top 3 PIER predictions, the top 6 ProMate predictions and the top 12 PINUP predictions, 

no cons-PPISP predictions, and the top 6 score partitions (scores higher than 91.02) of 

SPPIDER, resulting on average in 22 predictions per chain. 

 The second cutoff (slight overprediction) corresponds to taking the top 6 WHISCY 

predictions, the top 7 PIER predictions, the top 11 ProMate predictions and the top 13 PINUP 

predictions, the 11 highest score partitions (corresponding with the top 14 of cluster 1) of cons-

PPISP, and the top 6 score partitions (scores higher than 91.02) of SPPIDER, resulting on 

average in 33 predictions per chain. 

 The third cutoff (heavy overprediction) corresponds to taking the top 14 WHISCY 

predictions, the top 20 PIER predictions, the top 19 ProMate predictions and the top 21 PINUP 

predictions, the 14 highest score partitions (corresponding with the top 14 of cluster 1) of cons-

PPISP, and the top 6 score partitions (scores higher than 91.02) of SPPIDER, resulting on 

average in 50 predictions per chain.  

Initial docking tests showed the third cutoff to be optimal in docking (see Supplementary Material), 

and therefore, this cutoff was chosen for the CPORT consensus predictor. 
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Evaluation of interface predictions: Residues were considered to be interface residues if the 

shortest heavy-atom distance to the partner protein was less than 5 Å. We defined surface residues in 

the same manner as in the WHISCY paper 8, as residues with a relative side chain or main chain 

accessibility of at least 15 % as determined by NACCESS 15. This resulted in 14 % of the surface 

residues to be defined as interface. The evaluated set of predictions was larger than the set used in 

development. The number of chains (109) was somewhat larger, since for some interface predictors, 

predictions could be obtained after some re-formatting of the structure, which was done after 

development. In addition, unlike the development set, the evaluation set of predictions contained all 

residues that we defined as surface residues, regardless of whether they received a score from all 

predictors. Finally, all interface residues were considered in the evaluation, regardless of whether they 

received a score from all predictors or whether they passed the surface accessibility criterion. 

Interface predictions were classified as true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and 

false negatives (FN), and evaluated using the following criteria:  

- Sensitivity, corresponding to the fraction of the interface that was successfully predicted,  

 defined as TP/(TP+FN). 

- Specificity, corresponding to the fraction of the predictions that were correct,  

 defined as TP/(TP+FP).  

To determine the relative performance of the six individual predictors, the top 30 predictions of every 

method were taken. To compare the best predictor, PINUP, with CPORT, the top 50 PINUP 

predictions were taken so that the number of predictions was on average equal between the two 

methods. 

 

Prediction-driven docking: CPORT prediction-driven docking was performed using the 

HADDOCK server Expert web interface (http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock) 16, with the following 

parameter settings: 10 000 structures in the rigid body stage, ntrials=1, noecvpart=8/7, meaning that 

for every structure, 87.5 % of the restraints were discarded at random. An alternative CPORT run was 

performed with 5000 rigid body structures, ntrials=5 (for every structure, rigid-body docking was 

performed 5 times with the best structure written to disk).  

Predictions were translated into ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs) in the standard way, defining 

predicted residues as active residues and surrounding surface residues (within 6.5 Å from any active 

residue) as passive residues. For each active residue, HADDOCK defines an AIR restraint between 

that residue and all active and passive residues of the partner protein.  

 

Ab initio docking: HADDOCK ab initio docking was performed using center-of-mass restraints: 

during the initial rigid body minimization, a distance restraint was defined between the centers-of-
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mass of the respective partners (this was done by defining a distance restraint between the CA atoms 

of each protein with the center averaging option in CNS 17 ); the upper distance limit was 

automatically defined from the dimensions of each protein along the x,y,z axis of the molecular 

alignment tensor as: dcenter-of-mass = 1+(dxi + dyi + dzi + dxj + dyj + dzj)/12 were i and j indicates 

the two proteins, respectively. 10 000 rigid body structures were generated with ntrials=5. 

 

Refinement of docking solutions: For all docking runs, the top 400 structures after rigid body 

docking were selected for the subsequent two refinement stages: flexible simulated annealing in 

torsion angle space (it1) and flexible water refinement in Cartesian space (water).  

 

The docking calculations were performed on the Mare Nostrum Supercomputer, Barcelona, Spain, 

and on the HADDOCK server cluster in Utrecht. Each run required around 200 CPU hours. 

 

Evaluation of docking solutions: Stars were awarded according to CAPRI criteria 18. For a complex 

to be classified as one-star, its interface root mean square deviation (i-RMSD) from the complex has to 

be lower than 4 Å or its ligand RMSD (l-RMSD) lower than 10 Å. In addition, the fraction of native 

contacts (fnat) has to be >= 0.1. For two-star predictions, the criteria are i-RMSD < 2 or l-RMSD < 5, 

and fnat >= 0.3.  For three-star predictions, the criteria are i-RMSD < 1 or l-RMSD < 1, and fnat >= 0.5. 

In evaluating the rigid body stage of docking, the fnat criterion was not applied, because a significant 

improvement in fnat is usually observed upon HADDOCK flexible refinement. In evaluating 

symmetry-related complexes (1A2K, 1AKJ, 1EER, 1IB1, 1ML0), the fnat criterion was never applied. 

 

Results  

The aim of this work is to derive from interface predictions a set of optimal restraints 

for data-driven docking. Interface predictors often disagree strongly with each other; 

in most cases, at least one predictor will be correct but it is not possible to tell which 

one5. One way to deal with this problem is meta-prediction: by parametric 

combination of interface prediction scores, a new score can be computed that is more 

specific than any of the individual scores. We have previously made such a 

combination of WHISCY and ProMate 8, and this approach has also been adopted by 

Qin and Zhou 19 and more recently by Huang and Schroeder 20.  

However, the maximization of overall specificity is not the best approach when 

interface predictions are meant to drive the docking in HADDOCK. We found that 
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HADDOCK is consistently able to deal with fuzzy data, i.e. data where correct 

interface predictions are mixed with wrong ones. It is, however, essential to cover at 

least some part of the interface, and this must be the case for both partners, because 

correct solutions will not be sampled otherwise. Therefore, we opted for a consensus 

strategy, selecting residues that are predicted by one or another predictor, rather 

than combining them into a new score. We also chose to deliberately overpredict the 

interface, relying on the HADDOCK scoring function to discriminate between correct 

and incorrect docking solutions. Together, this minimizes the risk that an interface 

prediction is entirely wrong, and increases the chance of success in prediction-driven 

docking.  

 
Collecting interface prediction data 

In order to develop a consensus prediction method and to test it in docking, the 

protein-protein docking benchmark 2.0 2 was chosen. This is a non-redundant 

benchmark of complexes of which both bound and unbound structures are available. 

We took all complexes in the "enzyme" and "other" categories, since antibody-

antigens are not suitable for interface prediction 4,5,10, resulting in a dataset of 59 

complexes. The unbound forms of these complexes were sent to each of the six web 

servers (WHISCY, PIER, ProMate, cons-PPISP, SPPIDER, and PINUP) and the 

prediction scores were extracted. We found that it was better to use the rank of the 

prediction score, rather than its absolute value, except for SPPIDER. A detailed 

analysis is given in Supplementary Material. 

The protein-protein benchmark is non-redundant in the sense that no complexes 

have homology for both partners. However, at the single protein level there is 

considerable redundancy, with proteins such as trypsin and its homologs 

represented several times with different partners and having somewhat or 

completely different residues in the interface. This means that independent cross-

validation by partitioning is not possible. Thus, it is important to train a consensus 

predictor in a simple way, to prevent over-fitting of the data.  
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Consensus interface prediction 

We assembled a training set of residues that was limited to those for which all 

predictors assigned a score. Prediction scores were converted to integer values, and a 

simple, greedy algorithm was used to determine the optimal thresholds for 

consensus prediction by constantly expanding the prediction set with the interface 

predictor that had the highest specificity at that point (see Materials and Methods). 

This resulted in many sets of optimal thresholds, each corresponding to the optimal 

prediction at a given cutoff. Initial docking tests were then performed on six 

complexes using various degrees of interface overprediction (see Supplementary 

Material). This resulted in the choice of an optimal cutoff with on average 50 

predictions per chain. The resulting consensus interface predictor is called CPORT 

(Consensus Prediction Of interface Residues in Transient complexes). 

The test set was then expanded into an evaluation set, with some additional chains 

and additional interface residues (see Materials and Methods). All six individual 

interface predictors, as well as CPORT, were evaluated on this set. Among the six 

individual interface predictors, we found PINUP to be the best-performing: for 47 of 

the 109 chains, PINUP was the best or tied for the best interface predictor. For PIER, 

ProMate, SPPIDER, WHISCY and cons-PPISP these numbers were 28, 21, 20, 18 and 

15, respectively. PINUP was among the best three predictors, or tied for those, for 84 

chains. For PIER, WHISCY, ProMate, SPPIDER and cons-PPISP these numbers were 

71, 58, 56, 52 and 49, respectively. Therefore, it is clear that while PINUP is better 

than the other predictors, it is outperformed by at least one of those predictors in 

most cases, and that consensus interface prediction is in principle possible.  
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Table 1:  Comparison between CPORT and the top 50 PINUP predictions.  

 All wrong Sensitivity  

>= 40 % 

Specificity 

>= 40 % 

Sens & spec 

>= 40 % 

Overall 

sensitivity 

Overall 

specificity 

CPORT 2 % 81 % 23 % 23 % 53 % 27 % 

PINUP 4 % 78 % 18 % 18 % 52 % 27 % 

 

The performance of CPORT was evaluated and compared to PINUP (Table 1). The 

top 50 PINUP predictions were taken, so that on average the same number of 

predictions was made by PINUP and CPORT. It can be seen that CPORT predictions 

improve on PINUP, although the gain in performance is modest. The main 

improvement is that the number of complete failures, i.e. cases where all predictions 

are wrong, is halved. This meets an important goal, which is the reliable prediction of 

at least some part of the interface, because unless this requirement is met for both 

chains, data-driven docking will surely fail. In addition, the percentage of proteins 

for which at least 40 % sensitivity and/or specificity is achieved is a measure of the 

stability of the method. For these criteria, CPORT makes a modest improvement by 

three to five percentage points. The overall sensitivity and specificity over the 

predictions is nearly the same between the two predictors. 

 
Correlation between sensitivity and the number of predictions 

As a rule, in interface prediction, the more residues are predicted, the higher the 

sensitivity will be, usually at the cost of specificity. For example, taking all the 

WHISCY scores higher than zero as predicted interface results in a sensitivity that is 

well correlated with the number of predictions (r = 0.63). However, CPORT shows 

exactly the reverse: among the proteins in the benchmark, the sensitivity of the 

prediction is negatively correlated with the number of predicted interface residues (r 

= -0.35).  This intriguing property is due to the fact that CPORT adds predictions 

from various interface predictors (rather than combining their scores), so that the 

predicted interface is small when the underlying interface predictors agree well, 
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indicating a strong signal for the possible binding site. Disagreement between 

predictors, indicating multiple possible binding sites and/or a weak signal, results in 

a much larger number of predictions, increasing sensitivity for an interface that is 

otherwise elusive to interface prediction. In the context of data-driven docking, 

where fuzzyness in the data can be dealt with but sensitivity must be achieved at all 

cost, this property is very desirable.  

 
Docking results 

CPORT predictions were used to drive the docking of the complexes in the protein-

protein benchmark using HADDOCK. A small training set of six complexes was 

used to find the optimal values for two docking parameters, namely the number of 

docking trials and the percentage of restraints to discard at random (see 

Supplementary Material). After this, docking proceeded on all complexes except 

antibody-antigen complexes and multimers. For each complex, 10 000 structures 

were generated in the rigid body stage, of which the top 400 were refined. As a 

control, a docking run using HADDOCK in ab initio mode was performed for each 

complex. Finally, an alternative CPORT docking run was performed under slightly 

different conditions, resulting in better energies and a higher percentage of correct 

structures, but with considerable difficulty to discriminate correct from incorrect 

structures. Because of this, we decided from the beginning not to use the results of 

the alternative run in this study, but it is made available together with the other runs 

as decoy sets (see Supplementary Material) for use in the development of better 

scoring functions. 
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Figure 1: Docking results for CPORT-driven docking using HADDOCK (top), compared to 

HADDOCK ab initio docking (bottom). The figure shows the percentage of cases for which at least 

one structure of that quality was generated during the rigid body stage (10 000 structures), and the top 

400 (all refined structures), 100, 10 and 1 of the refinement stage. One-star and two-star criteria 

correspond to the CAPRI 18 definitions (see Material & Methods). For the rigid body stage, the fnat 

criterion is not taken into account. 
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Table 2: Scoring of docking solutions at the rigid body stage of the CPORT docking runs. The table 

indicates the percentage of cases for which at least one correct structure is selected in the top 400, and 

the percentage of complexes of which the number of correct structures is higher than random selection 

(enrichment) or lower than random selection (depletion). Significance (p < 0.05) was determined using 

the hypergeometric distribution. 

One-star and two-star criteria correspond to the CAPRI 18 definitions (see Material & Methods). For 

one-star structures, only those complexes are considered with at least 10 one-star solutions among the 

10 000 (64 % of all complexes). For two-star structures, only those complexes are considered with at 

least one two-star solution (47 % of all complexes). The fnat criterion is not taken into account.  

 

 Top 400 Significant 

enrichment 

Nonsignificant 

enrichment 

Nonsignificant 

depletion 

Significant 

depletion 

One-star 94 % 61 % 18 % 16 % 5 % 

Two-star 64 % 75 % 25 % 0 % 0 % 

 

Figure 1 shows an evaluation of the docking results according to the CAPRI criteria 18 

(see Material and Methods). For the majority of the complexes (59 %), a structure of 

one-star or better quality was present among the 400 structures after refinement. In 

most of these cases, at least one of these structures was ranked in the top 100.  

 

We found sampling, rather than scoring, to be the limiting step. In 14 % of the cases, 

not a single one-star structure could be generated in the rigid body stage, and in an 

additional 22 % of the cases, there were less than 10 of them among the 10 000 

structures (based on RMSD alone). This leaves only 64 % of the complexes for which 

the sampling was good.  Focusing on those complexes, we found that at least a one-

star was selected in all but two cases (94 %), as shown in Table 2. In the majority of 

the cases, we found a statistically significant enrichment of one-star complexes in the 

top 400. 

 

It was considerably more difficult to generate two-star complexes. In only 47 % of all 

cases, a two-star complex could be generated at all during the rigid-body docking 

stage (Figure 1).  

Fortunately, the HADDOCK scoring of these solutions worked very well. In two-
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thirds of the cases where any two-star was generated, one could be selected among 

the top 400 (Table 2). In nearly all of these cases, this corresponds to a significant 

enrichment in two-star structures in the top 400. In total, after refinement, a two-star 

structure was present in 27 % of the cases.  

 

These successes of HADDOCK on the benchmark are largely due to the fact that the 

docking was driven by CPORT predictions. For comparison, we performed an ab 

initio HADDOCK docking run for every complex (Figure 1, lower graph).  In only 

27% of all cases, a one-star or better structure was present in the 400 refined 

structures in ab initio docking, which is less than half the success rate of CPORT. Only 

5 % of the cases were successful in ab initio docking but not in CPORT-driven 

docking (results not shown). 37 % of the cases were successful for the CPORT run 

alone and 22 % were successful for both runs. After pooling all of these categories, 

82% (corresponding to 53 % of all complexes) had more one-star structures in the 

CPORT run than in the ab initio run.  

 

Two-star structures in ab initio docking could be generated for only 10 complexes 

(17%). In only four cases (7 %), one or two of these two-stars were among the refined 

400 structures, corresponding to one-fourth of the success rate of the CPORT runs.  

Only in a single case (1AY7), a three-star prediction could be generated after 

refinement in the CPORT run (results not shown). No three-star structures were 

generated during ab initio docking. 

 
The effect of HADDOCK refinement 

We previously found that refinement in HADDOCK does not systematically improve 

RMSD, but does result in significant improvements in the fraction of native contacts 

(fnat), if the structure is already of one-star quality 6. This is confirmed by the current 

results. During the first flexible annealing refinement stage, the overall fnat increased 

on average by a negligible amount of 0.005. However, limiting the analysis to 
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structures that are of one-star quality or better (based on RMSD alone) after the rigid 

body stage, the average fnat increase was 0.029. Upon water refinement, an 

additional gain in native contacts of 0.023 was achieved for these structures. 

Therefore, refinement resulted in an average gain of more than five percent of the 

native contacts. Note that this is more than half of the native contacts required for a 

one-star prediction. However, there was a considerable variability in this, with a 

standard deviation 1 to 2 times the size of the average gain. This means that some 

structures gained much more than five percent of native contacts, while others 

actually lost some of them.  

In terms of RMSDs, refinement had no systematic effect, with changes of less than 0.1 

Å and standard deviations of less than 1 Å for interface and ligand RMSDs. 

We found refinement to have little effect on the scoring of one-star structures (results 

not shown). However, refinement significantly improved the scoring of two-star 

structures. The rank of the first two-star structure improved in 88 % of the cases, and 

the average rank of the first two-star structure improved from 117 to 41. 

 

Success rate among different categories 

The docking benchmark consists of different categories: enzymes (enzyme-inhibitor 

and enzyme-substrate complexes), antibody-antigens (not suitable for interface 

prediction and therefore not studied here) and other complexes. The complexes are 

also subdivided into rigid, medium and hard complexes, based on the 

conformational change upon complexation. 

In general, we found large differences in success rate between the different 

categories. While a one-star model could be generated during refinement in 59 % of 

the cases overall, this percentage increased to 80 % for enzymes (91 % of the rigid 

enzymes and 25 % of the medium/hard enzymes) while it was only 44 % for non-

enzyme complexes (57 % of the rigid non-enzymes and 23 % of the medium/hard 

non-enzyme complexes). Overall, the success rate was 74 % for rigid complexes and 

24 % for non-rigid complexes. Using interface predictions, it seems that rigid 
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enzymes and medium/hard complexes form two extremes in docking difficulty, 

with rigid non-enzymes almost exactly in between. 

Among all complexes, 27 % contained at least one two-star structure among the 400 

refined structures. All of these successful cases were rigid, forming 38 % of all rigid 

structures. Three of them were non-enzymes, comprising 14 % of all rigid non-

enzymes. The remainder consisted of rigid enzymes, comprising 62 % of this 

category. 

 

Interface prediction after docking 

Fernandez-Recio et al. 21 reversed the usual concept that interface predictions should 

be used in docking: analyzing the interfaces of favored ab initio docking solutions, 

they found that the interface could be predicted from these structures in most cases. 

To investigate whether this is also true for our study, we analyzed the contacts made 

by all 400 refined structures for every complex in the CPORT-driven run. For each of 

the two chains, we took the top N contact-forming residues, where N is the original 

number of CPORT predictions for that chain, and used these residues to “post-

predict” the interface. Very difficult docking cases were excluded from the analysis, 

i.e. at least one good solution (one-star or better) had to be present among the top 400 

predictions of the CPORT run and/or the ab initio run. 

 

We found that interface post-prediction on docking solutions can make considerable 

improvements on the interface predictions that drove them. In 66 % of the cases, 

interface post-prediction improved compared to the original CPORT prediction, 

whereas it deteriorated in only 17 %. The average sensitivity among all these 

complexes was 0.714, compared to 0.623 for CPORT. This improvement in interface 

prediction was already apparent after rigid body docking: by analyzing the top 400 

rigid body structures, average sensitivity among all complexes was 0.700, only 

slightly worse than the average after refinement and much better than CPORT. 
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Moreover, we found that interface post-predictions could also be obtained from ab 

initio HADDOCK runs. Again, we took the top N contact-forming residues, were N 

was the number of CPORT predictions for that protein. After refinement, predictions 

were better than random for 82 % of the cases, significantly so in 50 % of all cases (p 

< 0.05, hypergeometric distribution). Strikingly, in 31 % of the cases, this prediction 

was actually better than the CPORT prediction for that chain. The average sensitivity 

among all analyzed complexes was 0.549, worse than CPORT but much better than 

the average sensitivity of 0.379 for a random prediction. Post-prediction results were 

nearly identical when obtained from rigid body solutions instead of refined solutions 

(results not shown). 

 

Discussion 

Here we present CPORT, a consensus docking method specifically optimized for 

data-driven docking in HADDOCK. Based on six interface predictors for which a 

web server is available, it improves upon the best-performing of those methods, 

PINUP. Applied to a large and diverse benchmark of complexes, CPORT interface 

predictions were shown to be stable and reliable, generating at least one correct 

prediction for all but 2 % of the cases. When CPORT predictions were used to drive 

blind unbound docking using HADDOCK, an acceptable or better solution was 

present among the 400 refined structures for 59 % of the complexes. 

 

Zhou and Qin 4 found that interface predictions can be used in docking if specificity 

and sensitivity are both higher than 40 %, limiting their use to the enzyme-inhibitor 

category of complexes. Here we show that interface predictions are already useful for 

predictions of considerable lower quality. For only 23 % of the chains, the 40 % 

sensitivity/specificity criterion was met, which means actually that for few 

complexes this was met for both chains. Nevertheless, we find that for 82 % of the 

complexes, HADDOCK with CPORT interface predictions performs better than 

HADDOCK ab initio (excluding complexes that failed in both cases). For a fair 
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comparison, it must be mentioned that Zhou and Qin used interface predictions to 

filter ab initio docking solutions, rather than using them to drive the docking.  

 

The docking results obtained here are a considerable improvement over our previous 

efforts based on a combination of the interface predictors WHISCY and ProMate 8. 

The aim of that study was merely to sample acceptable complexes (l-RMSD < 10 Å) 

among 2000 rigid body structures, focusing on a data set of (mostly rigid) enzyme 

complexes. Both a meta-prediction strategy (WHISCYMATE) and a consensus 

strategy (Added prediction) were tried. Nevertheless, among the complexes from 

benchmark 2.0, the WHISCYMATE docking run generated no acceptable solutions 

for 6/23 cases and only one (out of 2000) in a seventh case. The Added docking run 

generated no acceptable solutions for 3/23 cases, only one in another 2/23 and only 

three in a sixth case. In contrast, in the current work, for only one of those 23 cases 

(1F34), no structure with l-RMSD < 10 Å could be generated in the top 2000. For all 

other cases, at least five correct structures could be generated. Therefore, unlike the 

previous study, CPORT can achieve sufficient sampling for enzyme complexes in 

nearly all cases. 

 

Comparison of HADDOCK-CPORT with ZDOCK-ZRANK 

ZDOCK 22,23 is an FFT-based ab initio rigid body docking method, the only method 

more successful than HADDOCK in the most recent CAPRI experiment 24. Unlike 

HADDOCK, ZDOCK is optimized for ab initio docking, containing features such as 

shape complementarity 25,26 and statistical contact potentials 27 that are absent in 

HADDOCK. The protein-protein docking benchmark has been developed by the 

ZDOCK group, who has used it in the optimization of docking and scoring 

methodology. It serves as an important testing ground for new developments in 

docking methodology. Recently, a scoring function called ZRANK was developed by 

the ZDOCK group with the goal to re-rank ZDOCK solutions 28. Using ZRANK and 

version 3.0 of ZDOCK, Pierce and Weng 29 managed to score a hit (structure with i-
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RMSD < 2.5 Å) among the top 100 in more than 50 % of the complexes in the 

benchmark 2.0, while 60 % contains a near-hit (structure with i-RMSD < 4.0 Å). This 

sets a formidable standard for any docking method. 

 

We compared the ab initio results of ZDOCK-ZRANK to the blind data-driven 

docking results of HADDOCK-CPORT. The ZDOCK-ZRANK supplementary 

material was downloaded and analyzed, limiting the analysis to the same set of 

complexes used here. Since the supplementary material contains only i-RMSD 

values, and no l-RMSD or fnat values, a comparison based on CAPRI criteria is not 

possible. Therefore, we used the near-hit definition (i-RMSD < 4.0 Å) as criterion of 

success, since it is similar to the CAPRI one-star criterion. 

 

We found HADDOCK-CPORT to be competitive with ZDOCK-ZRANK in terms of 

near-hits (Table 3). Among the top 400, HADDOCK-CPORT selected a near-hit in 

36/59 cases, slightly better than ZDOCK-ZRANK (35/59 cases). However, in three 

cases, the near-hit deteriorated and was lost during refinement. After refinement, 

HADDOCK-CPORT still slightly outperformed ZDOCK-ZRANK for the enzyme and 

the rigid categories, but ZDOCK-ZRANK was better for structures that were both 

medium/hard and non-enzyme (results not shown). ZDOCK-ZRANK was also 

better able to rank near-hits in the top 100. 
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Table 3. Success rate of HADDOCK-CPORT compared to ZDOCK-ZRANK among 59 “enzyme” and 

“other” complexes from the protein-protein docking benchmark. Shown is the number of successful 

complexes for each method. 

 

 Top 10 000 Top 400 Top 100 

i-RMSD < 4.0    

ZDOCK-ZRANK 52 35 25 

HADDOCK-CPORT, 

rigid body stage 

47 36 21 

HADDOCK-CPORT, 

refinement stage 

- 33 21 

i-RMSD < 2.5    

ZDOCK-ZRANK 38 25 21 

HADDOCK-CPORT, 

rigid body stage 

27 18 10 

HADDOCK-CPORT, 

refinement stage 

- 20 12 

 

Although not corresponding to any CAPRI criterion, we also looked at the 

generation and scoring of what Pierce and Weng defined as “hits” (i-RMSD < 2.5). 

Here we found that HADDOCK-CPORT was outperformed by ZDOCK-ZRANK. 

After the rigid body stage, in 18/59 cases at least one hit scored among the top 400 

for HADDOCK-CPORT. During refinement, this increased to 20/59, which is still 

significantly less than the 25/59 complexes that were successful using ZDOCK-

ZRANK. The complexes that yielded hits in the top 400 with HADDOCK-CPORT 

usually also did so with ZDOCK-ZRANK. However, there were two complexes 

(1GP2 and 2MTA) that were successful for HADDOCK-CPORT and not for ZDOCK-

ZRANK. 
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Comparison of HADDOCK-CPORT with BDOCK-metaPPI 

Recently, Huang and Schroeder 20 published a meta-predictor for protein-protein 

interfaces, metaPPI, designed to improve docking results, in this case in combination 

with their docking program BDOCK. However, their design differs in several 

important aspects from the present work. First, metaPPI combines interface 

predictors using a voting machine rather than the consensus strategy used by 

CPORT. Second, the predictors used by Huang and Schroeder do not include PIER 

and WHISCY, but do include a patch predictor, PPI-PRED 30. The output of metaPPI 

is also a continuous patch, rather than a list of residues such as provided by CPORT 

and the other individual predictors. Finally, the predictions are used to filter the 

docking results, rather than to drive the docking process. 

We found HADDOCK-CPORT to be superior in performance to BDOCK-metaPPI. 

Comparisons were made to the best performing docking method BDOCKnb, filtered 

by metaPPI predictions, resulting in 1500-2000 docking solutions.  BDOCK-metaPPI 

selected at least one structure with l-RMSD < 10 for 94 % of the enzymes and 35 % of 

the other complexes chosen from the benchmark 2.0 (not counting antibody-antigen 

complex 1KXQ). With an identical dataset, criteria and selecting the same number of 

structures from the rigid body stage, HADDOCK-CPORT was successful for 94 % of 

the enzymes and 43 % of the other complexes. In general, HADDOCK-CPORT 

generated far more acceptable structures than BDOCK-metaPPI: using a more strict 

criterion of at least four acceptable structures in the selected 1500-2000 structures, the 

success rate for BDOCK-metaPPI dropped to 88 % and 22 % for enzymes and other 

complexes, respectively, but the success rate for HADDOCK remained 94 % for 

enzymes and became 35 % for other complexes. 
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Comparison of HADDOCK-CPORT with the SVM method of Martin 

and Schomburg 

Recently, Martin and Schomburg 31 trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) method 

to score docking solutions, exploiting several properties also used in interface 

prediction, such as interface propensity and conservation, as well as other properties. 

Unlike the simple optimization scheme used by CPORT, machine learning methods 

such as SVMs contain hundreds of parameters that are optimized, and therefore 

great care must be taken to prevent overfitting. 

The SVM program was trained separately on docking solutions from each of the 

three classes from the benchmark (enzyme, antibody-antigen and other) and tested 

on different docking solutions from the same complexes. Therefore, the program was 

implicitly aware of the characteristics of correct solutions for each of the complexes in 

the benchmark. In contrast, the current work is a blind docking study: neither 

HADDOCK nor CPORT was aware of the correctness or incorrectness of any 

docking solution of the complexes during prediction, docking or scoring. 

Nevertheless, we found HADDOCK-CPORT to achieve the same performance as the 

SVM method of Martin and Schomburg. As a criterion for success, Martin and 

Schomburg used the presence of at least one structure of i-RMSD < 5 Å among the 

top 100 structures, which they achieved for 26/51 complexes. For HADDOCK-

CPORT, this was achieved for 30/59 complexes, which is the same success rate 

percentage-wise. Comparison on the class level is not possible since Martin and 

Schomburg classified some complexes differently than currently annotated in the 

benchmark. 
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Conclusion and perspectives 

Protein-protein docking can be and has been applied to a wide range of complexes, 

ranging from cases where extensive experimental information about the interface is 

available, to cases where docking is completely blind, i.e. no other information is 

known than that the proteins do interact. The large majority of the docking methods 

are ab initio methods, designed towards the latter class of complexes, although 

experimental data can often be incorporated to restrict the search space. In contrast, 

HADDOCK is a data-driven docking program that has been widely used in 

combination with experimental data, ranging from NMR data, mass spectrometry 

data to mutagenesis data (for a comprehensive overview, see van Dijk et al. 7). Ab 

initio docking in HADDOCK, while possible, performs poorly compared to state-of-

the-art docking methods such as ZDOCK, limiting HADDOCK to cases where 

experimental data is available. While these data are much easier to obtain than the 

actual experimental structure of the protein complex, this has been an important 

limitation of the data-driven docking paradigm compared to ab initio methods. 

 

Here we have demonstrated that this limitation is removed when data-driven 

docking is combined with consensus interface predictions. While interface 

predictions have been used previously in docking, their success has been mostly 

limited to cases for which interface prediction is relatively easy, such as rigid 

enzymes 8 or enzyme-inhibitors 4. In the current work, by using a consensus 

prediction strategy in combination with improved docking protocols, much 

improvement has been made over earlier attempts, and the performance gap with 

the best performing ab initio methods is nearly closed. 

 

We have demonstrated that sampling, rather than scoring, is the limiting step when 

using interface predictions in HADDOCK. Even if only 0.1 % (10 / 10 000) of the 

sampled structures is of one-star quality or better, one can be selected among the top 

400 in basically all cases. For two-star structures, the sampling of even a single 
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structure is often enough. We have also shown that flexible refinement is helpful in 

improving the rank of two-star structures among the selected structures. 

In this light, it is encouraging that the initial estimate of the interface given by 

consensus interface prediction can be improved by post-prediction based on the top-

scoring docking results. In data-driven docking, these new predictions can be used 

directly in a new docking run. Therefore, the current work does not represent the 

limit of what is achievable by prediction-driven docking. We speculate that by 

iterative cycles of docking, scoring and post-prediction, it may be possible to 

improve the sampling of correct docking solutions, increasing the success rate 

especially for two-star solutions. Moreover, for both interface prediction, docking 

and scoring, new and improved methods are being constantly developed, and 

prediction-driven docking is expected to benefit directly from progress in either field. 

 

All docking structures described in this work represent a very extensive decoy set 

which is freely available for download at  

http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/Haddock/decoys. They contain both high-quality 

refined structures and energy-minimized rigid-body structures. We hope that this 

decoy set will be useful for the ongoing development of new scoring methods. 

A web server for CPORT has been developed using the Spyder framework for data-

driven programming (Chapter 7 of this thesis). The CPORT web server is freely 

available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/cport. 
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Supplementary Material 

Optimizing the best use of each individual predictor (full color figure at the end of this thesis) 
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Before the scores were combined, we investigated what would be the optimal way to 

use the scores provided by each predictor. In our previous work, we selected all 

WHISCY scores higher than 0.18 as predictions in HADDOCK, rather than taking the 

top-ranking predictions. However, to our surprise, we found that WHISCY 

predictions have a higher specificity when the top ranking predictions are taken, 

rather than using an absolute score cutoff, especially when higher sensitivities are 

desired (figure S1A). The same applies to PINUP predictions (S1F), although the 

differences are very small in this case.  

For PIER, we performed the same analysis. However, we noticed that many more 

residues were given a score than in WHISCY or PINUP. This is due to the fact that 

the surface accessibility cutoff, the value above which a residue is considered a 

surface residue and hence a potential interface residue, is quite liberal in PIER. 

Therefore, we filtered PIER predictions by eliminating all predictions that did not 

pass the surface accessibility criterion in WHISCY, i.e. relative surface accessibility of 

at least 15 % for either main chain or side chain. As evident from figure S1B, this led 

to a substantial increase in the specificity of PIER. As in WHISCY and PINUP, PIER 

predictions performed best if the top-ranking residues were taken, rather than all 

residues with a score above a certain threshold. 

Cons-PPISP is a neural network method that returns predicted interface clusters, 

rather than scores for every residue. However, a confidence score is given to every 

cluster. We tested if cons-PPISP gives better result if the confidence score of the 

cluster is used or whether a score based on the rank of a clusters and of the residue 

within the cluster is used instead; we found the latter to be the case (figure S1D). 

ProMate was designed for high specificity, rather than high sensitivity. This is 

reflected in figure S1C, showing that very high ProMate scores are a better predictor 

than high ProMate ranks. However, since our goal is high sensitivity, we used 

ProMate ranks instead of scores, since ranks perform better at higher sensitivity. 

For SPPIDER, we found SPPIDER values of all methods to have the highest 

specificity at high scores (figure S1E). Because of this, and because the residue 

properties used in SPPIDER are rather special (observed minus predicted surface 
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accessibility), we considered it better for the orthogonality of the predictions to use 

SPPIDER scores, rather than SPPIDER ranks, even though SPPIDER ranks perform 

better at high desired sensitivities. 

 

Optimization of docking parameters 

We chose to evaluate CPORT predictions for three possible cutoffs, corresponding to 

a balanced prediction (a number of predictions equal to the size of the average 

interface), slight overprediction and heavy overprediction, respectively. For the first 

cutoff, sensitivity and specificity were both 39 % for the working set. This 

corresponded to predicting 14 % of the surface as interface, making on average 22 

predictions per chain. The second cutoff, corresponding to slight overprediction, was 

set to 50 % sensitivity, resulting in 34 % specificity. This corresponded to predicting 

20 % of the surface, on average 33 predictions per chain. The third cutoff predicted as 

much of 30 % of the surface as interface, making on average 50 predictions per chain. 

Sensitivity and specificity were at 60 % and 27 %, respectively. 

 

We decided to determine the optimal prediction cutoff for data-driven docking. For 

this, each of the three CPORT prediction cutoffs was tested. Six protein complexes 

were chosen to optimize the docking performance: 1ACB, 1BUH, 1EER, 1EWY, 

1GRN and 1KXP. These complexes are representative for the benchmark as a whole 

in terms of interface prediction performance, conformational change and 

enzyme/non-enzyme classification.  

Docking was performed by generating 10 000 rigid body structures. Optimization 

was only performed in terms of the number of one-star or better structures generated 

in the rigid body stage: no scoring or refinement was performed. 

 

In HADDOCK, ambiguous data such as interface predictions are translated into 

ambiguous interaction restraints. An important parameter is the number of partitions 

into which the data are randomly divided (noecvpart): for each docking trial, one 
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partition is discarded and the remaining restraints are used to drive the docking 

process. In previous versions, noecvpart was limited to integer values, resulting in 

maximum 50 % of the restraints to be discarded. In the server version of HADDOCK, 

it is now possible to set noecvpart to non-integer values, which allows discarding any 

desired fraction of the restraints. The following percentages of discarded restraints 

were tested: 50 %, 65 %, 75 %, 85 %, 90 % and 93 %. This parameter and the CPORT 

cutoff were the only parameters that were optimized. 

 

To our surprise, docking results were best when very large percentages of the 

restraints were discarded, together with the highest CPORT cutoff. Discarding 85 % 

or 90 % yielded the best results, and only slightly superior to discarding 93 %, but 

much better than discarding fewer restraints. We took the average of 85 % and 90 % 

(87.5 % of the restraints discarded, corresponding with a noecvpart value of 8/7) as 

the optimal value for CPORT-driven docking with HADDOCK. 
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Perspectives 

Perspectives in the docking of protein complexes 

The docking of protein complexes is a field whose time has come. Now that 

hundreds of genomes have been sequenced and the proteome largely determined, 

systems biology has moved beyond genomics and proteomics. Larger and larger 

parts of protein-protein interaction network maps are being explored using high-

throughput techniques such as yeast two-hybrid and mass spectrometry 1,2. 

However, most of these techniques are qualitative rather than quantitative, and the 

need for atomic detail remains pressing. At the same time, structural genomics 

initiatives have revealed the structure of large numbers of proteins, including many 

new folds, so that for an increasing number of protein interactions, the unbound 

structures of the partners are known or can be modeled from homologous structures. 

Still, the structures of the protein complexes themselves, especially the weak, 

transient complexes involved in signal transduction, remain difficult to solve using 

conventional structural biology techniques such as X-ray and NMR, and the sheer 

number of complexes makes this task all the more difficult. This is where 

computational techniques can be of assistance, and in recent years docking has 

emerged as a technique complementary to experimental methods in the study of 

protein interactions at the atomic level 3. 

 

To monitor the performance of current docking methods, CAPRI (Critical 

Assessment of Predicted Interactions), a community-wide blind docking experiment, 

has been established (http://capri.ebi.ac.uk). HADDOCK, the docking program 

developed in our group 4,5, has participated in CAPRI since 2003, and CAPRI has 

been a catalyst for the development of new features in HADDOCK. The result of this 

symbiosis between HADDOCK and CAPRI is described in Chapter 6, the new 

HADDOCK2.0 and its improved performance on the CAPRI targets. This 

relationship continues till the present day: HADDOCK is still doing well in CAPRI, 
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and the changes in HADDOCK2.0 were the groundwork for a development that 

would ultimately result in the HADDOCK server (Chapter 7). The HADDOCK 

server has participated in the CAPRI server competition, and made a successful 

prediction for a protein-RNA target. Hopefully, more successes will follow for future 

CAPRI targets. 

 

The previous rounds of CAPRI have shown considerable progress 6,7. In the earlier 

rounds, most targets were unbound-bound complexes, meaning that for only one of 

the proteins, the free form structure was available, while for the other protein, the 

structure within the complex was supplied by the organizers. Although this is a 

useful computational exercise, it is not a truly blind prediction. In contrast, all but 

one target of the last CAPRI meeting had to be predicted using only unbound 

structures or even homology models. Also, recent targets have a higher 

representation of biologically interesting signal transduction complexes, which are 

known to be difficult to predict. Facing these challenges, successful predictions were 

made for several targets that were considered beyond the limits of docking 

methodology a few years ago.  

 
Three-star predictions represent the highest category of accuracy that can be reached 

in CAPRI, achieving RMSD values from the experimental crystal structure that are 

within experimental error (< 1 Å). Among the targets of the last CAPRI meeting, the 

only three-star prediction was scored by MolFit 8 for target 25, the easier of the two 

bound-unbound targets. Three-star docking predictions have not been submitted for 

any unbound CAPRI target described in Chapter 6 or those before that time. 

However, RosettaDock's two-star prediction for target 26 9 was nearly of three-star 

quality; also, three-star docking solutions were generated for target 27 by 

HADDOCK at the initial stage.  

Since then, three-star structures have been submitted much more often. Several 

groups scored or generated three-star predictions for target 32, an unbound-unbound 

target, and even for target 37, an unbound-homology model target with little 
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experimental information available. 

 

In conclusion, accurate docking solutions are now routinely obtained for 'easy' 

targets, i.e. proteins that do not undergo large conformational changes, or for which 

good experimental data are available. Methods that take explicit flexibility into 

account and use some experimental data tend to outperform methods that do not; 

highly accurate predictions (three-star according to the CAPRI criteria) are getting 

within reach for blind, unbound predictions. However, the prediction of large 

backbone conformational changes remains a formidable challenge. Although 

methods to deal with such large changes have been and are being developed, success 

is not yet guaranteed. An elaborate discussion on conformational changes in docking 

is, however, outside of the scope of this thesis. 

 

Perspectives in data-driven docking  

Protein-protein docking can be and has been applied to a wide range of cases, from 

complexes where extensive experimental information about the interface is available, 

to cases where docking is completely blind, i.e. no other information is known than 

that the proteins do interact. The large majority of the docking methods are ab initio 

methods, designed towards the latter class of complexes, although experimental data 

can often be incorporated to restrict the search space. In contrast, HADDOCK is a 

data-driven docking program, and has been widely used in combination with 

experimental data, ranging from NMR, mass spectrometry to mutagenesis data (for a 

comprehensive overview, see van Dijk et al. 10). HADDOCK has established a large 

user community that has grown further with the establishment of the HADDOCK 

server (Chapter 7). Interaction with this community is as much a driving force 

behind HADDOCK development as the CAPRI experiment. HADDOCK has been 

applied to a much wider array of systems than just the docking of proteins and it is 

hoped that the HADDOCK server will open up data-driven docking for an even 

larger community than is now the case. 
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However, ab initio docking in HADDOCK, while possible in the most recent version 

(see Chapter 6), performs poorly compared to state-of-the-art docking methods such 

as ZDOCK (see Chapter 8), limiting HADDOCK to cases where experimental data is 

available. Although these data are much easier to obtain than the actual experimental 

structure of the protein complex, this has been an important limitation of the data-

driven docking paradigm. 

 

The central question of this thesis is whether this limitation can be removed by the 

use of interface predictions in data-driven docking. Chapter 4 describes a first 

attempt to do this using the interface prediction program WHISCY. In that study, a 

degree of success is achieved, but only for enzymes in complex with protein 

inhibitors or protein substrates, a category for which both interface prediction and 

docking are relatively easy.  

 

A more successful approach is described in Chapter 8. Through the combination of 

WHISCY and five other interface prediction web servers, a consensus method called 

CPORT (Consensus Prediction Of interface Residues in Transient complexes) has 

been developed, resulting in interface predictions that are more stable and reliable 

than those of the individual predictors. For the first time, this enabled data-driven 

docking to achieve in the absence of experimental data a performance close to state-

of-the-art ab initio docking methods, not only for enzymes but also for many non-

enzyme complexes. 

 

CPORT uses a consensus prediction strategy (selecting predictions from multiple 

predictors) as the preferred method to use interface predictions in data-driven 

docking. It remains to be seen whether this is the best way to use interface prediction 

in docking, or that better results can be obtained with a different strategy. In the case 

of data-filtered docking, ab initio docking solutions are discarded if they are not in 

agreement with the data. Methods such as ZDOCK 11 already give good sampling 
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around the correct solution, so the requirements for such a filter to improve the 

results even further may be rather stringent. This would suggest a meta-prediction 

strategy, such as meta-PPISP 12 or metaPPI 13, which aims to maximize the specificity 

by combining different scores into a new one. Qin and Zhou 14 however have argued 

that data-driven docking requires higher specificity than data-filtered docking, 

suggesting that even better results than the current work could be obtained using 

meta-prediction rather than consensus prediction to drive the docking.  

 

It may also be possible that an additional scoring or filtering step applied to data-

driven docking results would prove beneficial. Such a filter may involve interface 

predictions from a meta-predictor, but also additional properties that are present in 

many ab initio docking methods but not in HADDOCK, such as statistical potentials 

15 or shape complementarity 8,16. The development of such scoring methods is outside 

the scope of thesis. However, all docking results from Chapter 8 have been 

assembled into an extensive decoy set that can be downloaded freely. The structures 

from the CPORT runs have interfaces formed by regions that are conserved or 

otherwise are predicted to be present in protein-protein interfaces, and both the 

CPORT and the ab initio runs contain high-quality refined structures as well as 

energy-minimized rigid-body structures. This means that the decoy set contains a 

considerable number of “red herring” complexes, false docking solutions that look 

very reasonable at a first glance, and therefore provides a challenge that will truly 

distinguish good scoring functions from less useful ones. Therefore, it is hoped that 

this decoy set will be useful for the development of new scoring methods that can 

further improve upon the results presented here. 

 

However, it may also be possible that the way to further improvement lies in a 

completely different direction. The CPORT results demonstrate that the sampling, 

rather than the scoring, is the limiting step using interface predictions in HADDOCK. 

Even if only 0.1 % (10 / 10 000) of the sampled structures is of one-star quality or 

better, one can be selected among the top 400 in basically all cases. For two-star 
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structures, the sampling of even a single structure is often enough. Moreover, 

refinement is helpful in further improving the rank of two-star structures among the 

selected structures. 

 

In this light, it is encouraging that the initial estimate of the interface given by 

consensus interface prediction can be improved by post-prediction based on the 

docking results, as shown in Chapter 8. In data-driven docking, these new 

predictions can be used directly in a new docking run. Therefore, the work in 

Chapter 8 is by no means the end point or the limit of data-driven docking using 

interface predictions. It is speculated that by iterative cycles of docking, it may be 

possible to improve the sampling of correct docking solutions, increasing the success 

rate especially for two-star solutions. Moreover, for both interface prediction and 

docking, new and improved methods are constantly being developed, and 

prediction-driven docking is expected to benefit directly from progress in either field. 

 

Prediction-driven docking in relation to experimental 

data 

As stated, the goal of this thesis is to assess whether interface predictions can be 

generally applied in data-driven docking, eliminating the dependence of data-driven 

docking on experimental data. By no means does this suggest that prediction-driven 

docking can somehow replace experimental data in the study of protein-protein 

complexes. On the contrary, it is important to realize that these approaches are 

complementary: prediction-driven docking can be used for the fast and large-scale 

generation of structural models, and experimental data to test a model, promoting it 

to experimental structure or refuting it altogether. 

 

After a docking run, a small number of solutions or clusters is typically selected and 

presented to the user. If the docking is driven by specific experimental data, the 
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results are usually very convergent. In fact, a large number of such HADDOCK 

complexes have been accepted as experimental structures in the PDB. However, 

when experimental data is sparse or even absent, how can one know which of these 

models, if any, is correct? One way is to validate them against additional 

experimental data not used in docking. This could for example data describing the 

shape of the complex, such as electron microscopy or SAXS data, or mutagenesis 

data not used in the docking. Strikingly, docking models can also be used to guide 

and predict the outcome of experiments. In the original HADDOCK paper 5, the most 

favorable cluster contained a specific salt bridge. Mutating one of the residues to an 

opposite charge abolished the interaction, but mutating and swapping the identity of 

both residues restored the interaction. Examples such as this, as well as recent results 

in CAPRI, indicate that docking is becoming more and more reliable, and can be 

complementary to experimental approaches in the unraveling of the structural 

genome. 

 

In addition, as argued above, interface predictions would ideally be used in an 

iterative cycle of prediction and docking, where an initial estimate of the interface 

would be constantly refined by subsequent docking, leading to improved sampling 

around the correct solution. It may be possible to employ the same strategy to solve 

the problem of conformational change: techniques such as normal mode analysis 

could generate an ensemble of conformers of which some would be closer to the 

bound form, and those conformers would ideally be selected among the others 

during a data-driven docking cycle. In either case, however, it would be possible that 

the correct solution is discarded rather than selected, and that a false convergence is 

reached around a plausible but wrong solution. Experimental information is needed, 

and always will be needed, to detect such failures. Because despite all its 

sophistication, no matter how confident the scores may be,  in the end, docking 

without experimental data is nothing more than a tool to generate hypotheses, to be 

validated or falsified by experiment. Or, to express it in Dutch, “docken is gokken”: 

docking is gambling. 
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Summary 

Proteins are the wheels and mill stones of the complex machinery that underlies 

human life. They catalyze every step in our metabolism, from the breakdown of 

nutrients to provide energy, through the transport and movement of living matter on 

every possible scale, to the replication of the DNA and the formation of new cells. In 

carrying out their functions, proteins work in close association with other proteins, 

forming protein complexes. A huge network of protein-protein interactions enables 

the cell to respond quickly to changes in the environment and to communicate with 

other cells, by hormones, electrical currents or any other signal that can be detected 

by proteins. When the balance of this network is disrupted, diseases such as cancer 

may result, and viruses such as HIV are known to seize and abuse the network to 

achieve their own ends. For this reason, pharmaceutical drugs are very often targeted 

at proteins. 

 

Over the past decades, the disciplines of molecular biology, biochemistry and 

genetics have developed a large array of techniques to study proteins and protein 

interactions at the functional level, which has caused our knowledge to expand 

greatly. However, to fully understand how proteins work together, knowledge at the 

atomic level is required. X-ray crystallography and NMR are the classical methods 

for this, solving the three-dimensional structure of many individual proteins as well 

as protein complexes. However, the number of complexes in the cell is at least ten 

times larger than the number of proteins. Moreover, associations between proteins, 

especially the biologically interesting ones, are often weak and difficult to solve by 

classical NMR or X-ray crystallography. For many complexes, the 3D structures of 

the individual proteins are known in their free, unbound forms, but the structure of 

the protein complex itself remains unsolved. 

 

This thesis deals with two fields of study that aim to shed light on protein complexes 

by computational means: data-driven docking and interface prediction.  
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Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the docking field. Docking, in general, is the 

prediction of the structure of a complex starting from the free, unbound protein 

structures. It consists of two steps: sampling, which is the generation of a large 

number of possible solutions, and scoring, which is distinguishing the right docking 

solution(s) from the wrong ones. Data-driven docking, in particular, means that 

experimental information is used during the docking process. Such information can 

be obtained by a variety of techniques, such as chemical shift perturbation, mass 

spectrometry or mutagenesis. Information from each of these techniques can be used 

in HADDOCK, the data-driven docking method developed in our group. Nearly all 

other docking methods are ab initio, which means that experimental data are not 

needed, although many of these docking methods can use experimental data to filter 

the results. 

 

The CAPRI experiment is an opportunity for docking methods to test their ability in 

predicting protein complex structures. In CAPRI, participants are asked to predict a 

recently solved protein-protein complex a few weeks prior to its publication. 

Submitted docking solutions are assessed by the CAPRI team and awarded up to 

three stars, depending on how much the prediction looks like the solved structure. 

HADDOCK has done well in CAPRI, finishing second in a field consisting of dozens 

of participants. 

 

Chapter 3 is an introduction to interface prediction of protein complexes. The goal is 

to predict beforehand which residues of a protein interact with another protein. 

There are several properties, such as conservation, desolvation and surface 

accessibility, that have predictive power to predict interfaces, but none of these 

identify the interface unambiguously. During recent years, many interface predictors 

have been developed, including several web servers. Although different ways of 

measuring success make it hard to compare interface predictors, it is shown that the 

newest methods are still improving on the older ones. 
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Chapter 4 describes WHISCY, a general-purpose interface prediction program and 

web server. WHISCY uses a sophisticated way to calculate surface conservation, 

resulting in good interface predictions especially for enzymes. WHISCY is combined 

with another interface predictor, ProMate, into a new predictor that is better than 

both. WHISCY, ProMate and their combination are used to drive the docking of 

enzyme complexes with HADDOCK, generating one-star docking solutions in 22/25 

docking cases. This shows that in principle, data-driven docking can be performed 

even in the absence of experimental data, by using interface predictions to drive the 

docking.  

 

Chapter 5 investigates the use of intramolecular contacts in interface prediction. It is 

well known that some amino acids prefer to be in interfaces while others do not. This 

property, interface propensity, is often used in interface prediction. In Chapter 5 it is 

shown that the contacts that a residue makes with surrounding residues also indicate 

if a residue is in the interface or not. This provides an opportunity for improved 

interface predictions. It also confirms the idea that interfaces consist of a hydrophobic 

core surrounded by a hydrophilic rim. 

 

Chapter 6 describes HADDOCK2.0, a new and improved version of HADDOCK. 

HADDOCK2.0 is able to deal with a larger variety of experimental data and different 

types of complexes. For example, HADDOCK2.0 can dock more than two molecules, 

and can deal with nucleic acids and small ligands. The scoring of docking solutions is 

considerably improved.  

HADDOCK’s performance in CAPRI is also discussed. The original HADDOCK 

submissions were already good, finishing second among dozens of participants. 

However, they were much improved by recalculation with HADDOCK2.0, achieving 

at least one star for all 15 targets and at least two stars for 10 targets. 
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In Chapter 7, a web server interface for HADDOCK is presented, facilitating data-

driven docking for a larger community. The HADDOCK server makes data-driven 

docking much easier, by handling the setup and processing of a docking run, and by 

performing a large amount of validation checks on the input data. These checks are 

provided by Spyder, a programming framework specially developed for this. After 

eight months of operation, the HADDOCK server has now more than 280 registered 

users and has performed more than 1400 docking runs, excluding our own lab. 

 

In Chapter 8, interface prediction and docking are performed on a much larger scale 

than in Chapter 4. Through the combination of WHISCY and five other interface 

prediction web servers, a consensus method called CPORT (Consensus Prediction Of 

interface Residues in Transient complexes) has been developed, resulting in interface 

predictions that are more stable and reliable than those of the individual predictors. 

This releases data-driven docking from the limitation of experimental data, because 

here, in the absence of experimental data, a performance is achieved that is close to 

state-of-the-art ab initio docking methods. This is a considerable improvement over 

the results in Chapter 4, where success was only achieved in the sampling of one-star 

solutions for enzymes. Here, for nearly all enzymes but also for many non-enzyme 

complexes, one-star structures are not only generated, but also scored in the top 400. 

In fact, the sampling, rather than the scoring, is now the limiting step. Even if only 

0.1 % (10 / 10 000) of the sampled structures is of one-star quality or better, one can 

be selected among the top 400 in basically all cases. For two-star structures, the 

sampling of even a single structure is often enough. Moreover, refinement is helpful 

in further improving the rank of two-star structures among the selected structures.  

Finally, it is shown that the interface predictions can be improved based on the 

docking results. By analyzing the contacts made by the top-scoring docking 

solutions, the interface could be “post-predicted” with a higher accuracy than the 

original CPORT predictions. This means that the limits of prediction-driven docking 

have not yet been reached. 

The docking results have been made available to the community in a decoy set, and it 
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is hoped that this decoy set will be useful for the development of new scoring 

methods that can further improve upon these results. 

 

The thesis concludes with Chapter 9, offering some perspectives on the docking field 

and expected future developments. 
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Samenvatting 

Eiwitten zijn de tandwielen van de complexe machinerie die het aan het menselijk 

leven ten grondslag ligt. Ze katalyseren elke stap in onze stofwisseling, van het 

verbruik van voedingstoffen voor energie, via het transport van levende materie op 

elke mogelijke schaal, tot de replicatie van DNA en het vormen van nieuwe cellen. In 

het vervullen van hun functie werken eiwitten nauw samen met andere eiwitten, 

door middel van eiwitcomplexen. Een gigantisch netwerk van eiwit-eiwit interacties 

stelt de cel in staat om met andere cellen te communiceren, via hormonen, elektrische  

stroom of welk signaal dan ook dat herkend kan worden door eiwitten. Als de balans 

van dit netwerk verstoord wordt leidt dat tot ziekten zoals kanker, en virussen zoals 

HIV staan erom bekend dat ze dit netwerk kunnen kapen en misbruiken voor hun 

eigen doeleinden. Om deze reden zijn medicijnen vaak gericht op het beïnvloeden 

van eiwitten. 

 

De laatste decennia hebben de moleculaire biologie, de biochemie en de genetica een 

groot arsenaal aan technieken ontwikkeld om eiwitten en eiwitinteracties te 

bestuderen op een functioneel niveau, waardoor onze kennis sterk toegenomen is. 

Maar om volledig te begrijpen hoe eiwitten samenwerken, is er kennis op atomair 

niveau nodig. Röntgenkristallografie en Nucleair Magnetische Resonantie (NMR) 

zijn de klassieke methoden hiervoor, en de drie-dimensionale structuur van vele 

losse eiwitten en ook eiwitcomplexen is met deze technieken opgehelderd. Het aantal 

verschillende complexen in de cel is echter minstens tienmaal zo hoog als het aantal 

losse eiwitten. Bovendien zijn associaties tussen eiwitten, zeker de biologisch 

interessante, vaak erg zwak en moeilijk op te helderen met NMR of kristallografie. 

Voor veel complexen zijn de structuren van de losse eiwitten bekend in hun vrije, 

ongebonden vorm, maar blijft de structuur van het complex als geheel 

onopgehelderd. 

 

Dit proefschrift heeft als onderwerp twee wetenschapsgebieden die zich 
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bezighouden met eiwitcomplexen vanuit een computationele benadering: data-

driven docking (datagestuurde docking) en interface predictie 

(raakvlakvoorspelling).  

 

Hoofdstuk 2 is een introductie tot het dockingveld. Docking, in het algemeen, is het 

voorspellen van de structuur van een eiwitcomplex, met als gegeven beginpunt de 

eiwitstructuren in losse, ongebonden vorm. Het bestaat uit twee stappen: sampling, 

de generatie van een groot aantal mogelijke oplossingen, en scoring, het 

onderscheiden van de juiste en de onjuiste oplossingen. Data-driven docking, in het 

bijzonder, houdt in dat er gebruik wordt gemaakt van experimentele informatie 

tijdens de docking. Zulke informatie kan verkregen worden met behulp van een 

aantal technieken, zoals chemische shift perturbatie, massaspectrometrie of 

mutagenese. Informatie van elk van deze technieken kan gebruikt worden in 

HADDOCK, de data-driven docking methode ontwikkeld in het NMR laboratorium 

in Utrecht. Vrijwel alle andere docking methoden zijn ab initio, wat inhoudt dat 

experimentele data niet nodig zijn, hoewel vele van deze docking methoden wel de 

mogelijkheid bieden om aan de hand van data de resultaten te filteren. 

 

Het CAPRI experiment is een gelegenheid voor docking methoden om hun 

voorspellende vaardigheid voor eiwitstructuren op de proef te stellen. In CAPRI 

wordt de deelnemers gevraagd om een recent opgehelderde structuur te voorspellen, 

enige weken voordat de structuur gepubliceerd wordt. De ingediende docking 

oplossingen worden beoordeeld door het CAPRI team en krijgen maximaal drie 

sterren toegekend, afhankelijk van hoe goed de predictie lijkt op de opgehelderde 

structuur. HADDOCK heeft goed gepresteerd in CAPRI, en is als tweede geëindigd 

in een deelnemersveld met tientallen concurrenten. 

 

Hoofstuk 3 is een inleiding tot interface predictie van eiwitcomplexen. Het doel is 

om van tevoren te voorspellen welke residuen van een eiwit contact maken met een 

ander eiwit in een eiwitcomplex. Er zijn verscheidene eigenschappen, zoals 
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conservatie, desolvatie en surface accessibility (oppervlaktetoegankelijkheid), die 

voorspellende waarde hebben bij het voorspellen van de interface, maar geen van 

deze is sterk genoeg om eenduidig de interface aan te wijzen. In de afgelopen jaren 

zijn er vele interface predictors ontwikkeld, waaronder verscheidene web servers. 

Hoewel de uiteenlopende manieren waarop de makers succes meten het moeilijk 

maakt om verschillende methoden te vergelijken, wordt aangetoond dat nieuwe 

methoden nog steeds vooruitgang boeken. 

 

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft WHISCY, een algemeen interface predictie programma en 

web server. WHISCY gebruikt een doordachte methode om oppervlakteconservatie 

te meten, wat leidt tot goede interface predicties, zeker in het geval van enzymen. 

WHISCY wordt gecombineerd met een andere interface predictor, ProMate, tot een 

nieuwe predictor die beter is dan beide. WHISCY, ProMate en hun combinatie 

worden gebruikt om de docking aan te sturen van enzymcomplexen met 

HADDOCK, leidend tot één-ster structuren in 22/25 gevallen. Dit toont aan dat data-

driven docking zelfs zonder experimentele data in principe mogelijk is, door gebruik 

te maken van interface predicties om de docking aan te sturen. 

 

Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt het gebruik van intramoleculaire contacten in interface 

predictie. Het is welbekend dat sommige aminozuren graag in een interface zitten en 

andere niet. Deze eigenschap, interface propensity, wordt vaak aangewend in 

interface predictie. In hoofdstuk 5 blijkt dat de contacten die een residu maakt met 

zijn buren ook een aanwijzing geeft of het residu al dan niet in de interface zit. Dit 

biedt gelegenheid voor verbeterde interface predicties. Het bevestigt ook het idee dat 

interfaces bestaan uit een hydrofobe kern omgeven door een hydrofiele rand. 

 

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft HADDOCK2.0, een nieuwe en verbeterde versie van 

HADDOCK. HADDOCK2.0 is in staat om een grotere variёteit aan experimentele 

data te verwerken, evenals verscheidene soorten complexen. HADDOCK2.0 kan 
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bijvoorbeeld meer dan twee moleculen docken, en kan omgaan met nucleïnezuren 

(DNA/RNA)  en kleine moleculen. De scoring van de docking oplossingen is ook 

aanzienlijk verbeterd. 

HADDOCKs prestaties in CAPRI worden eveneens geëvalueerd. De oorspronkelijke 

HADDOCK inzendingen waren al goed genoeg om als tweede te eindigen onder 

tientallen deelnemers. De resultaten verbeteren echter aanzienlijk na herberekening 

met HADDOCK2.0, wat leidt tot tenminste één ster voor alle 15 complexen en 

tenminste twee sterren voor 10 complexen. 

 

In hoofstuk 7 wordt een webserveromgeving voor HADDOCK gepresenteerd, die 

data-driven docking voor een grotere doelgroep mogelijk maakt. De HADDOCK 

server vergemakkelijkt data-driven docking door zorg te dragen voor het opzetten en 

het verwerken van een docking run, en door een groot aantal validatiecontroles uit te 

voeren op de ingevoerde data. Deze controles worden mogelijk gemaakt door 

Spyder, een speciaal hiervoor ontwikkeld programmeer-raamwerk. Na acht 

maanden in bedrijf te zijn geweest heeft de HADDOCK server meer dan 280 

geregisteerde gebruikers, die meer dan 1400 docking runs uitgevoerd hebben, 

waarbij het gebruik binnen de Utrechtse NMR groep niet eens meegeteld wordt. 

 

In hoofdstuk 8 worden interface predictie en docking toegepast op een veel grotere 

schaal dan in hoofdstuk 4. Door combinatie van WHISCY en vijf andere interface 

predictie webservers werd een consensus methode genaamd CPORT (Consensus 

Prediction Of interface Residues in Transient complexes) ontwikkeld, hetgeen leidde 

tot interface predicties die stabieler en betrouwbaarder zijn dan de predicties van de 

aparte predictors. Dit verlost data-driven docking van de beperking tot 

experimentele data, aangezien hier, in afwezigheid van experimentele data, een 

resultaat wordt bereikt dat maar weinig verschilt van de beste ab initio docking 

methoden. Dit is een aanzienlijke verbetering ten opzichte van de resultaten in 

hoofdstuk 4, waar succes alleen mogelijk was voor de sampling van één-ster 

oplossingen van enzymcomplexen. Nu worden, niet alleen voor vrijwel alle enzymen 
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maar ook voor vele niet-enzymatische complexen, één-ster oplossingen niet alleen 

gegenereerd, maar ook nog eens gescoord in de top 400. In feite is de sampling en 

niet de scoring nu de beperkende factor. Zelfs al is slechts 0.1 % (10 / 10 000) van de 

gesampelde structuren van één-ster of betere kwaliteit, dan kan er toch in vrijwel alle 

gevallen één geselecteerd worden in de top 400. Voor twee-ster structuren is zelfs een 

enkele gesampelde structuur vaak al genoeg. Bovendien blijkt HADDOCKs 

verfijningsstap nuttig te zijn in het verder verbeteren van de positie van twee-ster 

structuren in de rangorde van geselecteerde structuren. 

Tenslotte wordt aangetoond dat de interface predicties gecorrigeerd kunnen worden 

aan de hand  van de docking resultaten. Door de contacten te analyseren die gemaakt 

worden door de best scorende docking oplossingen, bleek het mogelijk te zijn om 

interface “post-predictie” (navoorspelling) te doen, met een hogere nauwkeurigheid 

dan de oorspronkelijke CPORT predicties. Dit betekent dat de grenzen van predictie-

gestuurde docking nog niet zijn bereikt. 

De docking resultaten zijn beschikbaar gesteld aan de wetenschappelijke 

gemeenschap. Hopelijk zullen zij nuttig zijn voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe 

scoringfuncties die een verdere verbetering kunnen bewerkstelligen ten opzichte van 

de huidige resultaten. 

 

Dit proefschrift sluit af  met hoofdstuk 9, dat een aantal perspectieven biedt op het 

dockingveld en de verwachte ontwikkelingen in de toekomst. 
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Samenvatting voor leken 

 

Sommige dingen lijken ingewikkelder dan ze zijn. Dat geldt zeker in de wetenschap, 

omdat wetenschappers nu eenmaal graag jargon gebruiken om indruk te maken op 

collega’s of op buitenstaanders. Ik moet bekennen dat ik me in dit proefschrift daar 

ook wel schuldig aan heb gemaakt: ik heb het over “protein-protein docking” en 

“interface prediction of transient protein-protein complexes”, wat in feite betekent 

dat ik meer dan vier jaar van mijn leven heb doorgebracht met het domweg in elkaar 

puzzelen van eiwitten. Vandaar deze samenvatting in gewone mensentaal voor 

familie, vrienden en andere geïnteresseerden zonder natuurwetenschappelijke 

achtergrond. 

 

Eiwitten zijn heel wat meer dan wat je ’s ochtends in je gekookte eitje aantreft. Het 

zijn de werkpaarden van het menselijk lichaam: alle spieren bestaan uit eiwitten, 

evenals veel hormonen (insuline bijvoorbeeld). De hele spijsvertering wordt 

uitgevoerd door eiwitten, en de omzetting van suiker in energie gebeurt door een 

heel stel eiwitten die elk aan de lopende band de volgende stap uitvoeren. De 

werking van de menselijke cel is in feite een gigantisch netwerk van eiwitten die met 

elkaar praten.  Het is belangrijk dat dat op de juiste manier en  op het juiste moment 

gebeurt: anders raakt het netwerk uit balans en ontstaan er ziekten zoals kanker, 

suikerziekte, allergie, en een heleboel meer. 

 

Om met elkaar te praten binden eiwitten zich aan elkaar vast. Twee of meer 

eiwitmoleculen die aan elkaar vastzitten vormen een zogeheten eiwitcomplex.  De 

structuurbiologie is de tak van wetenschap die zich bezig houdt met het bestuderen 

van eiwitten en eiwitcomplexen op het meest gedetailleerde niveau, de ruimtelijke 

positie van de atomen in het eiwit, oftewel de structuur. Dit is niet uit pure 

nieuwsgierigheid. Vrijwel alle medicijnen beïnvloeden de werking van eiwitten op 

atoomniveau. Daar zit weinig ontwerp achter, sterker nog, medicijnen worden 
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meestal stomtoevallig ontdekt. Maar gewapend met atomaire kennis over de 

werking van een eiwit kunnen wetenschappers, als ze daarvoor geleerd hebben (ik 

niet), gericht nieuwe medicijnen ontwerpen. Zo werkt het vaak in de wetenschap: je 

produceert kennis die geen direct nut heeft, maar waar (hopelijk) een ander wat mee 

kan, die dan iets ontdekt dat weer iemand anders in staat stelt om een ziekte te 

genezen, of om iets anders nuttigs te doen. 

 

De traditionele experimentele technieken voor het bestuderen van eiwitten op 

atoomniveau zijn kristallografie en NMR. De ruimtelijke structuur van 

tienduizenden eiwitten en duizenden eiwitcomplexen is met deze technieken 

opgehelderd. Het probleem is dat deze technieken erg tijdrovend kunnen zijn, en dat 

sommige eiwitcomplexen het gewoon vertikken om opgehelderd te worden, zeker 

als de binding tussen de eiwitten erg zwak is. Tenslotte zijn er ongelooflijk veel 

eiwitcomplexen: er zijn tienduizenden eiwitten alleen al voor de mens, en elk eiwit 

kan mogelijk deel uitmaken van wel tien verschillende complexen. Voor veel 

complexen zijn de structuren van de eiwitten in hun eentje bekend, maar hebben we 

geen idee hoe ze in elkaar gepuzzeld moeten worden tot een complex. Daarom 

hebben we vroeg of laat computerprogramma’s nodig die losse eiwitstructuren in 

elkaar kunnen puzzelen. Dit puzzelen van eiwitten met de computer wordt docking 

genoemd. 

 

Met de bovenstaande paragraaf begin ik meestal mijn wetenschappelijke artikelen, 

en mijn collega’s vaak ook. Het is bedoeld om de andere wetenschappers te 

overtuigen van het nut van dockingprogramma’s, aangezien heel veel 

wetenschappers skeptisch zijn tegenover computers die een experiment proberen te 

vervangen. En terecht: wanneer een voorspelling, gemaakt door een docking 

programma, vergeleken wordt met een echt experiment, dan zit de voorspelling 

soms goed, maar ook soms helemaal fout. Maar zoals gezegd, het echte experiment is 

vaak tijdrovend en lang niet altijd mogelijk. Een gulden middenweg wordt daarom 

bewandeld door HADDOCK, het docking programma dat ontwikkeld is in het NMR 
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laboratorium waar ik mijn promotieonderzoek heb gedaan. Het is weliswaar een 

computerprogramma, maar als invoer gebruikt het experimentele informatie die 

door HADDOCK gebruikt wordt om de eiwitten in de juiste richting te sturen. Deze 

experimentele informatie is weliswaar dubbelzinnig, maar een stuk sneller en 

makkelijker te meten dan de ondubbelzinnige informatie die je nodig hebt om het op 

de traditionele NMR manier te doen. Om die reden wordt HADDOCK erg veel 

gebruikt door wetenschappers met experimentele data, veel meer dan andere 

docking programma’s die geen gebruik maken van data om de docking te sturen. 

Tegelijkertijd is dat ook een beperking: HADDOCK werkt meestal niet erg goed als 

er helemaal geen informatie is. 

 

Tijdens mijn promotie heb ik twee verschillende dingen gedaan. Ten eerste heb ik 

gekeken of het mogelijk is om deze beperking van HADDOCK op te heffen door 

gebruik te maken van voorspelde data in plaats van echte data, door middel van 

interface predictie (raakvlakvoorspelling). Ten tweede heb ik meegeholpen om een 

aantal verbeteringen aan te brengen in HADDOCK. Door deze verbeteringen is 

HADDOCK nu een stuk krachtiger en flexibeler. Bovendien is er nu een 

gebruiksvriendelijke HADDOCK web server, waarvan het aantal gebruikers 

inmiddels de 300 nadert, in laboratoria verspreid over vijf continenten.  

 

Het puzzelen met eiwitten is vergelijkbaar met gewoon puzzelen, maar er zijn ook 

een aantal verschillen. Bij gewoon puzzelen gaat het erom welke puzzelstukjes aan 

elkaar horen, maar bij puzzelen met eiwitten is dat meestal wel duidelijk. Het is juist 

de vraag hóe de eiwitten aan elkaar passen: gewone puzzelstukjes zijn plat en er zijn 

maar een paar mogelijkheden, maar eiwitten zijn drie-dimensionaal en het aantal 

mogelijkheden loopt in de miljoenen. Het proberen van al die mogelijkheden en het 

selecteren van de juiste oplossing is precies wat docken inhoudt. 

Hierbij kan het ongelooflijk behulpzaam zijn om te weten wat het raakvlak is tussen 

de eiwitten. Met andere woorden: wat is de knobbel van het puzzelstukje, en wat de 

rand. Bij puzzelstukjes is dat meteen duidelijk, maar dat geldt helaas niet voor 
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eiwitten. De eerder genoemde dubbelzinnige experimenten geven antwoord op 

precies die vraag: ze zeggen welk stukje eiwit contact maakt en welk stukje niet. Dit 

in tegenstelling tot ondubbelzinnige (klassieke NMR) experimenten, waarbij 

contacten tussen de eiwitten gemeten worden. Stel een auto en een caravan eens voor 

als twee eiwitten: ondubbelzinnige informatie is dan dat de dissel van de caravan 

contact maakt met de trekhaak van de auto. Dubbelzinnige informatie is dat de 

trekhaak het deel van de auto is dat contact maakt met de caravan, zonder dat je 

weet op welke manier. Je weet dan alleen dat de trekhaak in de interface (het 

raakvlak) van het auto-caravan complex zit. 

 

Bij gebrek aan zelfs dubbelzinnige experimenten moet ook dat dus voorspeld 

worden door de computer: deze tak van sport heet dan ook interface predictie 

(raakvlakvoorspelling). Ik heb dus geprobeerd om met de computer voor beide 

eiwitten het raakvlak te voorspellen, en die voorspellingen opnieuw in de computer 

te stoppen om met HADDOCK een eiwitcomplex te voorspellen. Het moge duidelijk 

zijn dat dit soort luchtfietserij helemaal een grote hoeveelheid skepsis oproept bij 

experimentele wetenschappers. Daarom heb ik gebruik gemaakt van een 

testverzameling van eiwitten die al opgehelderd zijn met een experiment. Ik doe 

mezelf een virtuele blinddoek voor: ik doe net alsof ik niet weet wat het raakvlak is 

en geen idee heb hoe het eiwitcomplex eruitziet. Nadat ik blind de voorspellingen 

gedaan heb, kijk ik in hoeverre het allemaal klopt. 

 

Hoe kun je het raakvlak van een eiwitcomplex voorspellen? In scheikundig opzicht is 

een eiwit eigenlijk een rondom slingerende ketting van kralen, genaamd residuen, en 

die kralen komen voor in twintig verschillende soorten, genaamd aminozuren. Elk 

van deze twintig aminozuren heeft unieke eigenschappen die kunnen bijdragen tot 

de binding van het eiwit aan een ander eiwit. Het analyseren van die eigenschappen 

kan helpen bij het zoeken van het raakvlak. Olie-achtige aminozuren zitten 

bijvoorbeeld graag in een raakvlak, omdat ze op die manier contact met water 

kunnen vermijden. 
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Ook de biologie kan een waardevolle bijdrage leveren, door het vergelijken van 

verwante eiwitten. In biologisch opzicht zijn eiwitten namelijk meer tandwielen dan 

puzzelstukjes. Daarmee bedoel ik dat eiwitten functionele, bewegende dingen zijn, 

kleine fabriekjes of machientjes of robotjes die in elkaar grijpen en chemische reacties 

uitvoeren. Nu van heel veel dieren, planten en bacteriën het volledige DNA bekend 

is, weten we ook de kralenvolgorde van hun eiwitten. Als je al die eiwitten naast 

elkaar legt, dan zie je bepaalde residuen (kralen) steeds terugkomen, omdat juist die 

essentieel zijn om het eiwit goed te laten functioneren. Deze eigenschap heet 

conservatie. Als je bijvoorbeeld heel veel verschillende soorten tandenborstels naast 

elkaar legt dan zie je dat ze ondanks hun verschillen allemaal haren hebben: haren 

zijn dus geconserveerd in tandenborstels. Tandenborstels kunnen zonder die haren 

hun werk immers niet doen. Geconserveerde residuen zeggen dus welke stukjes 

eiwit belangrijk zijn voor hun functie. 

Als geconserveerde residuen aan het eiwitoppervlak liggen, dan heb je een dikke 

kans dat ze deel uitmaken van het raakvlak. Ik heb een programma voor 

raakvlakvoorspelling ontwikkeld, dat de vraag beantwoordt: “welke informatie 

levert oppervlakte conservatie op”. Of, in het Engels: “What Information does 

Surface Conservation Yield” (WHISCY). WHISCY is dan ook de naam van het 

programma. Dat whisky nu juist de lievelingsdrank is van kapitein Haddock van 

Kuifje is natuurlijk volkomen toeval. 

In hoofdstuk 8 stop ik WHISCY met vijf andere interface predictors bij elkaar, 

sommige met een biologische insteek en andere met een meer chemische benadering. 

Het blijkt dat die predictors elkaar goed aanvullen en dat docking met de 

gecombineerde raakvlakvoorspellingen veel beter werkt dan met de voorspellingen 

van een willekeurige afzonderlijke predictor. 

 

Soms zijn eiwitten in een complex net zo star en onwrikbaar als een kurk in een fles. 

Dat maakt het puzzelen relatief makkelijk, omdat de eiwitten dan goed in elkaar 

passen. Sommige eiwitten veranderen echter van vorm als ze aan elkaar binden. Je 

kunt daarbij denken aan een luie stoel die zich vormt naar degene die erin zit, maar 
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een dramatischer voorbeeld is een muizenval die dichtklapt zodra er een muis 

binnenwandelt. Net als voor de muis leidt dat bij het docken tot een onaangenaam 

resultaat dat moeilijk te voorzien is. In de testverzameling waarmee ik gewerkt heb 

zitten een aantal van deze vormveranderende complexen, en de docking met 

interface predictie lukt voor slechts een kwart van deze complexen, tegenover 

driekwart van de starre complexen.  

 

Een ander probleem van eiwitten in een complex is dat ze niet altijd even sterk aan 

elkaar binden. Zwakke eiwitcomplexen zijn driedubbel moeilijk: ze zijn moeilijk op 

te helderen met een experiment, het is moeilijk te voorspellen wat hun raakvlak zal 

zijn, en het docken van het uiteindelijke complex is ook moeilijk. Jammer genoeg zijn 

het juist deze eiwitcomplexen die vaak betrokken zijn bij kanker. Daar is een goede 

reden voor.  

Stel een eiwit  eens voor als een stukje papier dat je ergens aan vast wilt plakken (dat 

“ergens” is in werkelijkheid dus een ander eiwit). Een goede manier om dat te doen 

is met een laag lijm, zoals bijvoorbeeld postzegellijm of behangplaksel. Maar waarom 

zijn er dan post-it papiertjes, waarvan de lijm zo slap is dat ze bij het minste zuchtje 

wind wegwaaien? Post-it papiertjes dienen voor het doorgeven van boodschappen: 

als de boodschap verwerkt is dan wil je het papiertje weer weg kunnen halen, zodat 

er de volgende dag niet opnieuw gootsteenontstopper wordt gehaald. Mocht je zo 

stom geweest zijn om je boodschap met behangplaksel vast te lijmen, dan zal je dat 

niet meevallen. Op dezelfde manier geldt dat voor zwakke eiwitcomplexen: deze 

geven ook boodschappen door, maar dan aan andere eiwitten. Bijvoorbeeld, een 

groeihormoon in het bloed (vaak een eiwit) bindt aan een receptor (ook een eiwit) 

dat zijn groeisignaal weer doorgeeft door te binden aan andere eiwitten, waardoor 

de cel zich gaat delen. Dit soort signalen moeten niet alleen aangezet maar ook snel 

weer uitgezet kunnen worden, en daarom is de binding niet zo sterk. Maar als een 

eiwit muteert en opeens allerlei groeisignalen gaat uitzenden die niet meer uitgezet 

kunnen worden, dan ontstaat er kanker.  

Er zitten verschillende van dat soort  signaaleiwitten in de testverzameling waarmee 
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ik gewerkt heb, zoals bijvoorbeeld het welbekende EPO hormoon (denk aan de Tour 

de France) in complex met de EPO receptor, en ook het potentiële kankereiwit Ras in 

complex met zijn activator. Andere eiwitten uit de testverzameling lijken meer op 

postzegels of behangpapier, en binden juist om nooit meer los te laten. Bijvoorbeeld 

het remmer-eiwit dat wordt gemaakt door de Ascaris worm, die leeft in de 

menselijke darm. Om daar te komen moet de worm eerst de maag overleven, met 

name de verwoestende werking van pepsine, het verterende eiwit uit maagsap. Om 

pepsine uit te schakelen maakt de worm een rem-eiwit dat een sterk complex 

aangaat met pepsine. Dit soort sterke complexen is over het algemeen veel 

makkelijker te voorspellen met docking en interface predictie.  

 

De uitdaging voor de komende jaren zal zijn om ook voor de zwakke en/of 

vormveranderende complexen de juiste binding te kunnen voorspellen. Pas dan 

zullen docking en interface predictie volwaardige aanvullingen zijn op 

experimentele technieken, en een bijdrage leveren aan het onderzoek naar ziekten als 

kanker en AIDS. 
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Chapter 2, figure 1: Example predictions from the CAPRI experiment overlaid onto the experimental 

crystal structure. a: a one-star prediction (HADDOCK model #1 for target 27 24, PDB code 2O25) b: a 

two-star prediction (HADDOCK model #1 for target 26 25, PDB code 2HQS) c: a three-star prediction 

(HADDOCK model #1 for target 13 26, PDB code 1YNT). 
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Chapter 4, figure 3. Predicted versus true interface residues mapped onto the two chains of the six 

complexes selected from the 1.0 docking benchmark: 1avw (a), 1brc (b), 1dfj (c), 1wq1 (d), 2pcc (e) and 

2sni (f). Green: interface as determined by DIMPLOT (see Material and Methods); red: WHISCY 

prediction; blue: ProMate prediction; purple: overlap between WHISCY and ProMate prediction. 
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Chapter 5, figure 1: (A) Pairwise intramolecular contact propensities (natural logarithm of each 

propensity) and (B) pairwise intramolecular contact propensities corrected for single amino acid 

interface propensity (natural logarithm of each propensity). Left: Interface contact propensities. Right: 

Cross-contact propensities.  
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Chapter 6, figure 1: Overlays of our best CAPRI submissions (those with the lowest i-RMSD values) 

and the reference crystal structures. Receptors are shown in surface representation with the area 

defined by the active and passive residues shown in light blue. The ligands are shown in cartoon 

representation (HADDOCK best: pink, reference target: blue). This figure was generated with PyMol. 
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Chapter 7, figure 1: Flowchart of the HADDOCK server. Web interfaces and CGI validator functions 

are auto-generated by Spyder data models. Parameters are stored in a file that is returned to the user. 

External validation scripts and tools are registered into the framework in the form of converters 

between different data representations. Finally, the data are written as a HADDOCK project directory. 

HADDOCK then performs the docking calculations, using the computational resources provided by 

the cluster or the eNMR grid. Finally, the docking results are formatted and presented to the 

user
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Chapter 8, supplementary material, figure S1: Optimizing the best use of each individual predictor  
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